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Abstract
Bone is a highly organised and specialised connective tissue with natural ability to
self-heal and regain functionality. This capacity is, however, exposed to a great number of
threats that can critically damage bone’s health and trigger the need for bone substitutes.
The present thesis aimed at the production of new bone scaffolds for tissue regen-
eration using the Inverted Colloidal Crystal (ICC) structure as model system. ICCs are
3D structures, resultant from Colloidal Crystals (CC) inverse replication, that exhibit
uniform pore size, interconnected network and whose architectural design enhances the
cellular environment and vascular ingrowth.
Reported here is the use of organic (chitosan/chitin nanowhiskers) and inorganic
(hydroxyapatite) building materials to develop scaffolds comprising ceramic, polymeric
and composite matrices. Firstly, polystyrene microspheres are produced by simple mi-
crofluidic, assembled in hexagonal close packed CC and then used as templates for all
scaffolds production. Ceramic based ICCs were developed using an hydroxyapatite sol-
gel system and sintering route that allowed simultaneous template calcination and matrix
formation. Polymeric based ICCs were subjected to hydrolytic degradation after being
produced with different molecular weight chitosans in order to understand polymer in-
fluence on the scaffolds structural stability. Considering bone´s composite nature, ICCs
were constructed using hydroxyapatite nanorods suspended in chitosan solutions. Also,
structures whose materials have an imprinted liquid crystalline organization provided
by chitin nanowhiskers were developed inspired by bone collagen arrangement that con-
tributes to the tissue hierarchical architecture.
The morphological, biological and mechanical evaluation of such scaffolds contributes
to establish the path for the development of new ICC based products with potential to
complement or replace the currently clinically used bone substitutes and in that way
constitute valuable solutions for bone tissue regeneration.
Keywords: Bone Tissue Engineering; Inverted Colloidal Crystals; Scaffolds; Chitosan;




O osso é um tecido conjuntivo altamente organizado e especializado, com capacidade natural
para se curar e recuperar a funcionalidade. No entanto, esta capacidade está exposta a um grande
número de riscos que podem danificar irreversivelmente a saúde óssea, criando a necessidade de
uso de substitutos ósseos.
A presente tese teve como objetivo a produção de novos substitutos ósseos sintéticos para
regeneração de tecido tendo como base as Réplicas Inversas de Cristais Coloidais (RICC). As RICC
são estruturas 3D, resultantes da reprodução negativa de Cristais Coloidais (CC), que possuem
uma rede interconectada de poros de tamanho uniforme, cuja construção arquitectónica contribui
para um melhor ambiente celular e penetração de vasos sanguíneos.
Nesta tese é reportado o uso de materiais orgânicos (quitosano/nanofibrilas de quitina) e
inorgânicos (hidroxiapatite) no desenvolvimento de estruturas poliméricas, cerâmicas e compósi-
tas. Primeiro, microesferas de poliestireno foram produzidas por microfluidica, empacotadas em
geometrias hexagonais de CC e posteriormente usadas como moldes para toda a linha de desen-
volvimento dos substitutos. RICCs com matrizes cerâmicas foram desenvolvidas utilizando um
sistema sol-gel de hidroxiapatite e um programa de sinterização que simultaneamente permitiu
a calcinação do molde e a formação da matriz. RICCs poliméricas foram sujeitas a degradação
hidrolítica após terem sido produzidas com quitosanos de diferentes pesos moleculares, de forma
a avaliar a influência do polímero na estabilidade estrutural das réplicas. Considerando a natureza
compósita do osso, foram construídas RICCs a partir de suspensões de nanorods de hidroxiapa-
tite em soluções de quitosano. Inspirados na organização do colagénio nos ossos, que contribui
para a arquitectura hierárquica deste tecido, são ainda apresentadas estruturas cujos materiais
evidenciam uma organização proveniente de fases líquidas cristalinas de nanofibrilas de quitina.
A caracterização morfológica, biológica e mecânica das estruturas produzidas abre o caminho
do desenvolvimento de novos produtos com base em RICC, com potencial para complementar
ou substituir os substitutos ósseos clinicamente usados, e que desta forma se constituem como
soluções valiosas para a regeneração do tecido ósseo.
Palavras-chave: Engenharia de Tecido Ósseo; Réplicas Inversas de Cristais Coloidais; Estruturas
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In this chapter the motivation that drove the author in the research and development
leading to this PhD thesis is presented. First, the inspiring study object - bone - is
briefly presented in order to perceive its formidable complexity. Secondly, the risks
and complications associated with human bone trauma and/or diseases will be addressed
along with their key statistics and the diversity of the current solutions. Finally a new
type of solution - Inverted Colloidal Crystal (ICC) - is suggested and the stages describing
how to achieve it are presented and framed into thesis chapters.
1.1 Bone
Bone is a highly organized and specialized connective tissue. It is the main constituent
of the skeletal system (213 bones in adults, excluding the sesamoid bones) (Figure 1.1)
and the harder, stronger and more rigid tissue in the human body. It is responsible for
major key actions such as structural support of the body, allows movement and locomo-
tion, protects internal organs, serve as mineral, growth factor and cytokines reservoir,
includes the marrow for blood cells production, regulates blood acid-base balance and is
the source of multiple progenitor cell [1]. Bone functionality is directly linked to internal
organization, so in the next sections a closer look at tissue architecture and composition
will be given.
1.1.1 Bone Architecture
Bone results from an hierarchical construction of platforms from the nano to micro and
macro scales that involves cells, growth factors, proteins and ceramics. The analysis of
bone at different scales reveals an entire world of biological complexity that has intrin-
cated and regulated interaction mechanisms [2]. Starting at the human scale and based
1
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on their shape and morphology, bones can be either classified as:
Long bones or tubular bones, which are weight-bearing, have articular surfaces at their
ends, and are confined to the limbs, as they primarily act as levers (e.g. humerus
and femur);
Short bones or cuboidal bones, which have many articulating surfaces for the transmission
of loads as well as articulation (e.g. carpal and tarsal bones);
Flatbones which are formed from two thick layers, separated by a layer of spongy-like
bone, and are usually curved structures and provide protection and points of at-















Figure 1.1: Human skeleton: bones morphology and bone macrostructural level. Stock
images available at freepick.com.
A fourth type includes the irregular shaped bones that do not fit in the above three
or might be combinations of them, e.g. the skull, vertebrae, maxilla, ribs and sesamoid
bones [3]. Looking at the macrostructural level we can classify bone in two classes:
trabecular or cortical. The cortical or compact bone represents approximately 80% of
the skeletal mass. It is a solid mass that is filled with organic ground substance and
inorganic salts and forms the outer wall of bones, supplying supportive and protective
functions to the skeleton. The trabecular or cancellous bone can be found in the inner
part of bone and represents approximately 20% of the bone mass. Also known as spongy
bone, it is light, porous and typically exists in the form of interconnected plates and rods
(trabeculae), which vary in amount in different bones. In the enclosed spaces, trabecular
bone is filled with blood vessels and marrow. Depending on skeletal sites, bones can be
2
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composed of cortical and trabecular parts in different ratios. While vertebras present
25:75 cortical/trabecular ratio, the femur is composed of 50:50 and 95:5 at the femoral







Figure 1.2: Bone hierarchical structure at the nanostructural and microstructural level:
A) Haversian system; B) trabecula; C) Volkmann’s canal; D) collagen; E) hydroxyapatite
crystal and F) collagen fibril. Adapted with permission from Wegst et al. [4] copyright
©Nature Materials 2014.
The microstructural level is formed by the Haversian system (in cortical bone) and
the trabecula (in spongy bone). The cortical bone base unit, the osteon or Haversian system
(Figure 1.2 A), is a structural junction of concentric bone layers composed by an inner
longitudinal canal (Haversian canal) and surronding concentric lamellae of fibers and
ceramics. The Haversian canal contains small blood vessels allowing blood supply to
osteocytes. Osteons are characteristic of mature bone and are formed preferentially along
the long axis of bone. The morphology of these osteons gives bone a plywood aspect.
The space between adjacent osteons is filled with interstitial lamellae and the vascular
communication between consecutive osteons is achieved by the existence of perpendic-
ular vessels called Volkmann’s canals (Figure 1.2 C) [5]. The trabeculae (Figure 1.2 B) is
cancellous bone base unit and it is arranged in a orderly pattern giving a honeycombed
aspect to the inner bone. Trabeculae are aligned along lines of stress, providing structural
support and flexibility with less weight when comparing with cortical bone.
Another important tissue is located within the cortical and cancellous bone cavities.
The bone marrow is the organ of haemotopoiesis and very important in the first stages
of bone formation at birth, being confined after maturation to specific bones like the
vertebral collum and the proximal end of long bones. The marrow is yellow and composed
of fat cells and few marrow cells in long bones and is red and composed of connective
tissue, blood vessels and more marrow cells in flat and short bones [3].
At the nanostructural level bone is a composite of organic and mineral compounds
that together constitute the bone extracellular matrix (ECM). The organic phase of bone
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matrix represents 30% to 40% of bone dry weight and is composed approximately by
90% of type I collagen (Figure 1.2 D) and 10% of proteins like osteocalcin (promotes min-
eralization and bone formation), osteonectin (regulates calcium and organizes mineral
in matrix) and osteopontin (cell-binding protein). The mineral phase of the ECM ranges
from 30% to 98% dry weight depending on the site, but the majority of bones present
60% to 70% mineral dry weight formed by carbonate-substituted hydroxyapatite crystals
(Figure 1.2 E) that can also incorporate citrate, magnesium, fluoride and strontium into
the lattice or onto the surface. Bone hydroxyapatite (HAp) is poorly crystalline being
more soluble than geologic hydroxyapatite (Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2), which facilitates body
mineral homeostasis and bone remodeling during its life cycle. [1, 6].
Finally, at the cell level, bone has 3 major cell components: osteoblasts, osteoclasts
and osteocytes.
Osteoblasts - Descend from the differentiation of osteogenic cells in the periosteum (tis-
sue that covers the outer surface of the bone) and in the endosteum of the marrow
cavity. Responsible for the synthesis and mineralization in initial bone formation
and later bone remodeling, they produce the enzymes alkaline phosphatase and
collagenase, growth factors, osteocalcin and collagen.
Osteoclasts - Large multinucleated cells responsible for the dissolution and absorption of
bone. Osteoclasts are formed by the fusion of many cells derived from circulating
monocytes in the blood. Osteoclasts may have as many as 200 nuclei, although
most have only 5 to 20. Osteoclasts produce a number of enzymes like cathepsin K
(degrades type I collagen and other noncollageneous proteins).
Osteocytes - The smallest cells in bone are found in the lacunae, which are contained in
the calcified matrix. Osteocytes derive from osteoblasts and consist in osteoblasts
surrounded by their secreted products. The osteocyte participates in calcium home-
ostasis [5].
1.1.2 Bone as a Liquid Crystalline based Composite Tissue
As seen previously, bone is a highly hierarchical structure and a composite tissue of
organic and mineral matter. The formation of this composite is a complex process of
protein, hormone, growth factor and cell interactions. Bone production starts with the
deposition of an organic network of collagen fibrils which are calcified by the build-up
of calcium phosphate. HAp crystals appear as flat nanoplates that nucleate within and
around collagen, and dispose themselves alongside the organic fibrils axis (Figure 1.2 F)
[7].
In osteons, groups of collagen fibrils run parallel to each other in consecutive lamellae,
with a 90º change of orientation between each lamellae. The complex order in compact
bone is directly related to the three-dimensional assembly of the collagen fibrils that
influence the deposition of the mineral phase and the mechanical properties of the tissue.
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By microscopic observation of the collagen orientation in bone, two coexisting models
have been proposed: orthogonal plywood and twistted plywood (Figure 1.3)[8].
The first model translates the classical description of the two principal orientation
of collagen fibrils, described in the literature by the bright and dark stripes observed in
polarized light microscopy. The bright and dark stripes are related to the angular shift of
fibrils lower than 90º (bright) and larger than 90º (dark), that allow or not the passage of
light.
The twisted plywood model describes small and regular angular shifts, giving the im-
pression of an existing continuous stratification. Different orientated plates are observed
in each 180º shifts. The existence of both models at the same osteon has been described,
as consequence of mechanical constraints. Compression and tension stimuli modulate
the fibrillar arrangement and are responsible for the collagen network disposition.
C DA B
Figure 1.3: Collagen orientation models in single osteons (A,B) and in ultra-thin sections
of osteons (C,D): Orthogonal plywood model (A, C) and twisted plywood model (B, D).
Bar lengths: B = 5 µm; C and D = 0.1 µm. Adapted with permission from Giraud-Guille
et al. [9] copyright ©Elsevier 2003.
An analogy between liquid crystalline (LC) geometries and the organic network of
bone has been proposed due to the collagen long-range order. Collagen fibrils distribu-
tion is similar to that of molecules in cholesteric liquid crystals. In these mesophases
molecules are organized in layers. In each layer the molecules are in average aligned in a
direction given by the director ~n, and this director rotates periodically along the long axis
of the structure, like in a helix. The period of the rotation (the distance over which a full
360º rotation is completed) is know as the pitch, p, of the cholesteric. Several authors have
been able to reproduce the liquid crystalline fingerprint-like texture in acidic collagen
systems, suggesting that molecular interactions at liquid crystalline state are responsi-
ble for fibril assembly and collagen network architecture in bone [9, 10]. Although the
tissue imprinted liquid crystalline organization has not yet been understood, there is an
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increased belief that collagen molecules are created by specific cells like fibroblasts and
osteoblasts, segregated into the ECM space in a dense state and then escape from cellular
control to self-assemble in local liquid crystalline domains that give rise to long highly
ordered tissues [11].
1.1.3 Bone Mechanical Properties
Bone physical properties are intrinsically linked with bone morphology, architecture and
chemical composition. On the one hand, collagen fibrils are responsible for high elasticity,
little compressive strength and considerable intrinsic tensile strength. On the other hand,
the mineral content is responsible for hardness, rigidity and compressive strength of
bone. Bone brings together the combination of properties of both mineral and organic in
an unique composite material. The dispersion of rigid and brittle ceramics in an elastic
collagen matrix decreases the propagation of stress failure throughout the brittle material
and allows a closer approach to the theoretical limiting strength of single crystals [5].
As seen previously, bone can be subdivided in cortical and trabecular. Cortical bone
exhibits anisotropic mechanical properties. Its Elastic modulus (E) varies from longi-
tudinal to transverse - 17.4 to 9.6 GPa - and when bending or shearing - 14.8 to 3.51
GPa. Cancellous human bone elastic modulus has been difficult to be determined since
different values are obtained depending on which plate is studied, resulting in 20 to 40%
values variation. Some researchers have used the combination of micro-CT scans and
finite-element computation to determine the elastic modulus, reaching values like 5.7 ±
1.6 GPa and 6.6 ± 1.1 GPa. Although different values have been reported, it is commonly
accepted that cancellous bone is 20-30% less stiff than cortical bone tissue. This differ-
ence is explained not by mineralization but by the different collagen fibrils organization
in both tissues [12].
Variation of the mineral/organic contents occurs depending on bone type and location.
This ratio variation influences bone mechanical properties: more mineral leads to more
brittle material, less mineral leads to higher flexibility. Also, bone elastic modulus is
directly dependent on the load rate applied. Bones have different behavior during rapid
or slow deformation which suggests the existence of viscous flow during deformation [5].
1.1.4 Bone Remodeling/Repairing System
Bone is dynamically maintained throughout life by a "self-regeneration program" that
includes different complex events with the participation of cells and stimulating agents.
In skeleton formation, repair and maintenance, a combination of intramembranous and
endochondral ossification occurs, which is dependent on the mechanical environment
involved.
Intramembranous bone formation is the process of ossification that forms the bulk of
the cortical bone shell. Membranous bones appear from condensates of loose mesenchy-
mal tissue that contain osteogenic cells. The first small mass of bone with its irregular
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shape is called a spicule and the interconnection of consecutive spicules, promoted by os-
teoblasts, gives rise to the primary cancellous bone. At the trabecula surface and between
voids, osteoblasts start to build primary osteons (Haversian systems) that are posteriorly
replaced by secondary osteons. After sufficient bone mass has been produced, osteoclasts
begin the remodelling phase allowing bone to achieve the most optimal shape and density.
This process defines the formation of dense bone at the cortex (compact bone) or woven
bone in the inner part (cancellous bone).
Endochondral bone formation is the mechanism of ossification that forms the bulk of
cancellous bone. It starts with cartilage formation as mesenchymal cells condense and dif-
ferentiate in an avascular environment into chondroblasts that produce cartilage matrix.
This matrix constitutes the model of the future formed bone. After cells maturation and
growth, the matrix calcifies. Chondrocytes stop secreting collagen and begin secreting an
enzyme - alkaline phosphatase - essencial for mineral deposition. Following the calcifica-
tion process, the cartilage matrix is invaded by capillaries and osteogenic cells that start
the ossification process. Osteoblasts appose woven bone in the calcified cartilage and
produce the primary spongiosa. Later, the spongiosa is replaced either by bone marrow
or by lamellar trabeculae, forming the adult cancellous bone [12, 13].
Hematoma and Inflammatory Differentiation Soft and Hard callus formation Remodeling
Figure 1.4: Representation of the fracture healing steps: A) Hematoma formation; B)
inflammatory response. Arrival of mesenchymal cells; C) Formation of callus after en-
dosteal and periosteal reaction; D) Callus remodeling. Adapted from Einhorn et al. [14]
copyright ©Nature Reviews Rheumatology 2014.
The fracture healing process is a physiological process that involves biological factors
and mechanical principles. It aims at rapid stabilization of broken bone parts with little
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commitment to anatomy. In this process, intramembranous and endochondral ossifica-
tion similar to the bone formation during osteogenesis, occurs. A sequence of stages are
present during the process: hematoma and inflammatory phase, proliferation and differenti-
ation phase, soft and hard callus formation and remodelling phase (Figure 1.4).
When a fracture happens, the hematoma event begins with bone and surrounding soft
tissues bleeding. The microvascular disruption leads to hypoxia and causes bone necrosis.
After, blood clots form around the bone extremities and within the medulla, providing
a natural template for callus formation. This event triggers an inflammatory response
(24 hours to 7days) with the release of cytokines (inflammatory mediators) followed
by increased blood flow, vessel permeability and cell migration (anabolic phase). Bone
debris are resorbed by osteoclasts and the increased blood flow and vascular proliferation
supplies stem cells and signalling molecules.
The mechanical environment and biological signs cause the differentiation of mes-
enchymal stem cells into osteogenic cells. The repair phase follows with initial stabiliza-
tion by chondroid cartilaginous matrix (containing proteoglycans and type II collagen)
that is replaced by osteoid matrix (type I collagen), during 3 to 4 weeks - soft callus forma-
tion. The ossified cartilage is then replaced by woven bone, developing a more solid and
resistant bone. Soft callus formation is followed by intramembranous ossifications at the
distal and proximal ends of fractures, forming the hard callus. After the first month of
repairing, the remodelling phase starts. The spongy bone is replaced with lamellar bone
by osteoclasts resorption of the hard callus and lamellar deposition by osteoblasts. The
new bone is reshaped in the final and best achievable bone morphology with its normal
microstructure and material properties reestablished [15].
1.2 Background
As seen above, bone has the natural ability to self-heal and regain its structural and
functional activity. However this capacity is exposed to a great number of threats that
can critically affect the performance and irreversibly damage bone health. Disorders
like osteoporosis, arthritis and diseases such as obesity, diabetes and cancer can cause
extensive injuries to orthopedic tissues.
In the United States 1.5 million people suffer a fracture due to bone disease every
year and this problem almost exponentially increases with demography. In 50 years old
individuals, 39.7% of women and 13.1% of men have hip, vertebra or forearm fractures
and by 2020 it is expected that nearly 14 million cases of osteoporosis and 47 million cases
of low bone mass in risk of developing fractures will occur [16]. According to the World
Health Organization, in the European Union in 2010 the number of fractures reached
approximately 620.000 hip fractures, 520.000 vertebral fractures and 560.000 forearm
fractures for a total of 3.5 million cases with an expected increase of 28% to 4.5 million
cases in 2025. Also, 22 million women and 5.5 million men between 50 and 84 years of
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age are estimated to have osteoporosis and this value will rise to 33.9 million in 2025
(23%)[17].
These conditions can lead to critical defects in the skeleton requiring surgery to re-
place or restore the missing bone volume and many times requiring the use of Bone Graft
Materials (BGM) to allow bone regeneration. BGM have their application in augment-
ing/enhancing the healing of fractures and fusions, malunion/nonunion applications
and in filling defects or voids resulting from bone loss due to trauma or diseases [18].
BGM solutions which are applied at considerable amounts in 20% of the arthroplasty,
19% in trauma and 12% in foot/hand cases [19], can be used in various physical forms
(e.g. powders, granules, blocks, scaffolds, injectables, pastes) and are classified in four
segments: autografts, allografts, xenografts and synthetics.
Autografts - Autologous bone graft, which means bone taken from the patients own
body, normally from the iliac crest due to its accessibility and comparatively abun-
dant bone volume. It is a font of osteogenic cells and osteoinductive factors capable
of promoting bone healing and regeneration. Although it presents excellent bio-
compatibility, its use is restricted due to limited amount, size and shape availability
and to donor site morbidity [20].
Allografts - Grafts collected from cadavers. Readily available, osteoconductive, rela-
tively inexpensive. Has some risks with the possibility of viral diseases transmission
like HIV [3]. Fresh allografts are rarely used due to risks of donor recipient infec-
tion and host immune response of host [21]. Processing of allograft tissue decreases
disease transmission risk but also reduces biological and mechanical properties of
the graft [22].
Xenografts - Grafts collected from other species. Normally bone with bovine origin is
used to fill defects. Nowadays, xenografts are considered unsuitable for transplan-
tation due to problems like risk of disease, virus transmission, infection and toxicity
associated with sterilization [21].
Synthetics - In this category are considered all the applications developed in the Bioma-
terials and Tissue Engineering fields. The Synthetic BGM group is composed in its
majority by 3D structures made with biodegradable and bioresorbable materials.
Ceramics like HAp and β-Tricalcium phosphate (β-TCP), polymers like collagen,
polycaprolactone (PCL), chitosan (CS), polylactide acid (PLLA) and metals like ti-
tanium and aluminum have been applied in a great variety of products. Since the
architecture of the 3D structure plays an important role as physical support and as a
vehicle for osteoinductive molecules and osteogenic cells, a major investment in the




Autologous bone grafts (autografts) remain the gold standard procedure to critical-
sized bone defects but the adoption of synthetic solutions has been growing consistently
[23]. In surgeries like craniofacial and dentoalveolar, bone grafts are frequently harvested
from the skull tabula externa and from the jaw respectively, although iliac creast harvest-
ing remains the most common donor site [24]. Autografts are not the ideal solution
since the complication rate is as high as 39% and may include donor site morbidity, pain,
paresthesia, prolonged hospitalization and rehabilitation, increased risk of deep infection,
hematoma, inflammation and cosmetic deformity [21, 25, 26]. Xenografts and allografts
are generally associated with potential viral infections, low osteogenicity and high resorp-
tion rate when compared with autologous bone. These factors have contributed to the
increase of the demand for synthetic solutions with better performance than autografts
and has prompted the scientific community to use the knowledge on biomaterials and
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Figure 1.5: Graphic representation of bone grafts in: Industry - procedures (A) and
market (B) in 2013 (S urce: GlobalData Plc. 2016); Academic - papers (C) and citations
(D) in the last 10 years (Source: Web of Science™2016. Keywords: scaffolds, bone tissue
engineering, materials science, engineering).
In fact the academic inter st on this subjec has been growing in the last 10 years and
the number of works related to scaffolds for bone tissue engineering applications have
nearly reached a aximum of 700 papers in 2014 and 23.000 citations in 2015 (Figure
1.5 C and D). The industry is strongly betting in the development of new solutions for the
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agressive BGM market and although the main solutions rely in 100% orthophospate based
products, the combination between ceramics and polymers emerge with emphasis on the
research of materials bio character either by profiteering from their intrinsic properties
and/or with the incorporation of proteins and growth factors [27].
In 2013 a total of 1.861 million procedures involving bone grafting were performed
worldwide from which 1.047 million were spinal fusion, 414 million of trauma fixation,
352 million of joint reconstruction and 48 million of craniomaxilofacial procedures. The
BGM market (Figure 1.5 - B) represents 55% of the Orthobiologics segment (repair, re-
placement and regeneration solutions for musculosketal structures) and it has reflected
a total revenue of U.S. $2.089.5 million in the 10 major markets including United States,
France, Germany, Italy, Spain, United Kingdom, Japan, Brazil, China and India [28, 29].
This market is expected to growth into a total of U.S. $2.708.7 million by 2020 due to
the increase of the number of affected people, a tendency primarily being driven by the
incidence of arthritis, increasingly elderly population, rising incidence of road accidents,
higher obesity rates and increasing participation in sports related activities.
1.3 Mission
One of the current challenges of orthopedic surgery is the regaining of bone volume lost
due to trauma, cancer surgery or congenital disorders. The number of affected people is
increasing and the existing solutions don’t fulfill all requirements to correctly address
this problem. Since the architectural design is extremely important to develop synthetic
solutions that can allow good cellular distribution, mass transport conditions, nutrients
and metabolites diffusion and vascular ingrowth, the search for the ideal scaffold is still
underway.
The work reported in this thesis envisages the production of new bone scaffolds for
tissue regeneration using the Inverted Colloidal Crystal (ICC) structure as model system.
Benefiting from the superior capabilities of ICC structure, HAp and chitosan/chitin were
applied as inorganic and organic building materials for the development of matrices
with osteoconductive properties. With this approach the author hopes to offer valuable
solutions that can trigger interest in the development of further ICC based products capa-
ble of complementing or substituting the gold standard solution and that away improve
patients life quality around the world.
1.4 Thesis Outline
To accomplish the production of new ICC scaffolds for bone regeneration, a set of major
objectives were defined, framed into main topics and described as chapters in this thesis.
Chapter 1 - Motivation




Chapter 2 - An Overview of Inverted Colloidal Crystal Systems for Tissue Engineering
Literature review on ICC technology development, highlighting their main applica-
tions in the biomedical and tissue engineering fields.
Chapter 3 - The Colloidal Crystal Template
The third chapter reports the development of the starting unit in ICC construction
that serve as base for all scaffolds reported in this thesis.
Chapter 4 - Hydroxyapatite Inverted Colloidal Crystal Scaffolds
The chapter reports the production of completely ceramic ICCs with a simple
method of simultaneous sphere removal/matrix production and based on hydrox-
yapatite sol-gel synthesis.
Chapter 5 - Chitosan Inverted Colloidal Crystal Scaffolds
In this chapter the influence of chitosan molecular weight in ICC biodegradability
and structural performance is examined.
Chapter 6 - Composite Chitosan/Hydroxyapatite Inverted Colloidal Crystal Scaffolds
The production of composite ICCs and their mechanical and biological properties
are discussed.
Chapter 7 - Structures with Imprinted Liquid Crystalline Architecture
Inspired by collagen and chitin liquid crystalline based hierarchical structures ob-
served in bones and arthropods exoskeleton respectively, this work reports: Part 1-
the capturing and transferring of chitin nanowhiskers’ chiral nematic order into a
polymeric matrix; Part 2 - the production of ICC scaffolds with imprinted liquid
crystalline matrix.
Chapter 8 - Conclusion and Future Perspectives
The final chapter gathers the thesis main achievements and unlocks the path for
future development in ICC based products for bone tissue engineering applications.
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An Overview of Inverted Colloidal
Crystals Systems for Tissue Engineering
Scaffolding is at the heart of tissue engineering but the number of techniques available
for turning biomaterials into scaffolds displaying the features required for a tissue engi-
neering application is somewhat limited. ICC are inverse replicas of an ordered array of
monodisperse colloidal particles, which organize themselves in packed long-range crys-
tals. The literature on ICC systems has grown enormously in the past 20 years, driven by
the need to find organized macroporous structures. Although replicating the structure
of a packed Colloidal Crystal (CC) into solid structures has produced a wide range of ad-
vanced materials (e.g., photonic crystals, catalysts, and membranes) only in recent years
have ICCs been evaluated as devices for medical/pharmaceutical and tissue engineering
applications. The geometry, size, pore density, and interconnectivity are features of the
scaffold that strongly affect the cell environment with consequences on cell adhesion, pro-
liferation, and differentiation. ICC scaffolds are highly geometrically ordered structures
with increased porosity and connectivity, which enhances oxygen and nutrient diffusion,
providing optimum cellular development. In comparison to other types of scaffolds, ICCs
have three major unique features: the isotropic three-dimensional environment, compris-
ing highly uniform and size-controllable pores, and the presence of windows connecting
adjacent pores. Thus far, this is the only technique that guarantees these features with
a long-range order, between a few nanometers and thousands of micrometers. In this
review, we present the current development status of ICC scaffolds for tissue engineering
applications1.
1The work described in this chapter is based on the publication: C. F. C. João, J. M. Vasconcelos, J. C.
Silva, and J. P. Borges. “An Overview of Inverted Colloidal Crystal Systems for Tissue Engineering”. In:
Tissue Engineering Part B: Reviews 20.5 (Oct. 2014), pp. 437–454 [1].
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2.1 Introduction
Tissue engineering aims at developing new solutions for tissue repair and regeneration
based on biological substitutes [2]. The scaffold-based tissue engineering (TE) concept
involves the use of designed constructs that may contain a specific population of cells
and/or bioactive molecules to promote the recovery of form and function in affected
tissues and organs [3–5]. To engineer a living tissue with a specific function, a matrix
material (natural or synthetic) plays a critical role in allowing the appropriate cell dis-
tribution and in guiding tissue regeneration in three dimensions. The scaffold acts as a
synthetic extracellular matrix that cells interact with, before forming a new tissue. The
structural features of tissue engineering scaffolds affect cell response and must be engi-
neered to support cell adhesion, proliferation, migration, and, possibly, differentiation.
Therefore, to develop a scaffold, the architectural design concerning the spatial cellular
distribution, mass transport conditions, nutrient and metabolite diffusion, and tissue
function are very important [6–8]. In this way, a scaffold ought to meet several generic
requirements:
1. The material used for fabricating the scaffold must be biocompatible and biodegrad-
able and allow cell adhesion and migration;
2. The scaffold must contain a network of pores, and preferably in the form of a three-
dimensional (3D) interconnected architecture;
3. The scaffold should have proper mechanical properties to suit the specific applica-
tion and temporarily offer structural support until new tissue has formed;
4. The scaffold degradation rate should be adjustable to match the tissue regeneration
rate;
5. The scaffold should be resorbed once it has served its purpose of providing template
for regenerating tissue.
To achieve a well-defined scaffold, a number of fabrication technologies have been
applied to process biodegradable and bioresorbable materials into 3D polymeric or com-
posite scaffolds of high porosity and surface area [3–5, 9]. Techniques, such as porogen
leaching[10], phase separation [7, 11], gas foaming [12, 13], emulsion freeze drying [14],
electrospinning [15–17], 3D printing [18],extrusion [19, 20], selective laser sintering [21]
solid free-form fabrication and rapid prototyping [22] have been suggested as capable of
producing 3D structures for tissue growth. The literature [5] reports the known meth-
ods of producing tissue-engineered constructs, with extensive descriptions about the
particularities of those methods, their potential and limitations. Notwithstanding the
great advances that have been made in scaffolding, the majority of the methods fail in
one or more specifications of what a scaffold should be. Irregular pore sizes and pore
distribution, irregular structure and shape, lack of a well-defined third dimension, poor
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connectivity, and lack of mechanical strength are pointed out as recurring problems [4,
23, 24].
Figure 2.1: SEM image of a poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) inverted colloidal crystal
(ICC) scaffold. Inset: Example of the high organization achieved in a scaffold with ICC
architecture. Adapted with permission from Choi et al. [25] copyright ©2010 American
Chemical Society.
In an effort to solve these problems, several groups have suggested the use of the
inverse opal, or inverted colloidal crystal, structure as an ideal system, which presents a
high degree of organization with the most uniform pore size and regular 3D interconnec-
tivity [26]. In ICC scaffolds, thanks to the hexagonal close packed (hcp) geometry created
by microspheres self-assembly, each spherical cavity is connected with up to 12 nearest-
neighbor cavities, allowing efficient cell migration and nutrient and oxygen diffusion in
all directions. Since the uniform size and connection between pores are reported to inter-
pret a vital function in cell culture because they are responsible for adhesion, migration,
and cell distribution and also for the exchange of nutrients and metabolite wastes, ICC
scaffolds (Figure 2.1) seem to be the best approach so far, capable of producing a structure
with the best results in cell growth and tissue regeneration. In this chapter the methods
of ICC scaffold production are reviewed, including the most used techniques for colloidal
crystals production, the hexagonal close packing of microspheres, and ICC scaffold as-
sembly. We also address the applications of ICCs to tissue engineering reported in the
literature.
2.2 ICC scaffold
Many artificial structures have been synthesized based on CCs. Here, we review the
approach that consists in assembling CCs in order to serve as templates, whose voids
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are infiltrated by material that solidifies there. The original colloidal particles are then
removed, leaving behind a material with pores that preserve a long-ranged periodic struc-
ture. Although replicating the structure of packed CCs is a method widely used, for
example, in novel photonic materials, only in 2001 was this first reported as a promising
scaffold for biomedical applications. Peter X. Ma created 3D PLLA and PLGA scaffolds
with paraffin spheres as template [27]. Even using nonuniform spheres with different
sizes, these researchers achieved to construct a primitive ICC scaffold with high degree of
interconnectivity and porosity. They also realized the influence of annealing temperature
and time on the openings between pores.
In 2004, Ratner’s group described the use of sphere-templated scaffolds to understand
scaffold vascular in-growth and they found that the degree of vessel formation is highly
dependent on the pores’ size [28]. In the same year, Kotov et al. proved that ICCs could
be used as 3D cell culture scaffolds. Using an hexagonal crystal lattice of polystyrene
(PS) spheres and infiltrating it with a sol-gel formulation containing sodium silicate, they
demonstrated that this type of scaffold was useful for cell–cell and cell–matrix interaction
investigation during tissue generation following culture of human bone marrow cells
[29]. Afterward, a number of works that focus on biomedical and tissue-engineered
applications emerged. In general, the fabrication of ICC scaffolds includes three major
steps [30]:
1. Production of uniform microspheres;
2. Fabrication of an hcp lattice;
3. Development of an inverse opal structure.
In the following sections we focus in more detail on these three steps.
2.2.1 Microspheres
Colloidal particles are used in many industries, such as the food, ink, paint, coating, pa-
per, cosmetics, photographic films, printing, coating, drug delivery, and rheological fluid
industry[31]. Colloidal systems can be obtained with particles with a diameter between a
few nanometers and hundreds of micrometers [32]. Artificial opals (CCs) denote an opti-
cal band gap that has been under extensive study aimed at lasing media, 3D information
storage, optical computing and switches, sensors, and catalysts. In medicine and biology,
the application of CCs is being dominated by biosensors made from latex or silica spheres
[26]. Other uses have been reported, such as drug carriers, blood flow indicators, cell cul-
ture carriers, particles for phagocytosis assays, and heterogeneous immunoassays [33]. PS
colloids were successfully used for protein adsorption and slide agglutination, silica CCs
were used for DNA/RNA adsorption and covalent attachment, and polymethylmethacry-




In this review we focus on polymer microspheres (also referred to as beads) since
they are the main source for ICC scaffold production in tissue engineering. Polymer
microspheres can be prepared using a wide variety of methods: solvent-in-emulsion evap-
oration, phase separation, coacervation, spray drying, crosslinking/gelation, hot melting,
grinding, electrospraying, and polymerization (emulsion, suspension, dispersion, and
precipitation) [35, 36]. For polymerization techniques the starting material is unsaturated
monomer molecules, which, upon chain-growth polymerization, will form the beads. For
all the other techniques described hereafter the starting material is the polymer already.
Precipitation: Precipitation polymerization is a stabilizer or surfactant-free method that
allows the synthesis of spheres with sizes in the range 0.1–100µm. The initial
reaction mixture is homogeneous but the polymerization medium is a precipitant
for the resulting polymer. No surfactant is required to stabilize the particles. It
involves two steps: nucleation of the monomers followed by growth of the nuclei.
Monodisperse microspheres have been produced with a standard deviation (SD)<
5% [37–41].
Dispersion: In general, dispersion polymerization involves the polymerization of mono-
mer or comonomers dissolved in a solution with initiator and dispersant. These re-
actions start with a homogeneous phase and then phase separation occurs. Monodis-
perse particles are formed by the precipitation of the polymer, with diameters in
the range 0.1–15µm and reported SD <5%. Parameters like type and concentration
of the stabilizer, initiator and monomer, and solvent concentration, play important
roles in producing microspheres with different diameters[42–47].
Emulsion: There are two types of emulsion polymerization: oil-in-water and water-in-oil
emulsions. Oil-in-water emulsions are the most common and can be performed
with water-insoluble monomers involving polymerization in the presence of an
emulsifier and by the aid of a water-soluble initiator. Emulsion usually refers to a
liquid dispersion with a broad distribution of particle diameters: 50–500µm for con-
ventional emulsion and miniemulsion and 10–100µm for microemulsion. Particle
size distributions commonly have SDs between 4% and 11% [48–52].
Suspension: Suspension is a polymerization process that involves a monomer or a mixture
of monomers dispersed by strong mechanical agitation into droplets suspended in
a liquid phase with the use of a stabilizer. Polydisperse monomer droplets (SD
higher than 20%) are directly converted into polymer particles of approximately
the same size and with a high degree of conversion. This method is widely used to
produce polyvinyl chloride, styrene, and poly(styrene-acrylo-nitrile) spheres. The
interfacial tension, the degree of agitation, and the design of the stirrer system
govern the dispersion of monomer droplets, typically in the range of 10µm –5 mm
[53–57].
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Spray drying: This technique is widely used to produce powders, granules, and drug
excipients. In the spray-drying method a polymer is dissolved in a suitable solvent
and a spray dryer is used to disperse small droplets into a hot drying medium,
where a stream of flowing gas solidifies them. Different particle sizes (generally in
the 1–500 µm size range) can be obtained with narrow size distribution (SD < 2%)
by modifying several parameters, such as concentration of the polymer, solution
flow rate, spraying rate, and drying temperature [58–61].
Electrospraying: Electrospraying is a method similar to classical electrospinning. The dif-
ference between both methods relies in polymer concentration, with a critical value
defining where one process stops and the other begins. During electrospraying, the
polymer jet that emerges from the Taylor cone that forms at the tip of a charged
needle breaks into droplets due to the lack of polymer chain entanglement. As
the drops travel toward the collector, the solvent evaporates and solid particles are
formed. A wide variety of spheres with diameters ranging from a few nanometers
up to hundreds of micrometers, and SDs between 5% and 20%, have been reported
[62–66].
Hot melting: Widely used in the industry for tube, pipe, granule, wire, and film produc-
tions. It has been also applied in pharmaceutical field to prepare sustained-release
tablets and transdermal drug delivery systems. This technique often employs poly-
mers with low melting point. The polymers are heated into the molten phase and
then dispersed in a suitable dispersion medium and slowly cooled and fabricated
into microsphere format. Microspheres with a SD between 1% and 5% have been
reported[67–70].
Crosslinking/gelation: Sol–gel or gelation methods are used for fine-particle production.
The gelation method uses a polymeric solution, starting from a sol state (colloidal
solution) that evolves into a gel state (particles), which is extruded and submerged
in a coagulation solution, which acts as a crosslinking agent of the polymer. Poly-
disperse spheres with diameters between 2 µm and 1 mm (SD higher than 10%) can
be produced with this method [71–75].
Microfluidic: Recently, microfabrication using microfluidic methods has been reported
to synthesize monodisperse microparticles. By generating highly monodisperse
emulsion droplets, easily controlled with the combination of driving pressures of
two immiscible fluids and geometry of microchannels, microspheres with < 5%
diameter standard deviation can be obtained at a high throughput [31, 76–80].
Coacervation:There are two types of coacervation methods that can produce a broad
range of polymer particles (from 500 nm to 2 mm): simple and complex. Simple
coacervation is caused by changing the solvent composition or the solution tem-
perature and complex coacervation is induced by ion complexes between polyelec-
trolytes and natural polymers, such as chitosan/poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)–alginate.
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Particle diameter SD can vary from 2% to 20% [81–85].
2.2.2 Packaging and Annealing
Packing of nano or microspheres results in organized structures (opalescent structures or
artificial opals) that have singular properties useful in a variety of applications in optics,
as photonic crystals, as solid-phase supports in catalysis, or as chemical sensors [86].
During particle aggregation, repulsive and attractive forces influence their self-organi-
zation. Spheres are packed into stable and low-energy systems, governed by the balance
of force interactions: van der Waals dispersion forces, hard-core repulsion, Coulomb
interaction, and hydrodynamic coupling [87]. The balance between competition and
cooperation between these interactions gives rise to a variety of occurrences, including
colloidal crystallization, gel formation, glass formation, and other collective responses to
external forces and fields [88].
Figure 2.2: Methods used for colloidal crystal (CC) template assembling: (a) sedimen-
tation, (b) centrifugation, (c) filtration, (d) 2D deposition, (e) slit filling, (f) pressing.
Adapted from Velev et al. [89] copyright ©2010 with permission from Elsevier.
The relative importance of these interactions can be controlled by changing parame-
ters, like sphere diameter, chemical composition, bulk structure, crystallinity, and surface
functional groups. Structures formed by organized spheres are produced by a fundamen-
tal mechanism called self-assembly that requires particles with narrow size and shape
distributions. By definition, self-assembly is the autonomous organization of compo-
nents into patterns or structures without human intervention. In a system undergoing
a self-assembly process, there is a flow of molecules until equilibrium is reached. In the
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transition to the ordered state, microspheres tend to organize into the thermodynami-
cally stable forms, face-centered cubic (fcc) and hcp structures[90]. If we are attempting
a self-assembly in solution via Brownian motion, then the assembly process will depend
on both the frequency of random particle impact and the size and orientation of the col-
liding particles. As the particle size increases, the Brownian driving force becomes weak.
For large microspheres ( > 10 µm), Brownian forces are insufficient to promote ordering
and external fields or geometric confinements are needed to induce self-assembly. In
Figure 2.2 we illustrate the most frequently used methods to assemble colloidal particles
into organized structures. Along the years, procedures such as gravity sedimentation,
centrifugation, vertical disposition, template deposition, electrophoresis, patterning, and
controlled drying have been successfully used in microsphere assembly. Parameters such
as temperature, air pressure, solvent, humidity, and the contact angle, are crucial to
control the morphology and to improve the quality of assembled structures.
Figure 2.3: Schematics of the result of annealing microspheres at different tempera-
tures: (a) annealing at temperature T1, (b) annealing at temperature T2, where T2 >
T1. Reprinted with permission from João et al. [1] copyright ©2014 Mary Ann Liebert,
Inc.
In CC construction, the term annealing is used to describe the heat treatment used
to create bridges between consecutive spheres and turning the assembled structure into
a linked solid construct. The major factor that influences the annealing process is the
crystallinity of the polymer used to produce the spheres. Amorphous polymers, like
PS, that soften above the glass-transition temperature allow an easier production of the
bridges between the spheres allowing an easier production of the solid construct. On the
other hand, if a crystalline polymer is used, then the annealing must be performed close
to the melting point. In this case special care has to be taken to avoid complete fusion of
the spheres and the formation of a solid film instead of a 3D solid based on the packing
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of the spheres. This treatment is also responsible for the diameter of the interconnected
pores (Figure 2.3). With the increase of the annealing temperature, the bridges become
wider, resulting in ICC scaffolds with interconnected pores of higher diameter [91].
2.2.3 Construction
After assembling the CCs, we are two steps away from obtaining an ICC; these steps
are biomaterial impregnation and bead removal. Applying a biocompatible polymer
or composite in the form of a gel, solution, or even after melting fills the interstices
between packed microspheres. Solidification of the structure between the microspheres
can be achieved by, among other methods, polymerization, sol-gel hydrolysis of a liquid
precursor, electrochemical deposition, infiltration followed by solvent evaporation, and
crosslinking. Lastly, the beads are removed from the matrix (e.g., by dissolution) and
the porous structure is obtained. This structure is the negative replica of the original CC
(Figure 2.4) [89].
Figure 2.4: Schematic illustration of a CC negative replica (ICC scaffold). Reprinted from
Takagi et al.[92] copyright ©2010 with permission from Elsevier.
The hcp geometry guarantees interconnectivity between all spherical cavities and a
maximum theoretical porosity of 74% [93]. Using bone tissue engineering as an example,
the high porosity of the scaffolds produced by traditional techniques (where porosities
often approach 95% to ensure complete pore interconnectivity) denies sufficient mechan-
ical strength to support the load of the body until bone regeneration is complete. In ICC
scaffolding, the high interconnectivity with a lower porosity (comparing with disordered
structures) leads to stiffer structures than predicted for bulk materials [93].
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2.3 ICC scaffolds for Tissue Engineering
As previously stated, only in 2001 was the ICC scaffold first reported for tissue engineer-
ing purposes. Here we describe the publications in this field since then.
2004
Marshall et al.[28] extended their sphere-templating method to design degradable
scaffolds for soft tissue engineering. They used polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) beads
with different sizes (20±5µm, 35±5µm, 50±5µm, 70±5µm, 90±5µm, and 160 ±15 µm) to
form various fused-bead templates. They used these templates to create ICC scaffolds
with a new degradable version of poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (pHEMA). These
scaffolds were implanted under the skin of mice for 4 weeks and after retrieval were
evaluated histologically. They concluded that the number of blood vessels inside the
pores increased as the pore size decreased, reaching a maximum at an optimum pore size
of 35 µm.
Kotov et al. [29] experiences with CCs brought inverse replicas of spheres to another
level. Using hexagonal crystal lattices of PS spheres they infiltrated them with a sol-gel
formulation of Na2SiO3 and produced ICC scaffolds from this material. They found
some advantages in this method: 1) easy control of pore dimension by changing sphere’s
diameter; 2) uniform spherical voids provide a uniform environment for cell evolution;
3) the ordered structure could be used in computer modeling of nutrient, metabolism
and cell migration within the scaffold. After testing the scaffold biocompatibility with
the incubation of HEP G2 (human hepatocellular carcinoma) and HS-5 (human bone
marrow) cells, the authors observed cell behavior and distribution in four scaffolds with
micropores of 10, 75, 90 and 165 µm. Higher cell density was observed on 75 µm scaffolds
with cells forming closely associated colonies of 10-15 elements. Differences between
element numbers in colonies of the two cell types were also observed in scaffolds with
the same cavity size.
2005
Stachowiak et al.[93] reported a method to prepare soft hydrogels with interconnected
pores at moderate void fractions, maintaining compressive stiffness comparable to native
tissue. Using cross-linked poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) solution to perfuse a CC template
by centrifugation followed by photopolymerization, these researchers produced scaffolds
with 78% porosity. The scaffolds were found to combine excellent interconnectivity with
stiffness 10-1000 times greater than that predicted for disordered structures. Mechanical
properties of PEG ICC scaffolds were evaluated and remained suitable for mimicking soft
tissues. Cell attachment and migration was also observed after seeding fibroblasts on the
scaffold.
Zhang et al. [26] produced a hydrogel matrix using a template of 104 µm poly(methyl
methacrylate) spheres. The resulting ICC scaffold, with 97 µm spherical cavities, showed
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higher swelling ratios and faster swelling equilibrium than the bulk material, combined
with desirable mechanical and optical properties that can facilitate tissue regeneration
while allowing continuous high-resolution optical monitoring of cell proliferation and
cell-cell interaction within the scaffold. HEP G2 and HS-5 cells were seeded in the scaffold
and thanks to the high optical transparency of this scaffold the monitoring of the growth
and cell migration was possible. The results demonstrated that the scaffold has the ability
to facilitate the infiltration of cells that remain viable deep within the scaffold, up to a
depth of 250 µm observable by confocal microscopy.
Still in 2005, Shanbhag et al. contributed with two works about diffusion and cell
distribution profiles in scaffolds with Inverted Colloidal Crystal geometry. In the first
report [94] , these researchers used Brownian dynamics and Monte Carlo simulations
to model the effective nutrient diffusivity. They found that nutrient diffusivity in ICC
scaffolds was 30% (300 µm2s−1) of free solution diffusivity and the characteristic distance
travelled by a point particle was about 40 µm in 1 second. These measurements did not
take into consideration the possible additional retardation that could arise from blocked
intercavity pores by cell aggregation nor the adsorption of nutrients by scaffold walls.
In real conditions, cells affect the concentration gradient of the nutrients by consuming
them.
In the second work [95] a computational model was developed for explaining and
predicting cell distribution considering effects like competitive product inhibition and
cell-contact inhibition to describe the scaffold-cell interaction. First, stromal cells were
seeded on ICC scaffolds constructed as reported before on previous works regarding
sol-gel bioactive glasses with 3D ordered macroporous structures[96]. Cell growth and
migration was observed after three weeks of seeding, registering stromal cells grow into
fully packed monolayer on the surface of the scaffold but only 2-3 layers of spherical cav-
ities within the scaffold. A computer model was developed and computational suggested
a very good correlation between experimental and theoretical data. Like in vitro tests,
the computational modeling showed that the ingrowth of adherent cells was identical,
for both static and dynamic cell cultures, to the respective SEM observations indicating
that the higly regular structure of ICC scaffolds is adapted for cell growth modeling. This
approach presents as useful for tissue growth optimization in ICC scaffolds and other
ordered 3D cell suports, taking into account the transport restrictions.
Liu et al.[97] managed to produce CC templates by a floating self-assembly technique
using polystyrene (PS) particles (10-240µm) and ethylene glycol as a solvent. In the
floating self-assembly of colloidal crystals, the density of the solvent ethylene glycol plays
an important role since its density (1.11 g/mL) is higher than that of PS (1.05 g/mL),
which leads to the floating of polystyrene microspheres.
Slow evaporation of the solvent induces microsphere assembly into a solvent-free 3D
hexagonal crystal lattice structure. Infiltrating a Na2SiO3 solution via capillary force into
the template interstitials, the resulting ICC scaffold was used as cell scaffold for HEP G2
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Figure 2.5: Confocal microscopy and SEM images of 80µm scaffolds after incubation with
a cell culture for 8 days: (A) confocal, HEP G2 cells, (B) confocal HS-5 cells, (C) SEM,
HEP G2 cells, (D) SEM, HS-5 cells. Reprinted with permission from from Liu et al.[97]
copyright ©2005 American Chemical Society.
and HS 5 cell cultures (Figure 2.5).
2006
Lee et al.[98] presented a new form of ICC scaffold development. Based on layer-
by-layer assembly with clay nanoparticles/poly (diallyldimethylammonium chloride)
(PDDA), they introduced adherent and non-adherent cells in the scaffold and simulated
the non-adherent cells migration. After PS microsphere assembly and heating at 120ºC
for softening of the bead’s surface, a poly(acryl amide) hydrogel was used to infiltrate the
template by centrifugation. To the hydrogel precursor solution, a cross-linker and a fluo-
rescent monomer were also added. The surfaces of the ICC hydrogel scaffold were coated
with sequential layer-by-layer (LBL) deposition of positively charged PDDA enhancing
cell adhesion because acrylamide polymer chains of the hydrogel matrices do not have
cell adhesion receptors. Human thymic epithelial cells and human premyeloblast mono-
cytes were seeded on the scaffolds. Confocal microscopy images showed the diffusion
of many monocytes while some remained entrapped inside the pores. While epithelial
cells densely covered the scaffold exterior, monocytes travelled deeper within the scaf-
fold. Modeling through simplified Brownian dynamics revealed that cells were effectively
trapped in the spherical chambers and entrapped suspension cells spent a significant frac-
tion of time in the vicinity of the ICC chamber wall or the epithelial coating in co-cultures.
Lee et. al. concluded that the proposed ICC scaffold structure generates super and cellu-
lar scale microenvironment for intense cell contacts with other cells or matrix and that
the addition of signaling molecules and membrane bound receptors is possible through
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the layer-by-layer method used.
Yi et al.[99] communicated the crosslinking of polydimethylsiloxane prepolymer un-
der controlled rheological conditions to produce a two-dimensional (2D) microring inter-
connected honeycomb structure using colloidal templates. Bacterium Serratia marcescens
was patterned on the microstructure and the results demonstrated that the 2D scaffold
had higher induced packing density of bacteria compared to the case of using non-
patterned flat polydimethylsiloxane susbstrate. The honeycomb structure evidenced
the potential application for microbioanalytical devices, micro-fluidics and bio-micro-
electromechanical systems.
2007
Bryant et al.[100] produced novel photopatterned hydrogel scaffolds based on sphere
templates. Briefly, PMMA microspheres were annealed at 140°C during 19h to form a
CC template. The CC template was infiltrated with pHEMA and inverse photomasks
(200, 300, 400, and 500µm channel spaces) were applied with the objective of producing
patterned hydrogels. Following infiltration of the polymer, initiation light was allowed to
pass through the photomask with different intensities. After sphere removal, patterned
and porous hydrogels were obtained (62±6 µm and 147±15 µm pore size). To increase
cell adhesion, collagen type I was immobilized on the scaffold surfaces. Mouse skeletal
myoblasts (C2C12) were seeded on the scaffold to assess the potential for tissue engineer-
ing applications. Histology analysis revealed that patterned pHEMA ICCs with collagen
I evidenced cell elongation, spreading, and dispersion along the scaffold, when compared
with scaffolds not containing collagen. Three-dimensional digital volumetric imaging
also showed that myoblasts appeared to form a network of fibrillar structures in the void
spaces and also the cells/fibrillar structures were aligned circumferentially along the
channel walls.
Liu and Wang [101] developed a cell scaffold with luminescence-based oxygen sensing
capability offering the possibility of 3D mapping of oxygen level during cell growth. Us-
ing PMMA microspheres to construct a close-packed bead template (50-150 µm), inverse
colloidal crystal scaffolds were obtained by photo-polymerization of poly(2-hydroxyethyl
methacrylate) (pHEMA) and poly(methacryloyloxy) ethyltrimethylammonium chloride
(pMEATAC), and were consecutively LBL coated with tris(4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthro-
line) ruthenium chloride (Ru(dpp)3). Human bone marrow stromal cells HS 5 were
seeded on the scaffolds to observe oxygen level variation within the scaffold due to oxy-
gen consumption by the cells. Since the fluorescence emission of Ru(dpp)3 can be dy-
namically quenched by oxygen, measurement of emission intensity allows monitoring
of local oxygen level. Fluorescence quenching is related to the frequency of collisions
between oxygen and Ru(dpp)3 molecules, which is a function of concentration, pressure
and temperature of oxygen in the medium. An enhanced Ru(dpp)3 emission occurred in
cell rich areas within the scaffold although the local concentration of oxygen could not be
quantified by photoluminescence due to shifting of baseline emission.
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Also in 2007, Liu et al. [102] worked on an aqueous photo-polymerization towards
the fabrication of different polymer hydrogel 3D ICC scaffolds presenting different physi-
cal and chemical properties. Noncrosslinked PMMA beads with uniform (104 µm) and
non-uniform size (100± 20 µm) where used for colloidal crystal templating. Various
polymers were used like polyacrylamide (pAAM), pHEMA and poly(2-hydroxyethyl acry-
late) (pHEA), and also polymer mixtures like pAAM-pHEMA, pHEMA-pMAETAC and
pHEA-pMEATAC. HS 5 cells were again cultured on the six different scaffold types for
biocompatibility testing. All the scaffolds supported cell cultures but the polymer blend
scaffolds with positively charged components (pHEMA-pMEATAC and pHEA-pMEATAC)
were found to have improved cell adhesion and proliferation. These scaffolds were pro-
posed as having great potential for accelerating in-vitro cell culture and in-vivo tissue
regeneration.
Stachowiak [103, 104] developed and tested macroporous poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)
hydrogel scaffolds as platforms for lymphoid tissue models for the study of immune cell
migration and immunotherapy. Inspired by the idea of engineering lymphoid tissue at
disease sites (e.g. tumors) for boosting insufficient native immunity, Stachowiak applied
the method of colloidal crystal templating to materials and length scales appropriate
for soft tissues. After ICC construction, T lymphocytes were seeded and biological tests
were performed. Migratory responses were tested looking for T cell motility as a base
for the promotion of efficient immune responses. Results pointed to the need of polymer
blend scaffolds structure to attain in vivo-like cell migration. A modified ICC scaffold
was developed, with the porous PEG hydrogel providing mechanical stability and the
ability to deliver proteins of interest, while an infused fibrillar collagen gel supported
intra-scaffold migration of loaded T lymphocytes and dendritic cells.
2008
Addressing the need of bone tissue engineering for scaffolds with high porosity, high
interconnectivity and sufficient mechanical strength, Cuddihy and Kotov [91] introduced
in 2008 a biodegradable PLGA ICC scaffolds based on soda lime colloidal particles assem-
bly (Figure 2.6) . Following colloidal crystal assembly, a range of annealing temperatures
(660 ºC and 690 ºC for 100 µm spheres, 690ºC and 720ºC for 200 and 300 µm spheres)
was used to adjust the stability of the colloidal templates. Then, they were submerged in
a solution of 85:15 PLGA in methylene chloride, allowing time for solution infiltration.
The removal of colloidal crystals was possible through the application of an hydrofluoric
acid/hydrochloric acid cycle followed by a washing stage with phosphate buffered saline
(PBS) for ICC scaffold pH stabilization at 7.4.
Measurement of interconnecting channel diameter for different annealing tempera-
tures revealed that channels diameter increases with temperature. Mechanical properties
were evaluated through compressive tests and the results showed that with increase of
cavity diameter the compressive modulus of ICCs decreases. For biocompatibility testing,
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Figure 2.6: SEM images of PLGA ICC scaffolds: A) 100 µm; B) 200 µm; C) 300 µm. Scale
bar=200 µm. Reprinted with permission from Cuddihy and Kotov [91]copyright ©2008
Mary Ann Liebert, Inc.
human fetal osteoblasts (hFOB) were introduced in the scaffolds. Microscopy observa-
tions indicated that larger pore sizes (>100 µm) could increase cell growth and bone
formation.
2009
Nichols et al. [105] worked on in vitro artificial bone marrow based on a three-
dimensional scaffold with Inverted Colloidal Crystal geometry mimicking the structural
topology of bone marrow matrix. These researchers found in ICC scaffolds a way to ob-
tain a suitable 3D matrix with sufficiently large surface area for cell attachment, high
porosity for cell migration and transport of nutrients and the possibility of modifying
its surface to control cell-to-cell contacts. By applying LBL technique (as mentioned
in (95) ) they coated a polyacrylamide hydrogel ICC scaffold with sequential layers of
negative and positive charges of clay platelets and PDDA solution, respectively. For ICC
scaffold production, PS beads with a diameter of 110 µm were used, originating cavities
with the same dimension and interconnecting channels of 10-20 µm. To analyze the
capability of the scaffold to mimic bone marrow stroma, human bone marrow stromal
cells were seeded on scaffolds and cultured for 3 days to allow the formation of a sup-
port cell layer on the scaffold surface prior to the addition of CD34+ hematopoietic stem
cells (HSCs). Stromal cells were also seeded on 2D plates to establish the importance of
the 3D geometry. After observing confocal microscopy images, the authors concluded
that cells in ICC scaffolds formed more actin-rich cell processes and demonstrated sub-
stantially more CD34+ proliferation than plate cultures. The scaffold was also able to
support B-lymphocyte differentiation since B cell development involves a series of stages
where close 3D contact between bone marrow stroma and the developing B cell is criti-
cal. To confirm the in vitro results, the bone marrow construct was used to perform in
vivo tests by implantation of matrices containing human CD34+ cells onto the back of
severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID) mice with subsequent generation of human
immune cells. This work demonstrated that the organized structure of the ICC scaffold
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provided the essential environment (similar to in vivo bone marrow environment during
hematopoiesis and B lymphopoiesis) to support proliferation of CD34+ HSCs cells and B
lymphocyte differentiation with production of functional B cells.
Choi et al. [30] described a technique for fabricating chitosan Inverse Opal scaffolds by
using polycaprolactone (PCL) microspheres template. CS, a nontoxic, anti-microbial, bio-
compatible and biodegradable co-polymer is a widely used material (e.g electrospinning
, wet-spinning, microfluidics) but in this article it was used for the first time as matrix
material in ICC scaffolds. Using the principles of emulsion, Choi and his co-workers
produced PCL microspheres of (147,7 ± 1,4) µm based on the methods described on a
well-know work for preparation of uniform microspheres using a simple fluidic device
[31]. Microspheres dispersed in water were self-assembled by sedimentation and after
solvent evaporation the colloidal crystal lattice was heated for microsphere annealing. By
capillary force a solution of chitosan was infiltrated through the lattice under vacuum
suction. After freeze-drying of the chitosan solution, the structure was submerged in
dichloromethane (DCM) for PCL removal, originating the ICC chitosan scaffold (Figure
2.7).
Figure 2.7: SEM images of chitosan ICC scaffold. A) side view, B) top view, C) a magnified
view of the top surface, and D) a magnified view of the side wall in a pore. Reprinted
with permission from Choi et al.[30] copyright ©2009 John Wiley and Sons.
Mechanical and biological evaluations were performed on this scaffold. Tensile strength
of the porous chitosan scaffold was in the range of 30-60 kPa and confocal microscopy
images showed that after 14 days the cells fully spread and proliferated throughout the
scaffold while the pores maintained their spherical structure.
Lee et al. [106, 107] focused on the production of a tool for systematic evaluation of
the dependence of many cellular processes on cell cluster diameter, and for that they man-
aged to engineer liver tissue spheroids within ICC scaffolds. Once again, pAAM hydrogel
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was chosen (hydrogel transparency is an advantage for observing cell cultures within the
scaffold) as matrix for the scaffold, and, by using monodisperse glass beads, different
cavity size scaffolds were constructed (50, 100, 140, 170 and 200 µm) to check pore di-
ameter effect on multicellular spheroid formation. Cultures of HEP G2 cells were seeded
on the scaffold (Figure 2.8) and the initial cell seeding profile and 3D cell aggregation
process were characterized. Typically, spheroid diameters reached approximately 77% of
pore diameter or 50% of pore volume, but when ICC pore diameter was above 170 µm
effects like nutrient delivery to the inner cells influenced more than space restriction and
spheroid diameter became less dependent on cavity size. Different developmental stages
of 46.5–152 µm spheroids from HepG2 hepatocytes with vivid morphological similarities
to liver tissue (bile canaliculi) were observed. Also verified were albumin production and
cytochrome P450 activity.
Figure 2.8: Characterization of the spheroid formation process. (A) Three-dimensionally
reconstructed confocal images of HepG2 spheroid formation in hydrogel ICC scaffolds on
Day 1, Day 3 and Day 5 culture (Scale bar is 200 µm). (B) Confocal images of live–dead
stained spheroids cultured for 5 days overlapped with transmission microscope image.
Green indicates live cells and red indicates dead cells. Most cells show green color. (C)
SEM images of different stages of spheroids and large scale image of mature spheroids
in an ICC scaffold. Individual cells aggregate and the surface morphology gradually
changes. Reprinted from Lee et al. [106]copyright ©2009 with permission from Elsevier.
Diffusion processes and cellular aggregation affect metabolic activity which contrib-
utes to the level of dependence of liver functions in HepG2 spheroids in ICC scaffolds.
The hydrogel scaffolds studied made the formation of uniform spheroids with a narrow
size distribution possible. The researchers also concluded that liver-specific function was
demonstrated to be dependent on spheroid size.
Lee and Kotov [108] also reported in 2009 the development of ICC scaffolds with
surface modification with the addition of notch ligands by the LBL technique. They inves-
tigated the effectiveness of 3D ICC topography and the bioactivity of LBL immobilized
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delta-like1 (DL-1) notch ligands in ex vivo T-lymphocyte development of HSC. Polyacry-
lamide hydrogel ICC scaffolds with 110 µm pores and 25-30 µm interconnecting channel
size were produced and coated with clay/PDDA followed by DL-1 notch ligand. In order
to verify T-cell differentiation of HSCs the investigators characterized the progression
of differential stage-specific surface marker expression under confocal microscopy. By
analyzing the culture images, they concluded that the system was able to support self-
renewal or maintenance of undifferentiated population of HSCs. Although the scaffold
demonstrated being useful to create in vitro HSC niches, isolating a large amount of cells
from the ICC culture presented some difficulties due to strong cellular adhesion to the
coated surfaces. Effective cell harvesting methods have to be investigated.
2010
Takagi et al. [92] developed β-tricalcium phosphate (β-TCP) ICC scaffolds by ceramic
slip casting using a CC template of polyethylene microspheres. Knowing that the anneal-
ing of microspheres directly determines the size of interconnecting pores (interparticle
neck size), a thermal study was performed in the range 95ºC - 105ºC to optimize the
annealing temperature. Microsphere assembly was done by confining the spheres in a
pyramidal form and inducing an fcc structure by vibration and gravitational force. For
the scaffold matrix material, a β-TCP slurry was prepared by dispersing β-TCP micro pow-
ders in water containing polyvinyl alcohol as a binder and polyester acrylate copolymer
as a dispersant, and applying ultrasonication. By immersing the pyramidal CC template
in the ceramic slurry, ICC scaffolds were obtained with the infiltration of the slurry into
the interstices of the template followed by a drying and sintering processes for slurry
solidification and sphere removal. The resulting bioceramic scaffold showed an ordered
pore structure with high porosity and high pore interconnection.
In 2010, Choi et al. [25]published a work on ICC scaffolds aimed at validating the
importance of uniformity in pore size and structure for scaffolds used in tissue engineer-
ing. They fabricated two scaffold types: uniform pore (ICC) and nonuniform pore. The
ICC structure was constructed using gelatin micro-spheres and PLGA matrix. Mouse
fibroblasts (NIH/3T3; ATCC CRL-1658) were seeded on the scaffolds for cell distribution
experiments. Scaffold properties were evaluated by macromolecule diffusion, fibroblast
spatial distribution, and preosteoblast differentiation analysis. Results showed a superior
performance of ICC scaffolds due to the uniform pore size, homogeneous environment,
and high interconnectivity resulting in higher diffusion rate, uniform cell distribution,
and homogeneous differentiation. It was also found that secretion pattern of cells could
be regulated by varying the pore size of the scaffolds. This work has produced compelling
evidence that ICC scaffolds provide better microenvironment for cells in comparison to
other nonuniform size and structure scaffolds.
Choi et al [109] fabricated PLGA and hydroxyapatite (HAp) Inverse Opal scaffolds for
bone tissue engineering. Using CC templates of gelatin microspheres with diameters of
225,8 ± 2,4 µm, they produced porous scaffolds (with 75% porosity and 213 ± 4,4 µm pore
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size) with three different formulations: PLGA, PLGA/HAp and apatite (Ap)-coated PL-
GA/HAp. Biological tests were performed with the seeding of preosteoblasts MC3T3-E1
in the different scaffolds and forward micro-CT volume analysis and SEM image evalu-
ation. The spatial distribution of mineral from the differentiated preosteoblasts in the
scaffolds (osteoinductivity) showed that cells in the Ap-coated scaffold tend so secrete
more mineral than those in the PLGA and PLGA/Hap scaffolds. These results reveal that
the uniform pore structure and favorable surface could facilitate the uniform secretion
of extracellular matrix by cells throughout the scaffold, and Ap-coated PLGA/HAp scaf-
folds provided the best environment (mechanical properties, osteoinductivity and spatial
distribution of mineral) among the three scaffolds.
Kuo and Tsai [110] researched chitin/chitosan ICC scaffolds for diarthrodial cartilage
regeneration. Uniform nutrient supply over a construct is essential during the regenera-
tion of cartilage. With the objective of developing such a structure, different CC templates
were obtained by the assembly of PS spheres (160 µm) in three solvents: acetone, ethy-
lene glycol and ethanol. Comparison between the templates revealed that the assembly
of spheres in pure ethanol results in more regular colloidal crystal arrays. For the matrix
material the authors used chitin gels and chitosan gels, both mixed with 2% genipin.
Using a vacuum pump, chitin/chitosan gel was infiltrated into the arrays and then dried
at 40ºC for 24h. Following these steps, the template was immersed in tetrahydrofuran
for microsphere dissolution, resulting in ICC matrices. Porosity of approximately 84%
was obtained with gel concentration below 2,5% in scaffolds obtained after using pure
ethanol as solvent. Bovine knee chondrocytes (BKC) seeded on the scaffolds showed cel-
lular viability above 92%. BKCs secrete glucosaminoglycans and type II collagen, both on
the periphery and the interior of the ICC structure, indicating phenotypic preservation
and metabolic activity of the chondrocytes.
Da Silva et al. [111] presented tissue-mimicking ICC scaffolds with tunable mechani-
cal properties and large flat seeding surfaces, adapted for cell migration studies. The ICC
scaffolds, with 150 µm pore diameter, were prepared using a poly(acrylamide) (PAA) hy-
drogel matrix. Cells from the NB4 cell line (used as in vitro model for acute promyelocytic
leukaemia, APL) were seeded on the structure to study scaffold adequacy for migration
assays. In conjunction with confocal microscopy, these scaffolds were used to study the
importance of cell compliance on invasive potential. APL cells were differentiated with
all-trans retinoic acid (ATRA) and treated with paclitaxel. ATRA differentiation enabled
cell motility throughout the scaffold structure but was reduced by additional paclitaxel
treatment. These results confirm previous studies on the use of scaffolds for investigating
cell migration in a 3D model and added more information about the simulation of in vivo
cell migration behavior of leukaemia cells through tissue.
Galperin et al. [112] applied the sphere-templating technique to produce hydro-
gel scaffolds. Poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (pNIPAM) hydrogels with degradable units
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within the polymer backbone and at the crosslinking sites were synthesized by photopoly-
merization of NIPAM with 2-methylene-1,3- dioxepane and polycaprolactone dimethacry-
late. Based on these hydrogels, fully degradable sphere-templated scaffolds were pre-
pared with the use of PMMA microspheres (35±1, 49±8, 81±8, and 188±26 µm). A study
on the change of pore diameter as a function of temperature was performed that revealed
that pores decreased in diameter when the temperature was raised from 25°C to 37°C. Af-
ter NIH3T3 cells were sown on the scaffolds, SEM image observation demonstrated good
cell adhesion (after 2 days of culture), uniform infiltration, and an elongated morphology
after 7 days of culture, proving the thermosensitive pNIPAM scaffold ability to promote
cell attachment and growth.
Madden et al. [113] also applied the sphere-template method to produce scaffolds for
cardiac tissue engineering. Having in mind a strategy to address multicellular organiza-
tion, integration into host myocardium, and the functional architecture of heart muscle,
they developed scaffolds using a template with spheres surrounding fibers (45±150 µm
diameter). The researchers managed to construct pHEMA-co-MAA hydrogel scaffolds
with channels (25% of scaffold volume) and a porous network (75% of scaffold volume)
of 60% porosity, also with modified surfaces to incorporate collagen. Human embryonic
stem cell (ESC)–derived cardiomyocytes were seeded on the scaffolds and, after 2 weeks
of proliferation, the cells reach adult heart densities. Acellular scaffolds (30–40µm) im-
planted in nude rat myocardium showed angiogenesis and reduced fibrotic response, at
the same time that a shift in macrophage phenotype toward the M2 state was observed.
2011
In 2011, Silva et al also reported hydrogel ICC scaffolds as realistic cell migration
assay substrates for drug screening applications by surveying the effects of cytoskele-
tal toxins that impact cell mechanics [114]. They constructed PAA ICC scaffolds, using
PMMA colloidal crystal templates. Results showed that cell migration in 3D scaffolds is
affected by different mechanisms comparing with 2D substrates. Different reactions to
changes in the substrate stiffness or after exposure to cytoskeletal drugs occurred. Cells
often actively deform their surroundings when squeezing through the scaffold channels,
a constraint that does not occur in 2D. Drug tests with nocadazole and phalloidin re-
sulted in different cell migration profiles. In nocadazole testing, significant decrease in
migration was registered comparing with untreated controls, verifying the opposite effect
on cells migrating on flat surfaces. In phalloidin treatment, whereas the migration depth
apparently was not affected, the migration length on flat surfaces suffered a significant in-
crease. Once again, 3D scaffolds like ICC scaffolds represent suitable assays to investigate
the effect of drugs on cell migration in realistic environments instead of 2D models.
After their work one year before, in constructing scaffolds for cartilage regeneration,
Kuo and Tsai [115] researched homogeneous chondrogenesis in heparinised ICC scaffolds.
Colloidal crystal templates were prepared by floating PS microspheres (160 µm) in a
medium containing ethylene glycol and inducing sphere self-assembling, followed by
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temperature treatment for sphere annealing and structure consolidation. Heparin/chit-
in/chitosan gels were used to infiltrate the CC template. After gel drying, the spheres
were removed by tetrahydrofuran washing, creating an ICC scaffold (82,3 ± 2,6% poros-
ity). An increase in the weight percentage of heparin enhanced the viability of bovine
knee chondrocytes (BKCs) in ICC matrices and promoted the production of BKCs, GAGs
and collagen in ICC constructs. Staining of the cultured ICC constructs revealed minor
differences in BKCs, GAGs and type II collagen between the peripheral and core regions.
Therefore, the ordered pores in the heparinized ICC constructs could favour the chondro-
cyte culture to regenerate uniformly cartilaginous tissue.
Together with Chiu, Kuo also published a study on the effect of pore regularity on
the preservation and neuronal differentiation of bone stromal cells (BMSC), using ICC
scaffolds as physical structures for cell culture [116]. By infiltration of chitosan-gelatin
gels into the interstices of self-assembled PS microsphere CC template, ICC scaffolds
were obtained and afterwards modified by surface grafting with laminin-derived peptides
(LDP). BMSCs were seeded and after 7 days their distribution was uniform within the
structure compared with freeform scaffolds. ICC scaffolds could preserve 63% phenotypic
BMSCs (freeform scaffolds: 56%) and thanks to the grafted LDP, adhesion cell efficiency
was enhanced (70-75%) and produced NeuN-positive cells.
Yang et al. [117] studied the capability of peptide-modified chitosan/gelatin ICC
scaffolds seeded with bone marrow stromal cells on spinal cord injury (SCI) therapy. The
constructs were applied to the treatment of SCI in the thoracic spine lesion of rats. When
treated with peptide-modified ICC construct, neuronal survival was enhanced and the
expression of glial fibrillary acidic protein and tumor necrosis factor reduced significantly,
indicating the inhibition of the formation of glial scar tissue and inflammatory cytokine.
Besides guiding BMSCs differentiation toward neuronal precursor cells at the wound site,
the authors find that the ICC topography with the surface peptides could also enhance
SCI treatment.
Orita et al. [118] developed a new strategy to control cell adhesion, morphology, and
proliferation by culturing mouse osteoblast-like MC3T3-E1 cells on ICC scaffolds with
ordered nanometer-sized pores (100, 300, 500, and 1000 nm). Two dimensional structures
based on HAp, alumina and silica ICC films were prepared utilizing PS spheres as CC
templates. Growth and diffusion of osteoblast-like MC3T3-E1 cells was significantly
restricted by silica ICC films with 100 nm to 500 nm pore sizes, but for 1000 nm pore size,
only a slight restriction (comparing to non-porous control films) on cell proliferation was
observed. Better results were obtained for HAp ICC films, where the number of growing
cells increased to approximately 20% above that obtained for non-porous HAp films.
Actin stress fibers formation decreased in HAp, alumina and silica ICC films compared
to non-porous films, although MC3T3-E1 cells exhibited higher multi directional spread
and highly flattened morphology on nonporous films. Pore size and film material played
an important role in morphology and cell proliferation control.
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Underwood et al. [119] studied the effect of pore size and surface treatment on epider-
mal incorporation into percutaneous implanted sphere-templated porous biomaterials
in mice. Cylindrical rods of pHEMA sphere-templated scaffolds (20, 40, and 60 µm pore
size), with and without surface modifications, were implanted in mice. After 3, 7, and
14 days the implants and surrounding tissue were harvested. With the use of immune
histochemistry for pankeratins and image analysis, the epithelia migration was investi-
gated revealing tight contact between epidermis and biomaterial, without suggestion of
open sinuses, in all scaffolds. Although surface treatment minimally influenced epider-
mis migration to the inferior of the scaffold, a decrease in the migration was registered in
the 20µm scaffolds when comparing with 40 and 60µm. Epithelial integration occurred
quickly and epidermis closed the sinus within 3 days, penetrating an average of 11% of
the scaffold diameter.
2012
Fleckman et al. [120] conducted a study about the cutaneous responses to long-
term percutaneously implanted rods surrounded by sphere-templated porous bioma-
terials. They constructed two types of rods: silicone and hollow tubes of pHEMA sphere-
templated scaffold (36 µm pore size). These tubular scaffolds were implanted in mice for
14 days and 1, 3, and 6 months. By histochemical analysis of the implants and surround-
ing tissue, pHEMA/skin showed better morphology than silicone rods. The researchers
also highlighted the keratinocyte migration in different directions through the sphere-
templated scaffold: ventral and dorsal.
Zhang and Xia [121] fabricated alginate Inverse Opal scaffolds for the production of
embryoid bodies (EB) with uniform and controllable sizes and later recovery after ICC
disintegration. Using a fluidic device, PS microspheres were produced and cubic-close
packed into lattices for template creation. Then, the CC template was infiltrated by an
aqueous solution of alginate giving rise to an ICC alginate scaffold (Figure 2.9). EBs
are aggregates of cells derived from ESCs. For EB production, a 4 step work was done:
(1) seeding of ES cells into the pores of the scaffold; (2) proliferation of cells under the
confinement of the pores; (3) disintegration of the scaffold with a PBS solution and (4)
separation of EBs from the debris of the disintegrated scaffold. The alginate scaffold
rehydrates when immersed in water to become a hydrogel system that may prevent the
adhesion of seeded cells to the walls, promoting EB formation. Results demonstrated that
ICC scaffolds could reach a maximum EB occupancy of 70%. By varying the culture time
and/or using different pore sized scaffolds, different size EB could be obtained. EB con-
served pluripotency (viability and undifferentiating state) and were able to differentiate
into specific lineages (bone and neural) after appropriate stimulation.
Zhang et al. [122] reported the pore modification of an ICC structure with chitosan
microstructures. Gelatin microspheres were assembled in a CC template for construction
of a PLGA ICC scaffold. To functionalize the pores, a chitosan solution was infiltrated
into the as-prepared ICC scaffold. After freeze-drying, chitosan randomly filled the void
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Figure 2.9: A), B) SEM images of a CC lattice of PS microspheres (250 µm) filled with
alginate and then freeze-dried. C) SEM image of an alginate ICC after the polystyrene
microspheres had been selectively removed. D) Optical microscopy of the alginate ICC
scaffold after hydration. Scale bars: 100 µm. Reprinted with permission from Zhang and
Xia[121] copyright ©2009 John Wiley and Sons.
space of a pore with a fibrous arrangement, creating a new 3D environment inside the
ICC scaffold and efficiently reducing the distance between the opposite surfaces of a pore
from hundreds of micrometers to a few tens of micrometers. MC3T3-E1 pre-osteoblasts
were seeded in two types of construct for comparison: PLGA ICC scaffolds and PLGA-CS
ICC scaffolds. In spite of PLGA constructs demonstrating higher seeding efficiency (due
to large pore size), PLGA-CS constructs showed a higher number of cells after a few days
of culture. Good interconnectivity between the pores could also be retained allowing cell
migration within the scaffold.This method for functionalizing the pores appears as an
efficient way of utilizing the entire pore void space.
The neovascularization of PLGA ICC scaffolds was investigated by Choi et al. [123]
who fabricated scaffolds with 4 different pore sizes (79, 147, 224 and 312 µm in diameter)
and studied the influence of pore size in neovascularization in vivo by implanting these
scaffolds at the dorsal side of nude mice. Histological analyses revealed that scaffolds
with pores bigger than 200 µm favored the formation of vascular networks with larger
blood vessels at low densities and deep penetration depth whereas small pores (<200 µm)
induced the formation of small vessels at high densities and poor penetration depth.
Kuo and Chung reported three studies on ICC scaffolds for applications in nervous
regeneration. For that they developed alginate/poly(γ-glutamic acid) ICC scaffolds with
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TATVHL [124] or CSRARKQAASIKVAVSADR [125] peptides on their surfaces. The ob-
jective of introducing these specific peptides into the scaffold surfaces was to favor neu-
rothropic factor delivery, remyelination, functional synaptic replacement and axonal elon-
gation, stimulating pluripotent stem cells (iPS) adhesion and differentiation into nervous
cells. With these modifications they observed an accelerated expression of β III tubulin
by iPS cells differentiation, favouring a generation of neuron-lineage cells.
2013
Following their previous works, Kuo and Lin constructed chitin-chitosan-gelatin ICC
scaffolds for guided differentiation of iPS cells towards neurons [126]. They compared
ICC and freeform constructs and concluded that although cell adhesion affinity was
superior in freeform constructs, iPS viability was superior in ICC scaffolds. They also
verified that β III tubulin-identified region was larger in ICC scaffolds than that founded
in freeform constructs, proving faster differentiation toward neurons. The ICC geometry
and the use of chitin-chitosan-gelatin materials have demonstrated their capability for
biomedical applications in nervous tissue regeneration.
Long et al. [127]described a capillary-force-based method for seeding the human
prostate cancer cell lines M12 and LNCaP C4-2 into sphere-templated pHEMA hydrogels.
A capillary-force-based technique was used to seed cells within the ICC scaffold, which
proved to enhance cell number and distribution in the 3D structure when comparing
with static and centrifugation seeding. The researchers found a strong dependence of the
seeding efficiency on the rounded cell diameter relative to the pore diameter and to the
pore interconnection size. They concluded that sphere-templated pHEMA could be used
as a 3D scaffold for prostate cancer cell culture and the polymeric scaffold system and the
techniques developed in the studies could have further applications in tissue-engineered
biomaterial-based cancer models.
Sharma et al. [128] developed 3D ordered macroporous polypyrrol (PPy) inverse opal
thin films and tested their viability for controlled drug release.126 The PPy ICC was pro-
duced by electropolymerization of PPy through the interstitial voids of a PMMA CC tem-
plate (sphere diameter average 430 nm). To test the scaffold as capable of drug-releasing
structure, a model drug risperidone was loaded into the PPy ICCs, and entrapped by
electropolymerization of a nonporous PPy overlayer. Due to the high interconnectivity,
the drug penetrated easily through the structure by gravity and capillary action. The
researchers demonstrated that the high-surface-area PPy inverse opal scaffolds exhib-
ited enhanced drug-loading and releasing capabilities when compared with conventional
nonporous PPy films. They also verified that PPy ICCs were redox active and when elec-
trically stimulated, drug release profiles could be modified. They concluded that this
type of ICCs can be important in drug-delivering implants since the drug release can be
controlled by electrical stimulus application, according to patient’s requirements.
Cai et al. [129] tested the combination of multiscale photo acoustic microscopy (PAM)
and optical coherence tomography (OCT) on the quantification of neovascularization
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in ICC scaffolds. They prepared PLGA ICCs with cuboid shape and subcutaneously
implanted in nude mice ears. The combination of PAM with OCT allowed the observation
of the scaffold/ tissue construct with down to 5 µm and up to 3 mm lateral resolution
and penetration depth, respectively. By comparing ICCs with 80 and 200 µm pore sizes,
PAM images revealed that normalized vessel areas of the 200 µm pore ICCs were 2– 3.5
times larger than 80 µm-pore ICCs. They concluded that PAM results correlated well
with the traditional histology analyses, proving that PAM imaging could be very useful
in evaluating thick scaffold/tissue constructs.
Galperin et al.[130] constructed an innovative bilayered scaffold for cartilage and bone
tissue engineering. Using different layers of 38 µm and 200 µm PMMA microspheres,
they produced a scaffold with pHEMA/hyaluronic acid (HAc) and pHEMA/HAp com-
posites. HAc and HAp were introduced specifically to support regeneration of articular
cartilage and subchondral bone. The integrated bilayered scaffold was cocultured with
human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) differentiated to chondrocytes and primary hM-
SCs, respectively. The results of the in vitro studies showed that the scaffold provided
simultaneously a suitable environment for cell attachment, infiltration, proliferation, and
differentiation of hMSCs to osteoblasts (for the designated bone layer) and retention of
chondrocyte phenotype (for the designated cartilage layer).
After their previous work in 2010, Galperin et al.[131] reported a sphere-templated
pNIPAM hydrogel scaffold obtained with the use of 48±6 µm PMMA spheres. Soft muscle
cells (A-10) were seeded in the scaffolds and then warmed to 37°C entrapping cells in
pores of ' 40µm diameter, a size described by the authors as optimal for angiogenesis and
biointegration. After proceeding to degradability, hydrolytic degradation, cytocompatibil-
ity, and cell adhesion tests, the researchers concluded that due to the degradable nature,
tunable molecular weight (MW), highly interconnected morphology, thermally controlled
monodisperse pore size, and temperature-induced volume expansion–contraction, the
pNIPAM-based scaffolds developed could be very useful for tissue engineering applica-
tions.
Zhang et al.[132] studied the influence of manufacturing conditions in the pore/win-
dow sizes and physical properties of PLGA ICC scaffolds. Studying the annealing of
gelatin microspheres (190 µm), they concluded that varying the time of the procedure
(3–5 h) did not influence the size of pore. Instead, increasing the annealing tempera-
ture (65°C, 80°C, and 100°C) showed to have a more immediate effect in increasing pore
size (25, 43, and 66 mm). The capability of controlling the surface pore size was also
investigated by increasing concentration (10, 18, 25, and 30 wt%) in the infiltration poly-
mer (PLGA). At higher concentration, the pores became more sealed by the polymer.
Cell migration assays were also performed in four types of ICC scaffolds with different
pore sizes. The migration rate revealed that scaffolds with large windows allow a homo-
geneous migration throughout the scaffold, perpendicularly to its surface. Mechanical
properties were also evaluated and the researchers concluded that with the increase of
pore size (108, 190, and 330 µm) the compressive modulus decreased (412, 361, and 313
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kPa, respectively).
Bhrany et al.[133] evaluated the performance of sphere-templated pHEMA scaffold
(pore size 40µm) as subcutaneous implant by comparing with high-density porous poly-
ethylene (HDPPE) (pore size 100 µm). After implantation in dorsal subcutis of mice for
4 and 9 weeks, histological examination of the implants was performed. Both implants
supported cellular and collagen ingrowth with minimal inflammatory response. Neovas-
cularization was identified by the appearance of blood vessels within the fibrous ingrowth
of the HDPPE and within the cavities of the pHEMA scaffold. The difference registered
between the two implants occurred in thinner collagen fibrils within the smaller pores of
the pHEMA scaffold, suggesting that a less scar-type reaction occurred.
20142
Zhang et al.[134] developed a new type of cell patch based on the ICC technology.
With the objective of producing cell patches for healing injured tissue surfaces like epider-
mis and myocardium, they developed scaffolds with an hexagonal array of interconnected
pores (SHAIPs). These SHAIPs constituted by monolayers of ICC scaffolds are fabricated
with the use of gelatin CC templates and PLGA matrix. The researchers conducted in
vitro cell cultures in the scaffolds and obtained skeletal myoblast patches 150-µm thick
with capability of differentiating into myotubes. Also, in vivo tests revealed that ICC
patches induced the formation of blood vessels at a density of 86 ± 14 per mm2 and a
blood vessel–to–tissue area ratio of 3.03% ± 0.48%, which proved the ability of SHAIPs
to promote neovascularization in vivo.
Kim et al.[135] constructed an inverse opal hydrogel with potencial application as
3D cell co-culture system for biological processes like paracrine signaling in stem cell
niches and/or cancer-stroma interactions. Alginate microbeads (500, 800 and 1500µm)
were ionically crosslinked and used as template for infiltration with photocrosslinkable
methacrylated gelatin solutions incorporating MSC cells. After being crosslinked, the
impregnated structure was washed with cell-friendly ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
(EDTA) for sphere dissolution. The structure obtained revealed uniformly distributed
MSCs within the matrix with perfect 3D pore interconnection and cell encapsulation.
Later, human umbilical vein endothelial cells were also seeded at the scaffolds surface.
Results revealed that the gelatin based ICCs were viable for both cells encapsulated within
the hydrogel matrix and on the surface of macropores, which constitutes an advance for
co-culture systems applications based on 3D structures.
Jiang et al.[136] fabricated an innovative enzyme-based ICC using horseradish perox-
idase (HRP) as model enzime and bovine serum albumin (BSA) as proteic feeder. Starting
from a PS microspheres template, HRP and BSA were filled into the voids of the tem-
plate and further cross-linked with glutaraldehyde for 5h at 4ºC. The infiltrated structure
was then treated with ethyl acetate, acetone or thetrahydrofuram in order to remove the
2The publication of this chapter included the work performed until the end of 2013[1]. Sections 2014,
2015 and 2016 have been introduced in the thesis in order to update the work reported in the literature.
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spheres and it was found that ethyl acetate was the best choice for template removal with-
out seriously affecting the enzymes and their activity (only 10% enzyme initial activity
lost). The enzyme activity was also investigated and compared with free HRP as a func-
tion of pH and temperature and it was concluded that ICC geometry promoted greater
enzimatic activity at higher pH and higher temperatures. The structure also exhibited
enhanced performance as a biocatalyst in the removal of phenolic compounds from an
H2O2 aqueous solution.
Cam et al.[137] tested the in vitro cell viability, spreading and proliferation and also
the in vivo cell invasion in acrylate functionalized hyaluronic acid hydrogel ICCs. To con-
struct the scaffold, PMMA microspheres (53-63µm) were packed in glass-bottom silicon
wells and annealed with different methods: A) for 17 to 22h at 150ºC; B) introducing a
mixture of ethanol and acetone to the packed spheres promoting a chemical annealing (1-
2h) and C) Non-annealed. The hydrogel formation was achieved by Michael-type addition
of acrylate functionalized HAc with bis-cysteine containing MMP peptide crosslinkers at
neutral pH. The gel solutions were introduced in the templates by centrifugation later
aged at 37ºC for 30 minutes. The final construct was achieved by dissolving the spheres
in acetone solution for 48h. To test the bio performance, mouse bone marrow-derived
mensenchymal cells were cultured in the ICCs that were also subcutaneous implanted in
BALB/c mice for 14 days. The results revealed that there was no significant difference in
in vitro or in vivo activity between the three type generated scaffolds and all ICCs were
capable of promoting rapid cellular invasion and high blood vessel density with capilar
formation. Moreover mechanical properties were higher for heat and chemical annealed
ICCs and similar between these two. Chemical annealing proved to be a faster and easy
method of ICC production without compromising the structure performance.
2015
Bin Zhang, Huan Wang et al. [138] produced a new multifunctional drug delivery
system with monitoring ability based on pNIPAM ICC hydrogels. As system components,
silica microspheres were applied as template, pNIPAM gel as matrix and encapsulated
fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-dextran as model drug. After ICC production the struc-
ture was loaded with a pregel solution containing the encapsulated drug. Taking advan-
tage of pNIPAM thermoresponsive ability, the ICC was capable of shrinking and swelling
under different temperatures, causing the release of encapsulated drugs from the parti-
cles. At the same time the spacing of the pores causes changes in the reflection peak of
the structure. By analysis of the ICC hydrogel reflection spectra and reflection images
during a dynamic temperature release process, the researchers established a monitoring
profile and therefore the design of pNIPAM ICC systems with double capacity, release
and monitoring.
Somo et al.[139] explored the influence of ICC pore interconnectivity on the optimiza-
tion of vascular ingrowth. Since porosity and pore sizes have already received a lot of
attention in ICC design, these investigators looked for the role of the communication
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windows between consecutive pores in the promotion of growth factor mediated vascu-
larization. PMMA microspheres of 112.0±6.5 µm were used to prepare CC templates
that were annealed at different temperatures (160-175ºC; t=0-30h) in order to fuse con-
secutive spheres at different levels. PEG solutions were infiltrated in the templates and
further photopolymerized with UV light. The interconnectivity level was established
dividing the window size by the mean pore size to obtain normalized pore connectivity
(NPC). After dissolving the templates, three different NPC sizes were obtained: 0.24,
0.29, 0.42. Mechanical evaluation of the hydrogels revealed an inverse relation between
the elastic modulus and the interconnectivity, achieving a maximum of 1284±182 kPa
for the minimum NPC of 0.24. On the contrary, in vitro growth factor release is faster for
higher NPC and has a sustained release profile for 40 days. The vascular tissue invasion
was studied in vivo by implanting the scaffolds subcutaneously in male Lewis rats. The
histological results showed that after 3 weeks vascular tissue formed and occupied half
volume of the lower NPC ICCs and the entire volume for higher NPC. A 20 µm difference
between pore windows was enough to evidence greater tissue invasion due to easiness of
cell penetration, oxygen diffusion an nutrient transportation that is important for new
tissue formation.
Parke-Houben et al.[140] designed an artificial cornea application based on PEG and
poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) ICCs. PS microspheres of 25, 50 and 100 µm were used to pro-
duce the templates that were infiltrated with PEG and photoinitiator solutions and further
soaked in acrylic acid (AA) solutions ir order to produce PEG/PAA hydrogels. To enable
cell attachment, the scaffolds surface was functionalized with extracellular matrix pro-
teins by using EDC/NHS coupling chemistry. The ICCs bioactivity was tested with white
rabbit corneal fibroblasts. All scaffolds allowed cells attachment but the 25 µm scaffolds
did not allow cell penetration. Although with better results, the 50 and 100 µm scaffolds
showed limited cell migration within the scaffold. Even so the ICCs produced in this work
satisfied critical requirements of strength, optical clarity and permeability to nutrients
that are essential for their feasibility as materials for cornea periphery regeneration.
Galperin et al.[141] reported the production of pHEMA, AA and fluorostyrene (FS)
based scaffolds for antiobiotic realease in oftalmologic applications. To assemble the
structures, the researchers infiltrated solutions of HEMA or HEMA combined with AA
and/or FS in templates of PMMA microspheres (38 µm diameter). After photopolymeriza-
tion with UV light, the hydrogel + template was washed with dichloromethane to allow
spheres dissolution. The ICCs were then loaded with the drug norfloxacin via swelling
method in drug-saturated solutions of acetone, ethanol, water and chloroform. After
drug integration, the structures were freeze-dried and used for in vitro antibacterial activ-
ity study in order to infer the kinetic release of norfloxacin and its efficiency in bacteria
growth inhibition (Figure 2.10 ). Scaffold evaluation highlighted the higher efficiency
in drug loading by the AA based scaffolds and the quick drug release by the pHEMA
based ICCs. The in vitro tests with Staphylococcus epidermidis and Pseudomonas aeruginosa
revealed that pHEMA FS are the ICC type with better encapsulation and drug release for
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an ideal antibacterial effect for 1 week of action.
Figure 2.10: Representative SEM images of poly(HEMA-2.5FS) PTP inoculated with an
S. epidermidis strain after 7 days in the flow cell. (A, B) Drug-free PTPs (controls); (C,
D) drug-loaded scaffolds. Reprinted with permission from Galperin et al.[141] copyright
©2015 American Chemical Society John Wiley.
Myung Hee Kim et al.[142] studied the application of ICC for liver tissue engineer-
ing applications. Biofunctionalized PEG-DA ICCs were developed and the hepatic sheet
formation at their surface was evaluated. First PS microspheres (140 µm) based colloidal
crystals were infiltrated with prepolymer solutions of PEG-DA. To functionalize the PEG-
DA hydrogel, chemically reactive acryloyl-PEG-NHS groups were added, and collagen
was covalently attached using standard EDC/NHS chemistry. After UV light exposition
the structures were washed with THF in order to remove spheres and give rise to the
final ICC scaffold. To investigate the scaffolds function, human hepatocarcinoma cells
(Huh-7.5) were seeded and evaluated by cell adhesion and proliferation tests. The incor-
poration of PEG-NHS groups at different concentrations allowed the controlled formation
of uniform coatings of type I collagen. Since type I collagen is responsible for binding
cell surface integrins and influence cell behavior, with this approach the researchers es-
tablished an easy method to achieve a bioactive platform at ICC’s surface, confirmed
with the improved rates of cell viability. SEM morphologic evaluation revealed the cell
spheroid formation at non-functionalized ICCs (PEGDA) and perfect cell sheet-like for-
mation aligned within the scaffolds architecture for the other PEG-NHS ICCs.
2016
Based on the work reported in 2015, Huan Wang et al.[143] developed an ICC barcode
for medical diagnostics by developing boronate affinity molecularly imprinted polymer
(MIP) in ICCs structures. Once again, different silica microspheres were used as template
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and infiltrated with MIP pregel solutions. Due to different size of the microspheres it was
possible to obtain a set of ICCs exhibiting different light diffraction profiles and therefore
different colors, being later used as barcodes. Boronate has the ability to bind glycopro-
teins and when this happens in the MIP ICCs, the polymer changes the swelling behavior
causing changes in the diffraction spectra profile of the ICC structure. Since a readable
red shift is perceptible in the diffraction peak of the barcode structures, this feature can
be used for directly detecting and decoding of the biomolecules by the specificity and sen-
sitivity of the MIP. Moreover the researchers tested this system by using different proteins
like HRP, ribonuclease B (RNase B) and transferrin (TRF) as the imprinted molecules and
obtained good ICC recognition to the specific target, showing the versatility of the ICC
imprinted structure for multiple detection.
Li et al. [144] proposed an HA scaffold for bone tissue engineering using sugar spheres
as templates. To prepare the templates, sucrose was melted and mechanically stirred in
an oil bath to allow drop formation. After cooling, sugar spheres were recoiled and sieved
within three different size ranges (500-600, 750-900, 1150-1350 µm). The spheres were
then packed in a cylindrical mould and annealed at 60ºC for 0, 5 and 8 minutes. As ma-
terial for impregnation an HA/chitin slurry was prepared using lithium chloride (LiCl)
and dimehtylacetamide (DMAc) as dispersion medium. After washing the ensemble with
water, the slurry converted into gel (by gelation of chitin) with simultaneous removal of
the sugar spheres. The retrieved gel was then dried at 80ºC prior to a sintering process
at 1200ºC for 2h. With this process the authors report a final structure with improved in-
terconnectivity and uniform pore distribution when comparing with structures obtained
with other porogen agents (NaCL or Sucrose particles).
2.4 Conclusions
ICCs have recently emerged as a novel class of scaffolds for tissue engineering. ICCs are a
good alternative for scaffold production in tissue engineering since they can be manufac-
tured easily and at a low cost. Moreover, they display three major features: 3D format, uni-
form pore network with controllable size, and high interconnectivity within the structure.
These superior features, which are highly valued in TE, impart ICCs with significant ad-
vantages in comparison with other scaffolding techniques and make ICCs excellent at pro-
viding uniform cell distributions, transport of nutrients, oxygen, and metabolic wastes,
and for creating a microenvironment for cell differentiation and metabolism. Given the
superior capabilities of ICCs, we can conclude that their potential for advancing tissue
engineering and regenerative medicine has not yet been fully realized.
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The Colloidal Crystal Template
Colloidal crystals (CC) are very important in ICC construction, namely in the control
of pore sizes and related scaffold properties. This chapter focus on the development of
uniform CC undergoing the production of monodisperse microspheres and their assembly
into lattices. Based on a simple microfluidic device, the production of polymeric particles
with uniform diameters in a wide range of sizes is reported. Furthermore methods for
selection, packaging and annealing of PS microspheres with specific diameters for bone
tissue engineering scaffolds are also described.
3.1 Introduction
Monodisperse polymeric microspheres have been obtained with a diverse set of methods
(see section 2.2.1). Microfluidic, a miniaturization of emulsion technique, rises over the
conventional methods allowing the production of particles with excellent control over
the composition, surface, range size and size standard deviation (SD) [1]. Generally, two
phases (Discontinuous phase (DP) and Continuous phase (CP)) containing two immiscible
fluids are manipulated in channels with tens to thousands of micrometers. The fluids are
brought into contact inside those channels leading to the creation of an emulsion droplet
(oil-in-water or water-in-oil) that after solvent evaporation becomes a solid particle [2].
Different microfluidic systems have been proposed, optimizing the geometric scheme
that governs the droplet break off and in that way generating particles with spheric, rod,
disk, ellipsoid or even hollow and Janus-face shape [3]. Depending on process control
parameters, the microfluidic system can either produce stable emulsions by working in
jetting mode or in dripping mode. In the dripping mode, the emulsion is produced at phase
contact in the inner orifice at slow production rate (Figure 3.1C) while in the jetting mode,
capillary instability takes place and the emulsions are formed at certain distance from
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the contact between fluids.
With jet stream instability, emulsion surface area is reduced by interfacial tension
action, breaking the flow into small segments. Then the broke emulsion segments shrink
in order to minimize the surface area leading to final spherical droplets. Controlling
parameters like flow rate, solutions viscosity, interfacial tension and the inner diameter
of the capillary tube, different size droplets can be obtained [4].
The formation of emulsions at the end of the inner tip is governed by the competition
between the effect of viscous stress and the surface tension stress. This force relation can
be determined by calculating the Cappilary number (Ca):
Ca = µcυc/γ (3.1)
where µc and υc represents the CP viscosity and velocity. Also, the relation between the
inertial force from the inner liquid relative to the interfacial tension can be referenced by




where ρd , dtip and υ represent DP density, inside channel inner diameter and velocity,
respectively . The interfacial tension is described by γ . When Ca and We are low they
establish the dripping regime but when they are high the jetting regime dominates[5, 6].
As seen previously in section 2.2.2, colloidal crystal formation depends upon uniform
microspheres packaging into an ordered structure. Since larger particles are considered
(>10 µm), microspheres have to be confined in specific molds and helped by external
methods in order to promote self-assembly into a thermodynamically stable cubic or hcp
structure. Then, to stiffen the structure, the polymeric particles have to be subjected to
thermal or chemical annealing, allowing necking between neighboring microspheres.
The thermal treatment is responsible for ICC interconnected pores size and CC voids
availability for matrix formation. It is essential that a commitment between annealing
temperature and pore design is established in order to allow the essential mechanical
and biological properties for normal bone tissue development within the scaffold. [7, 8].
In that sense, amorphous polymers like PS and PCL are very useful since they can be
softened above its glass transition temperature enabling a wide temperature range for




To the production of homogeneous microspheres to use as scaffold template, a microflu-









Figure 3.1: Schematic of the microfluidc system used to produce PS and PCL micro-
spheres
The microfluidic system is constituted by 3 parts: A) the continuous phase, B) the
discontinuous phase; and C) the microfluidic channel. Two infusion pumps (KDS-100-
CE) are used to inject the solutions. The CP is a 2% to 5% (wt/wt) polyvinyl alcohol (PVA,
Mw=9,500, Acros Organics) aqueous solution, contained in a syringe (B.Braun 20ml) with
a 18G needle. For the DP, a solution of 5% (wt/wt) PS (Mn=350,000, Aldrich) or a 5%
(wt/wt) PCL (Mn=70,000-90,000, Aldrich) in dichloromethane (Fluka) is supplied by a
syringe with a 25G needle. The microfluidic channel, a PVC tube (1/16 inch), allows the
communication between both phases . At the junction of the two phases, droplets are
formed and collected at the end of the channel in a glass vessel. The collected droplets
stay in the coagulation bath overnight, in an orbital shaker (bioSan OS 20) at 100 rpm, to
allow drying by solvent evaporation, turning into solid spheres.
3.2.2 Colloidal Crystal Template Construction
To create the scaffold template, it was necessary to develop a mold (Figure 3.2) in or-
der to confine and compact the microspheres into a singular structure. The mold was
constructed with packed perforated teflon and aluminum rectangular layers with circu-
lar holes, forming 32 orifices (6 mm diameter; 4 mm depth) that enable the final CC
cylindrical shape.
For CC assembly, fourty milligrams of PS microspheres (average diameter 261 ± 11
µm) are weighted (Mettler Toledo AG204) and introduced in each mold hole. Then, 150
µl of Ethanol (purity = 99,9%, Fisher Chemical) is added to the orifices. The mold is put
inside an ultrasound bath (Bandelin Sonorex Super RK 510H) for 10 minutes and then in
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(a) Assembled mold (b) Open mold
Figure 3.2: Homemade mold used to produce the colloidal crystal template.
an orbital shaker (bioSan OS 20) for 1 hour to promote the microspheres self-assembly
into a HCP structure. Afterwards, the mold is placed in an oven (Memmert) at 110ºC
to 140 ºC for 4 hours to promote microspheres annealing. After cooling, the mold is
unpacked and the CC samples are stored for later use.
3.2.3 Characterization
Microspheres and CC structures were morphologically characterized by optical micros-
copy, OM (Nikon Eclipse LV100) and Scanning Electron Microscopy, SEM (Zeiss Auriga).
Spheres diameter was measured from SEM images with software Image J™(version 1.46e
Wayne Rasband, National Institutes of Health, USA)[9]. Differential scanning calorime-
try (DSC) and thermogravimetry (TG) was conducted on PS and PCL microspheres to
evaluate the glass temperature transition (appendix A).
3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 Policaprolactone and Polystyrenne Microspheres
The microfluidic device developed in this work allowed the production of polymeric
spheres through oil-in-water micro emulsions. Different spheres were obtained concern-
ing the variation of three main parameters: DP polymer and its concentration; DP flow
rate and CP flow rate. In Figure 3.3, SEM images of PCL and PS microspheres are pre-
sented. As can be observed, although both type of spheres have similar dimensions, their
surface is clearly different. PS spheres present smooth surfaces in contrast with more
roughened PCL spheres that often present a raspberry-like morphology. Immediately
after their production, swollen PCL and PS spheres show good regularity with smooth
surface that after drying is lost in the case of PCL spheres. This difference can be at-
tributed to the polymeric chains rearrangement during DCM evaporation that occurs
homogeneously within the PS spheres whilst happens to be heterogeneous within the
PCL spheres, conducting to rough zones formation. Another noticeable difference is
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the presence of tiny orifices in PCL spheres that could be formed when DCM volatilizes
during the non-uniform evaporation.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.3: SEM imagens of the microspheres produced using the microfluidic system: a)
PS; b) PCL.
Microspheres size definition is very important for the design of final ICC structure
porosity. The optimal scaffold pore size essential for successful bone tissue engineering
has not been consensually determined in all the works reported in the literature, but
usual results point out the 100 to 400 µm range as capable of promoting osteoblasts
adhesion and proliferation [10, 11]. Nevertheless, macropores are not the only concern
in the ICC architecture and connective pore windows between the main spherical pores
must be correctly addressed in order to ensure cell migration throughout the scaffolds.
Usually, the ICC’s windows diameter corresponds to about 1/4 of the main pores diameter
(depending also on the annealing conditions), so since its known that osteoblasts have
about 10-30 nm in size and in order to avoid windows blockage by cells, spheres within
the 200 to 300 µm range are desirable. In this work microfluidic parameteres were
explored and final system operating settings were established in order to produce spheres
in that range. All conditions used in this work respected the production of droplets in
the microfluidic dripping-mode (see appendix A , section A.1).
In Figures 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 the data of PCL and PS microspheres diameters measured
with ImageJ™ is presented. From all the results it was possible to conclude that PCL and
PS droplets formation mechanism follow similar rules and therefore general assumptions
could be clearly established:
• Increasing CP flow rate causes microspheres size decrease;
• Increasing DP flow rate leads to microspheres size increase and production rate
increase;
• Increasing CP polymer concentration leads to microspheres size decrease;
• Increasing DP polymer concentration contributes to microspheres size increase.
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In Figure 3.4, PCL spheres diameters were determined varying CP flow rate and PCL
concentration, maintaining DP flow rate at 3 mL/h and PVA concentration at 2%. With
the increase of flow rate, droplets were created more frequently and with smaller diame-
ters. This tendency was also verified by decreasing the DP polymer concentration, which
conducted to the formation of droplets with less polymeric material that upon drying
led to higher shrinking and therefore the formation of smaller spheres. DP polymer con-
centration of 5% was chosen since it was the minimum concentration needed to produce








































Figure 3.4: PCL microspheres diameter variation as a function of continuous phase flow
rate for different DP polymer concentrations: light gray - PCL 2% wt/wt; dark gray - PCL
5% wt/wt; black - 7% wt/wt (Constants: DP flow rate = 3mL/h; PVA = 2% wt/wt).
In Figure 3.5, PS spheres diameters were studied varying CP flow rate and PVA con-
centration, maintaining DP flow rate at 3 mL/h and PS concentration at 5%. The increase
of CP polymer concentration led to the increase of CP viscosity and higher influence of
the surfactant effect over the PS droplet. For a 5% PVA solution, with the increase of
CP flow rate, from 10 to 50 mL/h, the viscous shear stress effect becomes more intense
and causes the quick sphere reduction from 317±15 µm to 165±17µm. For the 2% PVA
solution that effect is reduced, sphere diameter transition is smoother, higher CP flow
rate range is needed (from 50 to 140 mL/h) and a decrease from 317±12 µm to 210±4µm
is observed. Sizes of PS microspheres produced using PVA 2% can be compared with
PCL 5% microspheres sizes reported above in Figure 3.4. For CP flow rates of 50 to 140
mL/h, PS originates microspheres with similar or slightly smaller diameters which shows
that PS and PCL droplet formation parameters are similar. However, PVA 2% revealed
to be insufficient to allow the collection of isolated spheres and often after drying, PS
spheres aggregated and could not be further used. In that sense, PVA 5%, having a higher
surfactant effect, allowed handling of single spheres and therefore was chosen for PS
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Figure 3.5: PS microspheres diameter variation as a function of continuous phase flow
rate for different CP polymer concentration: dark gray - PVA 5% wt/wt; black - PVA 2%
wt/wt (Constants: DP flow rate = 3mL/h; PS = 5% wt/wt).
microspheres production, contributing also for the reduction of CP solution volume since






































Figure 3.6: PS microspheres diameter variation as a function of continuous phase flow
rate for different DP flow rates: light gray - 1mL/h; dark gray - 3mL/h; black - 5mL/h
(Constants: PS = 5% wt/wt; PVA = 5% wt/wt).
Finally, Figure 3.6 shows the evolution of PS microspheres diameter by changing CP
and DP flow rates. The increase of DP flow rate allows the production of bigger spheres
whilst, as seen before, the increase of CP flow rate induces the formation of smaller
spheres. Nevertheless, all DP flow rates chosen (1 to 5 mL/h) enabled the production
of spheres that targeted the 200 to 300 µm size interval. From the results, a tighter
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selection was made (rectangle with discontinuous line) and spheres within 245±3µm and
277±13µm were chosen since they enable a larger range of CP flow rates. Further system
settings optimization towards the use of smaller solutions volume and the increase of
spheres production rate resulted in the selection of spheres with 261±11µm diameter,
corresponding to the microfluidic parameters:
• DP concentration: PS 5%
• DP flow rate: 3 mL/h
• CP concentration: PVA 5%
• CP flow rate: 20 mL/h
Moreover, the diferences in morphology justify the use of PS as main material for
microspheres production since surface roughness of PCL microspheres can lead to the
formation of defects in colloidal crystal structure, resulting in non-uniform pores in the
ICC scaffold.
3.3.2 Polystyrenne Colloidal Crystal Template
Here, a simple method for the packaging and assembling of microspheres into HCP
lattices is reported. Using the teflon mold (Figure 3.2), vibration and gravitational forces
and ethanol as dispersion medium it was possible to ensure ordered packaging of spheres
that self-assembled at the bottom of every hole. However, to obtain a single structure
composed of thousands of spheres, it was necessary to introduce a thermal treatment -
annealing - that allowed the partial fusion of the junctions between consecutive particles.
Being an amorphous polymer, PS does not have a specific melting point but instead
softens gradually as temperature rises from the glass transition temperature, Tg, and
above, increasing the freedom of movement of local segments of the polymeric chain.
Analyzing the polymer thermal behavior through DSC-TG (Appendix A - FigureA.5), PS
begins to soften sensibly at 97.2ºC. According to this Tg, annealing temperatures between
110ºC and 140ºC were selected to produce structurally stable colloidal crystal templates
(Figure 3.7).
Bellow 115ºC, the temperatures were not sufficient to provide enough annealing be-
tween spheres and when manipulating the CC, the structure colapsed. It was found that
120ºC was the minimum temperature that could be used to obtain structural integrity
for handling. By contrast, temperatures above 140ºC gave rise to excessive particle melt-
ing that could result in templates with insufficient space for matrix infiltration or final
scaffolds with non-spherical macropores and/or oversized pore windows.
From all annealing temperatures, 130ºC is the one that allows structurally stable CCs
with interconnected microspheres and enough open spaces for ICC’s material infiltration.
However, some irregularities were observed in the CC template which resulted in uneven
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Figure 3.7: SEM images of the colloidal crystal templates annealed at different tempera-
tures: A) 115ºC; B) 120ºC; C) 130ºC and D) 140ºC.
Figure 3.8: SEM images of the colloidal crystal template annealed at 130ºC with notice-
able minor spheres that cause defects in the packed structure .
necking in some scaffold areas (Fig 3.8). The presence of larger or smaller than average
spheres in the packaging stage can lead to the occurrence of local defects that propagate
in the long-range system, destabilizing the uniformity and connectivity. Although our
microfluidic device allowed the production of spheres with SD less than 5%, its normal
that sometimes in a long production batch some very small and/or oversized spheres are
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obtained due to minor microfluidic perturbation. To eliminate such defects, a sieving
stage was created after collecting the spheres. Using sieves of 212, 250, 280 and 300 µm
pore size, the spheres were screened and the 250-280µm range selected for the production
of CC with acceptable uniformity (Fig 3.7C). If a more perfect arrangement is required,
introducing narrow sieve ranges in the screening step will be sufficient to reduce or
eliminate final structure defects.
3.4 Conclusions
A fluidic device based upon microcapillary tubes was developed to produce microspheres
of uniform diameters (less than 5 % diameter variation). PS and PCL microspheres,
whose diameters can vary in the range (150 - 400) µm, were obtained exhibiting smooth
and rough surfaces, respectively. PS spheres were assembled in hcp lattices using a
combination of agitation and solvent evaporation. The heat treatment at 130ºC was
used to make the CC a cohesive structure by fusing the microspheres at their contact
points. At this time PS colloidal crystals were obtained for further use as templates in
ICC development.
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Hydroxyapatite Inverted Colloidal Crystal
Scaffolds
Hydroxyapatite (HAp) scaffolds with uniform pore size and interconnected pore network
were constructed based on the inverted colloidal crystal (ICC) geometry and a simple
sol-gel formulation. Monodisperse polystyrene microspheres were self-assembled and
annealed into a hexagonal close packed structure. HAp sol-gel was infiltrated in this
template followed by thermal treatment for simultaneous HAp matrix sintering and poly-
meric colloidal crystal calcination. The resultant ICC scaffolds exhibit an ordered architec-
ture that was able to offer a favourable environment for human osteoblasts adhesion and
proliferation, an essential feature for bone ingrowth in tissue engineering applications 1.
4.1 Introduction
Bone tissue engineering requires the development of 3D scaffolds that provide the neces-
sary support for cell adhesion, proliferation and differentiation, and whose architecture
contributes to cell migration and regenerative activity through an adequate supply of
oxygen and nutrients [2]. As biocompatible scaffolding materials, bioceramics namely
calcium phosphates (CPs) and in particular hydroxyapatite (HAp) and β-Tricalcium phos-
phate (β-TCP), are frequently used due to their bone-bonding properties, bioactivity,
noninflammatory and osteoinductive properties [3, 4].
Stoichiometric HAp, ie Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2, belongs to the apatite group and is an
hexagonal isomorphic mineral with a Ca/P ratio of 1.67. HAp is susceptible to capture
ions like P b2+, Cd2+, Co2+, Cu2+ and Fe2+ that can change its crystallinity, crystal network
1The work described in this chapter is based on the publication: C. F. C. João, R. Almeida, J. C. Silva, J.
P. Borges. "A simple sol-gel route to the construction of hydroxyapatite inverted colloidal crystals for bone
tissue engineering" in Material Letters 2016. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.matlet.2016.09.030 [1].
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Table 4.1: Examples of procedures for manufacturing HAp porous scaffolds. Adapted
from [7].
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tion of HAp, sintering
(1200ºC, 2h).
Electrophoresis field 0.5-130 20 860
n.d.= non-defined
parameters, crystal dimensions, stability and solubility. When substituted with fluor,
the physical, chemical and biological properties of HAp improve with the increase of
crystallinity, increase of cristal size (t) and reinforcement of structural stability [5, 6].
Calcium and phosphorus are the most important minerals to be considered since
both actively participate in the ionic equilibrium between the ceramic and the body fluid.
Although biological HAp does not respect the 1.67 ratio and is slightly carbonated, the
fact that stoichiometric HAp is constituted in its majority by Ca and P allows higher
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Table 4.2: Examples of commercially available HAp based scaffolds.
Product Composition Pore size Porosity Compressive strength Ref.
(HAp%/β-TCP%) (µm) (%) (MPa)
Adbone®BCP 75/25 300-500 80 1-2 [8]
BF+® 60/40 200-500 60-80 n.d. [9]
Ceraform® 65/35 150-400 60-85 n.d. [10]
Graftys®BCP 60/40 >100 70 >10 [11]
Neobone® 75/25 200-500 60-80 >0.2 [12]
Reprobone™ 60/40 200-800 83 >1.5 [13]
TCH® 75/25 200-500 60-80 >5 [14]
n.d.= non-defined
affinity with hard and soft tissues where those minerals dominate. HAp resemblance
with bone ceramic phase and the ability to forme stable interfaces with living host tissue
has been driving researchers to investigate HAp based applications and a huge set of
procedures have already been reported as capable of originating porous HAp structures
(Table 4.1).
Companies dedicated to healthcare, medical devices and tissue regeneration fields
have also been exploring the HAp use (alone or in combination with other CPs) in the
development of several products with capacity to promote bone regeneration. Table 4.2
presents a few examples of 3D scaffolds available as commercial products, usually re-
ferred to as bone grafts, from the companies Medbone, Ldr, Teknimed, Graftys, Ceramed,
Ceramisys and Kasios. More information about the bone graft market can be found in
section 1.2.
In this work, a simple method for the design of 3D HAp scaffolds exhibiting the ICC
architecture is suggested. Combining a polymeric colloidal crystal (CC) template with a
ceramic sol-gel route, the procedure for the development of scaffolds with high porosity
and controllable pore network is presented, along with the morphological, chemical and
in-vitro characterization of the resultant products.
4.2 Experimental Section
4.2.1 Hydroxyapatite Sol-Gel Preparation
For the fabrication of the ceramic precursor, HAp was produced using a simple sol-gel
route adapted from the work reported by Franco et al. [15] for the production of HAp elec-
trospun fibers. Briefly, solutions containing calcium nitrate 4-hydrate (Ca(NO3)2.4H2O,
Panreac) and phosphorous pentoxide (P2O5, Sigma-Aldrich) precursors in ethanol were
mixed together in a Ca/P molar ratio of 1.67. A translucent gel with low viscosity was
obtained after stirring this mixture for 5h and ageing it for 24h, both at ambient temper-
ature. Posteriorly, a binder composed of 25 wt% poly(vinylacetate) (PVAc)((C4H6O2)n,
Acros Organics, Mw ' 100,000) (PVAc) in acetone was added to the gel at a gel:binder
98:2 weight ratio in order to hold the ceramic structure together and reduce the amount
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of structural defects after HAp gel drying.
4.2.2 Colloidal Crystal Construction
Homogeneous polystyrene (PS) microspheres with diameters of (261 ± 11) µm were ob-
tained using a microfluidic apparatus built according to Choi et al.[16]. The PS micro-
spheres were self-assembled into a hexagonal close packed (hcp) structure in a cylindrical
mould under orbital agitation. Subsequently, the microspheres were heated at 130◦C for
4 hours to promote annealing between adjacent microspheres. A solid structure CC was
obtained after mold removal (see chapter 3).
4.2.3 Ceramic ICC Scaffold Production
The CC was infiltrated with the HAp + binder gel mixture by introducing the template
into the solution and forcing its infiltration under vacuum. The binder consisted of
a 25 wt/wt% PVAc solution in acetone. The impregnated template was placed in a
muffle oven (Select-Horn Electric Muffle Furnace) and subjected to 4 temperature stages,
comprehending drying (at 75◦C), template removal (450◦C and 550◦C) and sintering
(600◦C, 800◦C or 1100◦C):
1. 75◦C for 20h at a heating rate 1◦C/min;
2. 450◦C at a rate of 2◦C/min and held for 2h;
3. 550◦C at a rate of 2◦C/min and held for 2h;
4. 600◦C or 800◦C or 1100◦C for 2h for sintering, with a heating rate of 10◦C/min.
Low heating rates were used to ensure that ICC’s internal shape was not destroyed. The
slow heat-up rate from ambient temperature prevented bloating from evaporation that
could originate cracks in the structure. A schematic representation of ICC production is
shown in Figure 4.1.
4.2.4 Characterization
The ICC scaffold was characterized by SEM for morphological assessment, Archimedes
method for porosity evaluation, X-ray diffraction (XRD) for calcium phosphate phase
composition, crystal size and crystallinity calculation, compression tests for mechani-
cal properties evaluation, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) for chemical
analysis and in vitro culture and fluorescence microscopy of human osteoblasts for cell
adhesion and proliferation (Appendix A, section A.2.3).
Morphological characterization of the polymeric CC’s and the ceramic ICC was per-




















Ceramic Inverted Colloidal Crystal
Colloidal Crystal
template
Figure 4.1: Production of HAp ICC scaffolds: 1) Microspheres and colloidal crystal tem-
plate construction; 2) Sol-gel synthesis and template infiltration by vacuum; 3) ICC pro-
duction in a single step of spheres calcination and ceramic matrix formation.
were sputter-coated with gold before SEM observation. Microspheres and cells were ob-
served with optical microscopes, Olympus Microscope Digital Camera DP73 and Nikon
Inverted Microscope Eclipse Ti-S, respectively.
Uniaxial mechanical properties of the ICC scaffolds were evaluated through compres-
sive tests with a Rheometric Scientific (Minimat Firmware 3.1) system equipped with
20 N load cell. At least 10 samples of each composition were compressed at a rate of
0.5 mm/min, in a dry state (45% relative humidity) at room temperature (23 ºC) and the
compressive modulus was determined as the slope of the linear portion of the stress-strain
curve.
Scaffolds porosity was measured following the Archimedes method proposed by Un-
osson et al. [17].
Glass transition and melting temperatures of PS and PVAc were evaluated by DSC
and TG (Appendix A, section A.2.2).
The phase composition and crystallinity of HAp was analyzed by XRD using CuKα
radiation generated at 45 kV and 40 mA, in the range of 20◦<2θ<60◦, in a X’Pert PRO
(PANAlytical) X-ray diffractometer. The obtained peaks were compared with JCPDS cards:
#09-0169(β-TCP), #09-0348 (α-TCP), #09-0432(HAp) and #37-1497 (CaO). The t was





where λ represent the X-ray wavelength, β the width at the half of the maximum diffrac-
tion peak, θB the maximum peak respective Bragg angle. The crystallinity degree (Xc),
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corresponding to the fraction of crystalline phase present in the analyzed sample, was





where I300 is the intensity of (300) reflection and V112/300 is the intensity of the hollow
between (112) and (300) reflections, which completely disappears in non-crystalline sam-
ples.
Chemical bonding analysis of the different sintered samples was carried by FTIR using
a Thermo Scientific (model Nicolet 6700) spectrometer.
4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Ceramic ICC Scaffold
Fabrication of the ceramic ICC implied a single-step procedure of sphere removal and
sintering, composed of 4 temperature stages. Gel drying occurs during the first stage
with the loss of solvent and physically adsorbed water leading to a solid structure able
to maintain its shape. In stage 2, the temperature above PS and PVAc glass transitions
(Figures A.4 and A.5) caused the PS template softening. Above 250◦C, pyrolysis of the
dried gel molecular network began. Pyrolysis created tiny "holes" in the skeletal network
that contributed to pore volume and surface area increase with no associated shrinkage.
At the hold temperature the pyrolysis of organics was complete and HAp crystallization
began. At stage 3, the PS template was completely calcined. The ICC became a porous
structure composed by an assembly of ceramic particles.
The thermal treatment’s last stage ensured the sintering, during which the majority of
the densification and microstructure development took place. The plateau temperature
was chosen to ensure that crystalline HAp was present (Figure A.6). At the lower temper-
atures (600◦C and 800◦C) the densification was not effective. At the higher temperature
(1100◦C), the ICC’s present a fully interconnected structure with 80 vol.% porosity and
pore sizes of (196 ± 13)µm (Figure 4.2A). The scaffolds also present sub-micrometer
porosity and roughness on their surface (Figure 4.2C).
4.3.2 Matrix Characterization
In order to characterize the ceramic matrix that composes the ICC scaffolds, XRD and
FTIR analysis were conducted for the samples sintered at different temperatures (Fig-
ure4.3). From the diffractograms it is possible to infer that temperature plays an impor-
tant role on the formation of crystalline hydroxyapatite. As the sintering temperature
is increased from 600◦C to 1100◦C, several of the HAp peaks become more distinct and
narrower which suggests an increase in crystallinity. Crystal size growth is verified from
(25 ± 3) nm to (47 ± 5) nm and (62 ± 3) nm for T=600◦C, 800◦C and 1100◦C, respectively.
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Figure 4.2: SEM images of the HAp ICC scaffold showing its macroporosity (A), pore
walls (B) and microporosity (C).
Moreover, the crystallinity degree augments from 31% to 51% and 98% for the same
temperature range.
Using stoichiometric hydroxyapatite it should be possible to sinter, without phase
purity problems, at temperatures up to 1300◦C [20]. However, a minor misbalance in
the calcium/phosphorus ratio (from the standard molar ratio of 1.67) can lead to the
appearance of additional crystalline phases during heat treatment. It can be seen that β-
TCP (β-Ca3(PO4)2) appeared at all the sintering temperatures. As the temperature rises
to 1100◦C a fraction of β-TCP phase transforms into α-Tricalcium phosphate (α-TCP)
(α-Ca3(PO4)2). The phase was observed after sintering at 800◦C and above. This data
indicates that in this experiment, as the sintering temperature increased, HAp partly
decomposed into β-TCP/α-TCP and CaO, following the reaction proposed by Fahti et al.
[21]:
Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2
 3Ca3(PO4)2 + CaO + H2O (4.3)
These calcium phosphates have different solubilities (HAp being the least soluble)
[20], which in the case of ICC matrix biphasic composition can influence the scaffold
dissolution/bioresorption rate in in vivo applications.
In Figure 4.3B the FTIR spectra of HAp ICC’s sintered at different temperatures is
presented. The most characteristic chemical groups in a HAp FTIR spectra are PO−4 , OH
−
and CO2−3 . The first indication of the formation of HAp is in the form of broad band
centered at about 1000 - 1100 cm−1. The bands at 960 - 965 cm−1 and at 560 - 601 cm−1
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4.3.3. FTIR Analysis  
The most characteristic chemical groups in an HA FTIR spectra are PO4
3 -, OH- and CO3
2 -. The 
FTIR spectra of HA ICC’s sintered at different temperatures is shown in Figure 4.13.  



















Figure 4.13 - FTIR spectra of HA ICC’s sintered at 600°C, 800°C and 1100°C. 
The first indication of the formation of HA is in the form of broad band centered at about 1000 –
1100 cm−1. The bands at 960 – 965 cm−1 and at 560 – 601 cm−1 correspond to the symmetric P-
O stretching vibration of the PO4
3 - ion [52].  
CO3
2 -
 group forms a weak peak at 877 cm-1 and a wider band between 1459 and 1546 cm-1 that 
suggest the presence of a type A carbonated hydroxyapatite (hydroxyl ions are replaced with 
carbonate ions) [53].  
The bands assigned to the stretching modes of hydroxyl groups in the HA (3571 cm−1 and 632 








4.3.2. XRD Analysis  
The diffractograms of HA ICC’s sintered at 600°C, 800°C and 1100°C are shown in Figure 4.12. 
The XRD patterns were compared with JCPDS cards.   








































































Figure 4.12 - Diffractograms of HA ICC’s sintered at 600°C, 800°C and 1100°C. 
 
Sintering temperature plays an important role on the formation of hydroxyapatite. As the 
sintering temperature is increased from 600oC to 1100oC, several of the HA peaks become 
more distinct and narrower which suggests an increase in the crystallinity degree (Figure 4.12). 
This affirmation is confirmed in Table 4.2, in which are presented the corresponding crystallite 
sizes determined by the Scherrer's formula (equation 1) and the crystallinity degree determined 
by equation 2.  
Table 4.2 - HA crystallite sizes for sintering temperatures of 600°C, 800°C and 1100°C. 
Sintering Temperature (ºC) Crystallite Size (𝒏𝒎) Crystallinity Degree (%) 
600ºC 25 ± 3 71 
800ºC 47 ± 5 78 
1100ºC 62 ± 3 98 
 
O
Figure 4.3: Difractograms (A) and FTIR spectra (B) of HAp ICCs sintered at 600◦C, 800◦C
and 1000◦C. The diffractograms show the crease f crystallinity of the ceramic but also
the evolution of the co position towards a HAp/β-TCP biphasic ceramic with increasing
sintering temperature.
correspond to the symmetric P-O stretching vibration of the PO3−4 ion [22]. CO
2−
3 group
forms a weak peak at 877 cm−1 and a wider band between 1459 and 1546 cm−1 that
suggest the presence of a type A carbonated hydroxyapatite (hydroxyl ions are replaced
by carbonate ions) [21]. At 1100 ◦C the vibrational assignment of CO2−3 is absent from the
FTIR spectra evidencing that carbonate substitution no longer exists. The bands assigned
to the stretching modes of hydroxyl groups of HAp (3571 cm−1 and 632 cm−1) can also
be observed in the spectra [22].
4.3.3 Mechanical Properties Evaluation
The mechanical properties of HAp ICC scaffolds sintered at three different temperatures
were evaluated through compression tests (Figure 4.4). Compressive strength of ceramic
porous scaffolds depends on various factors. Macrostructure (architecture of pores) and
the microstructure (for instance, the presence of cracks within the structure walls), have
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It can be seen that the mechanical strength of HA ICC’s to compression increases with the 
sintering temperature (Table 4.3). These results are in agreement with that exposed in chapter 
4.3.1.  
In Figure 4.15 and Table 4.3 are only presented the results for scaffolds produced with PVAc as 
a binder, since they showed better mechanical properties. For the scaffolds made with PVP the 
results for 600ºC and 800ºC were similar to the ones in the table below. In this case, the ICC’s 
sintered at 1100ºC exhibited a Young modulus of (398 ± 125) KPa. 
Table 4.3 - Mechanical properties of HA ICC's sintered at 600oC, 800oC and 1100oC. 
ICC [named after sintering temperature] Young Modulus (KPa) 
600ºC 171 ± 12 
800ºC 227 ± 34 



















Figure 4.4: Typical stress/strain curves obtained from the compression tests of HAp ICC
scaffolds sintered at 600ºC, 800ºC and 1100ºC. 1 - Elastic region; 2 - Plastic region; 3 -
Densification
The stress-strain curves show the typical behavior of a foam-like structure with hon-
eycomb architecture reported by Gibson and Ashby [23]. Three regions are shown corre-
sponding to different deformation echanisms: 1) linear elastici y; 2) plateau of roughly
constant stress; 3) densification region. Stress oscillations in those regions are character-
istic of brittle materials which is the case of ceramics like HAp.
When the compressive loading begins, the cell walls bend and the material exhibit
pseudo elastic behavior (region 1). Here, there is a linear elastic deformation and E can
be determined from the strain-stress curve slope. Then, when a critical strain is reached
(yield point), the cells collapse by brittle fracture (region 2). This collapse will proceed
under nearly constant load to a relatively high strain level. The limit state of compressive
stress that leads to failure by brittle crushing (Crushing compressive strength (σcr )) and
characterizes the plateau region, is considered coincident with the ultimate compressive
strength and the yield point in brittle materials. At high strains (region 3), the cells
collapse is finished and with further deformation, the cell walls begin to touch with each
other, closing up the structure and leading to densification, which causes the fast stiffness
increase visible by the almost exponencial increase of the stress/strain curve [23].
As can be seen from Figure 4.4, sintering temperature has a significant influence in
the scaffolds mechanical properties. From the linear region of the stress-strain curves,
the elastic modulus of (171 ± 12) kPa, (227 ± 34) kPa and (747 ± 130) kPa for 600ºC,
800ºC and 1100ºC ICC scaffolds were determined. There is also a noticeable increase of
the plateau region compressive strength with σcr of 3 to 10 kPa in the lower temperature
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sintered ICCs to 35-45 KPa in 1100ºC ICCs. Taking into account that macropore design
and organization (macrostructure) obeys the ICC geometry in all cases, the increase of
temperature causes the augmentation of cell walls relative density (microstructure) which
results in higher resistance to pore wall bending and collapsing. Thus, the ICC would
exhibit higher E and higher plateau stress with temperature increase.
However, the compressive strength observed in the highest temperature sintered ICC
is still low when compared with the available commercial products. This is a symptom
that ICC structure has lack of material within the pore walls which may be explained by
the use of low concentration of HAp precursors and/or by the sol-gel process itself. After
CC infiltration with the HAp gel and during the heating process first stage, the scaffolds
walls are formed by expansion of the gel. The expansion is able to generate a HAp network
with entrapped air bubbles, giving rise to a foam-like morphology. Although the surface
seems completely dense, walls interior might be composed of voids that provoke the
existence of non-continuous medium and therefore explain the low mechanical properties.
Considering this phenomenon, the HAp ICC scaffolds manufacturing procedure has
large room for improvement and possible alternative solutions might consist in using
HAp precursors with increasing concentration towards higher material content inside the
scaffold walls and/or modifying the heating process first stage by increasing its duration







4.3.5. Biocompatibility Evaluation  
In vitro tests demonstrated the nontoxic nature of the produced HA ICC scaffolds.  
On the first day after seeding the cells showed 47% of adhesion to the ICC surface. The 
adhesion of osteoblast cells onto the ICC surface is a necessary step before cells proliferate 
and differentiate further. Throughout the 10 days of culture it was observed an increase in the 
resazurin test absorbance values meaning a proportional increase of the number of cells 
(Figure 4.16). This shows that the samples were able to promote cellular proliferation.  






















Figure 4.16 - Corrected absorbance over an incubation period of 10 days 
 
Fluorescence microscopy confirmed that human osteoblasts were able to attach, proliferate and 
inhabit the scaffolds. The abundance of stained cells (the bright spots correspond to the cell’s 
nucleus) indicates a good viability (Figure 4.17). The seeded cells coated the ICC’s outer 
surface and appear to have infiltrated within the scaffold, yielding a uniform population 
throughout the structure. 
 
Figure 4.17 - Fluorescence microscopy image of human osteoblasts (Saos-2 cell line) 
on HA ICC taken after 10 days of culture. The bright spots correspond to the cells on the 





Figure 4.5: Fluorescente microscopy images of human osteoblasts (SaOs-2) on the HAp
ICC (A and B); C - Proliferation assay with corrected a sorbance.
After mechanical properties assessment, the ICC scaffolds with the highest elastic
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modulus were also biologically evaluated and In vitro tested with human osteosarcoma
cells SaOs2. One day after cell seeding, osteoblasts showed (56 ± 7)% of adhesion. Os-
teoblast adhesion onto the ICC surface is a necessary step before proliferation and further
differentiation. Throughout the 10 days of culture, an increase in the resazurin test
absorbance values was observed, corresponding to a proportional increase of the cell
number (Figure 4.5C). This shows that the samples were able to promote cellular prolifer-
ation. Fluorescence microscopy confirmed that osteoblasts were able to attach, proliferate
and inhabit the scaffolds. The abundance of stained cells (bright spots corresponding to
cell’s nucleus) indicates a good viability (Figure 4.5A and B).
4.4 Conclusions
Ceramic porous scaffolds with ICC geometry were successfully produced based on a sim-
ple sol-gel route. The fabricated scaffold composed of HAp/β-TCP showed an ordered
pore structure that inversely replicated the microspheres’ template, exhibiting macrop-
ores sizes of 196 µm in diameter and a porosity of about 80 vol.%. Osteoblasts ability
to attach and proliferate within the scaffold reveals a favorable environment for bone
ingrowth. Thus, the structures designed present interesting features that upon further
development can lead to new products for bone tissue regeneration.
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Chitosan Inverted Colloidal Crystal
Scaffolds
Chitosan with three different molecular weights (538±48, 229±45 and 13±3 kDa) was
used to develop biodegradable Inverted Colloidal Crystal (ICC) scaffolds with uniform
pore size and interconnected pore network. Mass loss and mechanical properties were
analyzed after hydrolytic degradation in order to understand the influence of molecular
weight on structural and mechanical degradation of chitosan ICC structures. Results
show that medium molecular weight chitosan (229±45 kDa) retains ICC structure and
mechanical properties for an extended period (4 weeks) and is therefore the preferred
one for the production of ICC for soft tissue engineering1.
5.1 Introduction
Chitosan (CS) is a well-known polysaccharide used in biomedical, pharmaceutical and
other industrial applications. It is a linear semicrystalline polymer with an orthorhombic
unit cell that contains two antiparallel polymer chains of β-(1→4)-linked d-glucosamine
and N-acetyl-d-glucosamine (Figure 5.1) [1, 2]. CS is chitin´s copolymer (the second most
widely distributed polymer in the world) and is commercially obtained mainly by the
deacetylation of chitin from crustaceans’ shells obtained from food wastes. Depending on
the chemical treatment performed, different deacetylation degree (DD) and MW chitosans
can be originated, with strong influence on crystallinity, solubility and degradation of
the final product. Usually DD and MW ranges from 50% to 95% and 300 to 1000 kDa,
respectively[3].
1The work described in this chapter is based on the publication: C.F.C. João, A.T. Kullberg, J.C.Silva,
J.P.Borges. "Chitosan Inverted Colloidal Crystal Scaffolds: Influence of the Molecular Weight on Structural
Stability". Materials Letters 2016 (submitted/under revision).
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Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of the chitosan/chitin molecule: A) N-acetyl-
glucosamine unit; B) N-glucosamine unit. Chitin obtained when DA > 50%. Chitosan
obtained when 1-DA > 50%.
This polymer is a polyelectrolyte with reactive functional groups, gel-forming capa-
bility and high adsorption capacity. It is insoluble in neutral and basic solutons but its
amine groups allow the formation of water-solube salts in both organic and inorganic
acids. The reactive side groups (primary amines and secondary hydroxil groups) allow
chemical modification and functionalization that make CS tremendously useful. The
inclusion of amino acids, peptides, growth factors and medical drugs accredits extended
attributes that can make the difference in health care related applications [2, 3].
CS is biocompatible, biodegradable, promotes hemostatic activity, accelerates healing
and is able to overpower bacterial and fungal growth. These properties sustain CS as
a particularly powerful material to be used in wound dressings, surgical sutures and
more recently as bone and cartilage scaffold material since it is also capable of supporting
osteoblasts activity towards the formation of mineralized tissue [4–6].
Usually, high molecular weight chitosan is chosen as material for biomedical applica-
tions. However, it presents a major drawback related to the difficulty in the processing of
high viscosity solutions. Overcoming this difficulty involves the use of lower molecular
weight CS which can originate products with completely different features. Changing
chitosan MW strongly influences characteristics like crystallinity, Young’s modulus and
antimicrobial activity [7]. In particular, lower MWs can have a huge impact on structures’
integrity during a tissue engineering application where they are exposed to multiple
degradation agents like enzymes and macrophages.
The use of CS as scaffold material for bone, cartilage, tendon and ligament, skin, liver
and nerve applications, has been growing supported by a variety of manufacturing meth-
ods that offer the construction of porous structures that provide cell attachment, ingrowth
and osteogenesis[3, 8]. The techniques most used involving CS are freeze-drying, bio-
mineralization, precipitation, particle aggregation, electrospinning, wet-spinning and
gelation [9, 10]. However, as seen earlier in chapter 2, those technologies commonly
convey the recurrent scaffold problems (irregular pore sizes, shapes, structures and poor
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connectivity [11]). On the contrary, ICC have been evidenced by generating highly geomet-
rically organized macroporous structures able to provide optimum cellular development.
Also, the use of CS in the production of ICC scaffolds for cartilage and bone-marrow
based applications has already been explored with promising results [12].
Nonetheless, ICC scaffolds’ performance regarding structural stability during degra-
dation has not yet been described. Moreover, the degradation process may also be influ-
enced by the morphology and geometry of the final structure, and in that sense degrada-
tion studies are still needed. This work reports the use of different molecular weight CS
to construct ICC scaffolds as well as the influence of molecular weight on the scaffolds
degradation and on its mechanical properties.
5.2 Experimental Section
5.2.1 Chitosan Depolymerization
Chitosan samples with different molecular weights were obtained via the depolymer-
ization of commercial chitosan (Mw=500,000, DD=75-85%, Cognis S) defined here as
high MW CS (CSH), by the method described by Mao et al. [13]. Glacial acetic acid
(CH3COOH , 99.7%, Panreac) was diluted to 1% using distilled water and applied as
solvent for all chitosan solutions. Sodium nitrite (NaNO2, Sigma-Aldrich) was used as
depolymerizing agent and sodium hydroxide (NaOH , max 0.0002K, Merck) was em-
ployed to stop the reaction and precipitate chitosan.
To produce CS with different MW, NaNO2 was added to 1% (wt/wt) original CS
(CSH) in acetic acid aqueous solution, at the NaNO2:CS ratios: 1:15, 1:20, 1:25, 1:33.3,
1:50, 1:100 and 1:200. After 1h of mechanical stirring, 4M NaOH was added dropwise
to the solutions until pH=9 was reached. Then, the samples were washed with ultrapure
water (Millipore Elix Advante 3 purifcation system) and centrifuged (Heraues Multiguge
X1R Thermo Schientific) three to four times for 15 minutes periods at 12,000 rpm. The
resultant pellets were then freeze-dried (-40ºC, 24h), manual grinded with porcelain
pestle and mortar until powder form, and stored for later use.
CS with low (CSL) and medium (CSM) MW were obtained from CSM by chemical
depolymerization using 1:15 and 1:100 NaNO2:CS ratios.
5.2.2 Chitosan ICC Scaffolds Production
In Figure 5.2 the schematic of ICC scaffold production is presented. To obtain monodis-
perse PS microspheres, a microfluidic apparatus was developed based on the one reported
by Choi et. al [14] as described in Figure 5.2-1. For ICCs manufacturing, the spheres
produced (see section 3.3.2) are close packed into lattices (Figure 5.2-2) and infiltrated
with CS solutions under vacuum.
The first chitosan ICCs were produced using 2% acetic acid solutions where CSH
was dissolved in concentrations ranging from 2% to 5% (all concentrations in wt/wt %).
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Figure 5.2: Production schematic of the chitosan based ICC scaffolds: 1) microspheres
production; 2) microspheres packaging; 3) annealing into a colloidal crystal template; 4)
CC infiltration with CS solution; 5) Freeze-drying of the infiltrated template; 6) template
dissolution; 7) second freeze-drying and the resultant CS ICC scaffold.
After evaluation of the resultant structures and analysis of the manufacturing procedure
viability, CSM and CSL were then used to prepare solutions with different concentrations
but viscosity similar to the CSH 3% solution, as determined by rheological measurements
(viscosity determined at the newtonian plateau and shear rate = 1.27 s−1).
After sphere template infiltration with the CS solutions (CSH at 3%, CSM at 7% and
CSL at 16%), the infiltrated structures are puttedput in a ultra freezing chamber at -50ºC,
overnight. Then the samples are freeze-dried at -40ºC and approximately 0.07 mbar, for
24h (Vaco2 -Zirbus). The resultant structure is immersed in a sequence of solutions for
sphere removal: ethanol (C2H6O, 99.99%, Fisher Chemical) for 1 hour, dichloromethane
overnight and ethanol for 1 hour. The inverse replica is then freeze-dried a second time
and stored in a thermostatic vacuum dryer (Vacuo-Temp, P-selecta).
5.2.3 ICC Degradation
In vitro degradation was carried out by immersing the scaffolds (40 samples for each Mw)
in sterile phosphate buffered saline (PBS) aqueous solution at 37ºC, containing 0.02%
(w/w) of sodium azide. The medium was replaced every three to four days. Ten samples
of each MW were removed weekly for characterization.
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5.2.4 Characterization
ICC structures were morphologically characterized by SEM. ICC pores size were mea-
sured using ImageJ™software.
Uniaxial mechanical properties of the ICC scaffolds were evaluated through compres-
sive tests with a Rheometric Scientific (Minimat Firmware 3.1) system equipped with a
20 N load cell. Ten samples of each condition were compressed at a rate of 0.5 mm/min,
in a dry state (45% relative humidity) at room temperature (23 ºC) and the compressive
modulus was determined as the slope of the linear portion of the stress-strain curve.
FTIR with Attenuated Total Reflectance was used to analyze all chitosan samples
produced and to determine the deacetylation degree.
The viscosity average molecular weights of chitosan were determined by capillary
viscosimetry (Schott-Geräte AVS400 viscometer with a 0a capillary - 0.53±0.01 mm) and
the classical Mark-Houwink-Sakurada (MHS) equation [15–17]:
η = KMv
a (5.1)
where η is the intrinsic viscosity, Mv is the viscosity-average molecular weight, and K and
a are the constants for the solute-solvent system2.
According to the data given by the supplier, the expected DD for the high MW chi-
tosan is 75%. Following the suggestion given by Kasaai et al.[18], DD can be calculated
considering the area of two of the most characteristic FTIR peaks. Thus, the DD can be
determined by solving the equation:
DD = 1−DA = 1− A1655
A3450
× 115 (5.2)
where A1655 and A3450 are the areas under the reference peaks, and 115 represents the
slope of the linear curve of the absorption ratio versus the acetylation degree (DA). Soft-
ware OriginPro 8.5 was used to determine the positioning, intensity and the areas under
the peaks.
Solutions viscosity was determined by rheological characterization of the CSH, CSM
and CSL solutions using a stress-controlled rheometer Bohlin Gemini HR nano, with a
cone-plane geometry (20 mm diameter and 2º).
5.3 Results and Discussion
5.3.1 Chitosan With Different Molecular Weight
Applying the method reported by Mao et al.[13], chitosan with different molecular weight
was successfully obtained with the straightforward chemical depolymerization process of
2In this chapter the symbol "MW" is used as an abbreviation of molecular weight. For simplicity, MW
is also used to compare the various chitosan (H, M and L). Mv determined with MHS equation 5.1 and is
different from Mw usually referred as weight-average molecular weight.
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original CS (CSH) withNaNO2. The use of CSH at concentration of 1% (wt/wt) as starting
solution intended to warrant a low viscosity and low polymeric chains entanglement that
allow easier sodium nitrite penetration and shortening of the depolymerization process
time.
In Figure 5.3 the MWs determined from the MHS equation 5.1 and from the capillary
viscosimetry experiments (see appendix A, section A.2.1 ) are plotted as a function of


















Chitosan Average Molecular Weight (Mv)
Figure 5.3: Chitosan average molecular weight. Evolution of chitosan MW with NaNO2
amount used in depolymerization reaction. CS mass = 2.5g.
Within a reaction period of 1 hour, it was found a straight relation evidencing that
reaction with higher amounts of NaNO2 lead to the production of lower MW chitosans.
However, if at the beginning the MW seems to decrease linearly with the NaNO2 : CS
ratio, that relationship quickly evolves into a logarithmic function.
Chitosan with higher MW are more sensitive to depolymerization. When low MW is
achieved, the continuous addition of NaNO2 does not mean that further depolymeriza-
tion takes place. At that point, the molecular chains are quite small and disperse easily in
the aqueous medium, reducing the contact between polymer and degradation agent. Also,
during the process, it was found that for lower MWs the CS extraction becomes harder
and the yield decreases due mainly to the decrease of precipitation capability. This is an
indication of polidispersity increase and the formation of oligochitosans that are not able
to be precipitated in solvents like NaOH.
With the CS source used in this work (Cognis S) it was concluded that a 1:15 ratio
(mNaNO2=166.7mg) is the maximum limit where low MW chitosans can be obtained. If
further depolymerization is employed, e.g 1:10 ratio, oligochitosans are obtained through
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the precipitation of the reaction solution with acetone and ethanol instead of alkaline
solutions. It was also observed that with the decrease of MW, CS acquired a yellowish
color, probably due to oxidation, which was intensified by the amount of NaNO2 used in
the reaction.
From the results obtained, 1:15 (mNaNO2=166.7mg) and 1:100 (mNaNO2=25mg) ratios
were selected for CSH (MW= 538 ± 48 kDa) depolymerization into CSM (MW = 29
± 45 kDa) and CSL (MW = 13 ± 3 kDa), respectively. The chemical analysis by FTIR
measurements reveal no evidence of chemical composition modification (Figure 5.4) in














Figure 5.4: FTIR spectra of the CSH, CSM and CSL chitosan samples.
Taking into account the FTIR spectra, the amide I band (C=O stretching) at 1655 cm−1
and the O–H stretching band, at 3450 cm−1 wavenumber were considered as the most
appropriate characteristic bands and are the most frequently used reference band for DD
determination in the range between 59% and 100%. Solving equation 5.2, resulted in DD
values of 76.7%, 73.4% and 73.5% for CSH, CSM and CSL, respectively, from which it is
possible to conclude that there is no significant variation between all MW chitosans.
5.3.2 High, Medium and Low MW CS ICC scaffolds
High molecular weight polymers lead to high viscosity solutions even at low concentra-
tions. Since viscosity plays the main and limitative role in CC template infiltration, at first
2 to 5% wt/wt CSH solutions were infiltrated and the resultant ICC were evaluated. So-
lutions below 2% were easily infiltrated under vacuum but due to low polymeric content,
the resultant ICC was very fragile and the structures recurrently collapsed during sphere
dissolution. Solutions above 4% were highly viscous and the CC infiltration required
longer time periods under vacuum. Also, removing the excess solution from the template
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surface became more difficult, often resulting in the formation of films that blocked the
replica surface and generated misshapen scaffolds.
The 3% CSH solution showed adequate viscosity to allow penetration into the colloidal
crystal voids and ensure maximization of the amount of material present, leading to the
formation of well-defined walls and pores and perfect ICC geometry (Figure 5.5).
100 μm
Figure 5.5: SEM image of a Chitosan Inverted Colloidal Crystal Scaffold produced with
CSH 3 %(wt/wt) in 2% acetic acid aqueous solution. Pore size = 195.6 ± 12.7 µm. Inter-
connective window = 49.8 ± 9.6 µm
Rheology studies were conducted in order to determine optimum concentrations of
CSM and CSL solutions so they would match CSH solution viscosity (µ=1.56 Pa.s). The
concentrations, 7% (µ=1.63 Pa.s) CSM and 16% (µ=1.53 Pa.s) CSL, respectively, were
then used as infiltrating material. After template impregnation, the freeze-drying pro-
cess allowed the formation of a solid polymeric structure. Due to CS extreme absorption
capability, with the addition of DCM to promote sphere removal, the polymeric structure
becomes highly hydrated, the walls lose their strength and often after sphere dissolution
the scaffold was also destroyed. However, introducing an ethanol bath before and after
the dissolution step prevents DCM absorption while the structure is dried by the alcohol.
With the second-freeze drying, CSH, CSM and CSL inverse replicas were successfully pro-
duced comprising uniform and size controlled pores with the small windows connecting
adjacent pores.
In order to understand the molecular weight influence vs polymer concentration in
the ICC structural stability, the different MW ICCs were degraded in vitro for 4 weeks
and their mechanical properties were assessed through compressive tests. In Table 1,
ICCs characterization regarding evolution of mechanical properties and mass loss along
degradation weeks can be observed. It is known that chitosan degradation rate is inversely
related to the crystallinity degree which is depended on DD [9]. Since FTIR results
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Table 5.1: Chitosan ICC scaffolds characterization. Samples identified by 0 to 4 according





CSH H0 240 ± 76 -
H1 178 ± 67 5.1
H2 142 ± 55 19.8
H3 128 ± 34 21.5
H4 113 ± 30 22.6
CSM M0 306 ± 74 -
M1 244 ± 60 5.3
M2 263 ± 42 25.5
M3 252 ± 58 25.9
M4 193 ± 21 39.5
CSL L0 659 ± 104 -
L1 184 ± 39 30.1
L2 199 ± 48 34.6
L3 195 ± 42 38.6
L4 152 ± 24 48.6
confirmed similar DD for all samples, this effect is excluded from the results discussion.
Initially (CSH0, CSM0 and CSL0), the ICCs E increases with molecular weight de-
crease: the CSL ICCs elastic modulus is approximately 3 times higher than that of CSH,
showing that the mass increase effect (higher concentration solution) leads to more homo-
geneous ICCs with higher density walls (Figure 5.6). These two aspects are determinant
for the mechanical properties of cellular materials and prevail over the effect of molecular
weight decrease.
Figure 5.6: SEM images of the different chitosan ICC scaffolds produced with CSH (a,d),
CSM (b,e) and CSL(c,f) before (a,b,c) and after (d,e,f) hydrolytic degradation.
For the degradation weeks 1, 2 and 3, E decreases significantly for all ICC samples. In
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these steps the effect of different molecular weights and amount of impregnated chitosan
are competitors and cancelled each other, i.e., although lower molecular weight samples
loose mass faster, since the amount of chitosan is higher, the structure maintains its
integrity for longer periods. At the end of the experiment, CSM4 scaffolds present the
highest elastic modulus of all three MW ICCs, 193 ± 21 kPa. Mass loss values are also
consistent with values reported in the literature: Kuo et al.[19] have determined 25-34%
degradation after 4 week cell seeding in chitin/chitosan ICCs, which is similar to values
found in the present study.
Comparing samples before and after degradation, CSM4 ICCs showed less degrada-
tion effects on morphology (Figure 5.6e). By having smaller chains than higher molec-
ular weight samples, it becomes easier for the medium to penetrate between polymer
molecules and promote degradation. However, by having a higher amount of polymer,
the structure retains its integrity for a longer time, without collapsing. Degradation is
visually more noticeable at week 4 in the samples with low molecular weight (Figure
5.6f). In these samples the molecular chains are already quite small and water absorption
induces fragility of the structure. Therefore, even with a higher amount of polymer in the
structure the morphology of the ICC was entirely lost on week 4. In this case the effect of
low molecular weight supersedes the amount of chitosan in the sample.
5.4 Conclusions
The main objective of this work was to study the influence of molecular weight on the
degradation behavior and mechanical properties of chitosan ICCs. For this purpose,
three different molecular weights were used. High molecular weight (538 kDa) was
used as received, medium (229 kDa) and low (13 kDa) were obtained through chemical
depolymerization with sodium nitrite. Degradation analysis revealed that mass loss was
higher in low molecular weight samples, for the same degradation time. Medium MW
CS ICC scaffolds show the best performance regarding degradation rate, conservation
of structural integrity and mechanical properties and because of that CSM should be
considered when constructing ICCs for tissue engineering applications. This work shows
how important it is to study the degradation profile of chitosan ICC scaffolds in order to
choose the molecular mass that warrants an extended compliance of the scaffold.
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Inverted Colloidal Crystal Scaffolds
Bone is a composite that is formed by the mineralization of an organic network with
natural hydroxyapatite crystals. In this work, synthetic HAp nanorods with morphol-
ogy and chemical composition similar to bone’s HAp were produced. Their use in the
development and characterization of composite ICC scaffolds of a biopolymer (chitosan)
loaded with HAp nanorods is reported. ICC scaffolds with different CS/HAp ratios were
evaluated concerning their structural morphology, mechanical properties and biological
response1.
6.1 Introduction
The development of bone scaffolds obeys not only to the need of an adequate structure
with interconnected pores but also to the right choice of materials that can enhance the
environment for tissue development. As noted previously, HAp is the most commonly
used biomaterial in bone tissue regeneration. Since biological HAp represents the major-
ity of the inorganic compound in vertebrates, researchers have always payed attention to
its use by noting its biomineralization ability and potential to reinforce and constitute
structures with sufficient mechanical properties that could match tissues in orthopedic,
maxillofacial or dental fields. Complementarily, natural and renewable polysaccharides
like chitin/chitosan are very interesting mostly by their excellent biostimulatory proper-
ties. Being a positively charged polymer, chitosan can establish linkages with proteins
and cells triggering reconstruction and vascularization of damaged tissues. Moreover,
1The work described in this chapter is based on the publication: C. F. C. João, J. M. Vasconcelos, J. C.
Silva, and J. P. Borges. “Chitosan based Inverse Colloidal Crystal Scaffolds”. in ESB 2013 - 25th European
Conference on Biomaterials. Spain-Madrid, 8-12 September, 2013. ISBN: 978-84-695-7831-5. T5P015
(Poster)[1].
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it can be modified towards the inclusion of medical drugs or growth factors that can
contribute to treatment and enhance of the healing process.
However, CS alone does not have all the features required for mimicking bone tissue
namely stifness and osteoconductivity, and what HAp based materials gain in mechanical
strength they lose in flexibility. Therefore, composites with natural polymers like chi-
tosan (or its derivatives) combined with bioactive ceramics as hydroxyapatite may prove
to be more suitable for applications in the hard tissues engineering [2]. In fact, they
have been gradually finding an important role due to the exhibition of tailored physical,
biological and mechanical properties that allow a predictable degradation behavior while
promoting bone regeneration [3]. In turn,the CS/HAp combination has been significantly
explored for applications comprehending coatings, prostheses or scaffolds related with
bone replacement [4–6].
Since natural bone mineral is constituted by HAp in rod/needle-like format, several
authors have shown interest in exploring this particularity and reported methods like
hydrothermal treatment [7], in situ sol-gel [8], wet chemical [9] or precipitation [10] as
capable of producing HAp nanoparticles with such morphology. The importance of HAp
crystals size and format and their relationship with the biological environment has also
been highlighted by the role of nanorods in biomineralization and support for osteoblast
attachment and proliferation [11–13].
Thus, the use of organic chitosan reinforced with inorganic hydroxyapatite nanorods
in the construction of ICC scaffolds should result in excellent material properties com-
bination. The biocompatibility, biodegradability, anti-inflammatory and anti-microbial
character joined with the capability of promoting osteoblast adhesion/growth and biomin-
eralization in an optimized structural design, gather the essential features for a scaffolds’
good performance in bone tissue engineering applications.
6.2 Experimental Section
6.2.1 Hydroxyapatite Nanorods Synthesis
Hydroxyapatite powders (Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2, > 90% Sigma-Aldrich) were chemically treat-
ed according to the method reported by Chen et. al [14]. Briefly, 1 g of HAp is dispersed in
500 ml of distilled water. The suspension is magnetically stirred (Agimatic-N) and nitric
acid (HNO3, > 65%, Panreac) is added until the powder is completely dissolved. Then,
pH is measured and adjusted up to pH=2, with the continuous addition of HNO3. To
promote nucleation and rod-like HAp growth, ammonia hydroxide (NH3, 25%, Panreac)
is added dropwise with constant stirring, until solution reaches pH=9.
Posteriorly, the solution is placed in an oven (Memmert) at 37 ºC during 3 days. After
incubation, the solution is centrifuged during 10 min at 10,000 rpm (Heraeus, Multifuge
X1R, Thermo Scientific). The supernatant is discarded and distilled water is added to
the resultant pellet. This step is repeated until pH=7 is reached. Finally, the solution is
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freeze-dried for 24 hours (Vaco 2, Zirbus) to remove water and extract HAp nanorods in
powder form.
6.2.2 Composite Scaffolds Production
To produce the composite ICC scaffolds, simple composite mixtures of chitosan and
hydroxyapatite nanorods were used as infiltration material. CS (Mw=500,000, DD 75-
85%, Cognis S) was dissolved in 2% (wt/wt) aqueous acetic acid solution (CH3COOH,
99.7%, Panreac) at a concentration of 3% (wt/wt). Then, HAp nanorods were added in
order to obtain solutions of 3% CS and 3% CS + 1%, 3% and 6% HAp (wt/wt). Taking
into account the densities of CS (ρCS= 1.342 g/cm3) and HAp2 (ρHAp= 2.734 g/cm3), with
this procedure, four solutions/suspensions were produced with the volumetric fractions
(Φ):
A→ 3% CS→ ΦCS=1.00; ΦHAp=0.00
B→ 3% CS+1% HAp→ ΦCS=0.86; ΦHAp=0.14
C→ 3% CS+3% HAp→ ΦCS=0.67; ΦHAp=0.33
D→ 3% CS+6% HAp→ ΦCS=0.50; ΦHAp=0.50
The CS/HAp solutions/suspensions were poured over colloidal crystal templates with
spheres of (261±11) µm diameter (see chapter 3). Then, the solutions/suspensions +
template were placed in a desiccator connected to a vacuum pump and as the air was
removed from the CC templates, the solution penetrates their voids. Each impregnated
CC is cleaned with filter paper in order to remove excess solution. The samples are frozen
and freeze-dried (Vaco 2, Zirbus) for 24 hours at approximately 0.050 mbar.
To remove the microspheres, the freeze-dried/infiltrated CCs are dipped in absolute
ethanol (C2H6O, 99.99%, Fisher Chemical) for 1 hour, moved into a dichloromethane
bath overnight to allow microspheres dissolution and the resultant structure is again
immersed in an etanol bath (1 hour) before a second freeze-drying process is applied.
6.2.3 Characterization
The phase composition and crystallinity of HAp was analyzed by X-ray diffraction (XRD)
using CuKα radiation generated at 45 kV and 40 mA, in the range of 20º<2θ<60º, in
a X’Pert PRO (PANAlytical) X-ray diffractometer. The peaks obtained were compared
with JCPDS cards: #09-0169 (β-TCP), #09-0348 (α-TCP), #09-0432 (HAp) and #37-1497
(CaO). t was calculated from X-ray diffraction patterns using the Scherrer equation 4.1
[15].
2HAp nanorods density was determined applying the Arquimedes’ principle and using a compressed
disk with known nanorods mass.
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Hydroxyapatite chemical characterization was conducted through Fourier Transform
Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. FTIR spectra of powder samples from commercial and
nanorods HAp were collected using an attenuated total reflectance (ATR) sampling ac-
cessory (Smart iTR) equipped with a single-bounce diamond crystal on a Thermo Nicolet
6.700 spectrometer. The spectra were acquired in the 4.000-650 cm−1 range with 4 cm−1
resolution and 32 scans at a temperature of 20ºC.
HAp nanorods and ICC scaffolds were sputter coated with gold and morphologically
characterized by scanning electronic microscopy (SEM) using a Carl Zeiss AURIGA Cross-
Beam Workstation instrument equipped with an Oxford X-ray Energy Dispersive Spec-
trometer. HAp nanorods were also evaluated by transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
by placing diluted suspensions of nanorods/ethanol in a Kevlar 25 mesh grid for further
analysis by an Hitachi H8100 II microscope with thermionic emission (LaB6).
Pore and interconnecting windows dimensions were measured from SEM images with
software Image J™(version 1.46eWayne Rasband, National Institutes of Health, USA)[16].
Uniaxial mechanical properties of the ICC scaffolds were evaluated through compres-
sive tests with a Rheometric Scientific (Minimat Firmware 3.1) system equipped with
20 N load cell. At least 10 samples of each composition were compressed at a rate of
0.5 mm/min, in a dry state (45% relative humidity) at room temperature (23 ºC) and the
elastic modulus (E) was determined as the slope of the linear portion of the stress-strain
curve.
ICCs biocompatibility was evaluated through cell adhesion and proliferation studies.
Human osteoblasts from SaOs-2 cell line were seeded directly over the material surface.
After incubation, cell activity was evaluated by measuring the absorbance of the media
after metabolic reduction of resazurin into resorufin. Detailed information about the cell
adhesion and proliferation essays protocols can be found in the appendix A section A.2.3.
6.3 Results and Discussion
6.3.1 Hydroxyapatite Nanorods
Hydroxyapatite nanorods were successfully obtained by the treatment of commercial
HAp powders. Being able to manage the process temperature, incubation time and pH
allows the production of particles with different shapes (rods, platelets, cuboids) and
sizes. In our experiment, SEM and TEM images observation showed the existence of
perfectly formed HAp nanocrystals with rodlike format and polydisperse dimensions
(Figure 6.1). Setting temperature at 37ºC, pH=9 and incubation time of 72 h allowed the
formation of particles with average length and diameter of (153.7 ± 57.3) nm and (12.2 ±
6.6) nm. This morphology is very similar to the nanorod-like HAp crystals that constitute
95% volume of enamel’s surface in human teeth that have length and cross section of 100
nm to 1 µm and 33 to 65 nm, respectively [14], although it is slightly bigger than HAp
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phase present in natural bone where nanorods with lengths and diameters of 40-60 nm
and 20 nm are found [10].
(a) (b)
Figure 6.1: Images of the hydroxyapatite nanorods produced: a) SEM; b) TEM.
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Figure 6.2: Comparison between the commercial and the produced HAp nanorods.
FTIR and XRD analysis confirmed the absence of modifications to HAp chemical com-
position and also a decrease in crystallinity due to the nanorod format, when comparing
with commercial HAp. FTIR spectra (Figure 6.2(a)) evidence HAp’s characteristic peaks
and similarity between both samples. P-O bond of the PO3−4 is noticed in the position of
peaks 563 cm−1, 601 cm−1, 948 cm−1 and 1.030 cm−1. Peak 862 cm−1 is attributed to a
symmetric P-O(H) stretching vibration [9].
XRD difractograms (Figure 6.2(b)) exhibit the exclusive appearance of HAp hexagonal
lattice characteristics peaks. No other phase is present as this would only happen with
HAp decomposition in other CaP at very high temperature. In the proposed method, HAp
is dissolved in a supersaturated solution and with continued addition of ammonia, the
ceramic nucleates and grows as the pH rises. When comparing both XRD diffractograms
it is perceptible the enlargement of the full width at half maximum in the HAp nanorods
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sample, indicating a reduction in the crystal size. This last statement is verified by the
resolution of Scherrer equation that result in crystal sizes of 7.7 nm and 4.3 nm for
commercial HAp and nanorods, respectively.
6.3.2 Chitosan/Hydroxyapatite ICC Scaffolds
When considering the infiltration of CC templates, viscosity of the infiltration solution
plays the key role. Full penetration within the structure must be ensured together with
maximization of material in the voids between spheres. CS at concentration of 3% (wt/wt)
in aqueous acetic acid solutions guarantees the necessary fluidity and viscosity for space
occupation along all directions, allowing the production of homogeneous 3D structures.
With the inclusion of hydroxyapatite nanorods even at low proportion, solutions viscosity
augments causing an increasing difficulty in ICC fabrication. In the experimental process
it was found that solutions upper limit composition for hybrid ICC development was
CS+6% HAp which corresponds to species volume fraction of ΦCS=0.50 and ΦHAp=0.50.
If the HAp content increases, the solutions become very hard to manage due to the loss
of fluidity which can lead to impeded CC infiltration. Also, nanorods aggregation occurs
which results in non-uniform matrices development and deficient ICC structure. In that
sense, infiltration time should be taken into account since the vacuum process will take
longer to force the hardly viscous composite solution to pass through the structure, after
air admission.
Composite Inverted Colloidal Crystal scaffolds with composite matrix of CS/HAp
nanorods were successfully developed through a process involving template infiltration
and double freeze-drying (Figure 6.3). SEM images observation allow to conclude that
all CC templates could be infiltrated with the proposed CS/HAp composite solutions.
Scaffolds macropores (P ) and interconnecting windows (Iw) diameters measurement
revealed similar dimensions for all scaffolds .
3% CS→ P = (195.6 ± 12.7)µm | Iw= (49.8 ± 9.6)µm
3%CS+1%HAp→ P = (205.3 ± 12.1)µm | Iw= (52.6 ± 5.9)µm
3%CS+3%HAp→ P = (210.0 ± 17.6)µm | Iw= (49.0 ± 5.0)µm
3%CS+6%HAp→ P = (194.6 ± 12.9)µm | Iw= (57.3 ± 4.8)µm
The HAp nanorods effect is noticeable in the morphology of the ICCs. With the in-
crease of HAp content the scaffolds walls thickness increases and the scaffolds surface
seems to become roughened. The freeze-drying process induces the formation of microp-
orosity within the surface of ICC pores and walls. However this effect loses intensity by
the presence of HAp that causes matrix densification.
In CS+3%HAp scaffolds the pore sizes/shapes become more irregular and increasing
the HAp content leads to further walls densification and some pores closure (CS+6%HAp).
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(a) Cs ICC scaffold (b) CS ICC scaffold cavity
(c) CS+1%HAp ICC scaffold (d) CS+1%HAp ICC scaffold cavity
(e) CS+3%HAp ICC scaffold (f) CS+3%HAp ICC scaffold cavity
(g) CS+6%HAp ICC scaffold (h) CS+6%HAp ICC scaffold cavity
Figure 6.3: SEM images of ICC scaffolds with different HAp content. Left figures scale
bar = 100 µm; Right figures scale bar = 10 µm.
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It should be noticed that due to the higher viscosity it becomes harder to remove solu-
tion from the sphere-template surface which can lead to scaffold malformation and the
morphology observed in Figure 6.3(g). Nevertheless it is visible in all scaffolds that com-






























ICC scaffolds mechanical properties
CS CS+1%HAp CS+3%HAp CS+6%HAp
Figure 6.4: Elastic modulus of the different composite CS/HAp ICC scaffolds.
Adhesion Proliferation
Figure 6.5: Osteoblasts SaOs-2 adhesion and proliferation in the different composite ICC
scaffolds. All values were normalized to the negative control absorbance results.
Scaffolds mechanical properties were analyzed through compression tests, which show
that ICC scaffolds have enhanced mechanical properties when HAp is included (Figure
6.4). E increases from 35 kPa to 146 kPa, in the CS ICC to CS+6%HAp ICC, respectively.
Although there is a gradual improvement of mechanical properties from the neat CS
scaffolds, the nanorods reinforcement effect is not sufficient to allow the production of
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scaffolds with suitable mechanical properties for bone tissue engineering applications. In
that sense further development is still needed and may involve the use of cross-linking
agents that promote the formation of a stiffer polymeric network.
The scaffolds biological capability was evaluated trough adhesion and proliferation
tests that confirmed the viability of these scaffolds for biomedical uses (Figure 6.5). Some
researchers have pointed out that very small synthesized HAp nanocrystals (length =
40nm; width = 16nm) could be integrated by bone-forming osteoblasts with the possibil-
ity of modifying the cytoskeleton disposition, triggering higher inflammatory response
and also putting in risk the cellular nuclei envelope or even leading to cell death [17].
Since bigger nanorods were applied, in this work no evidence of such risks was found and
cellular adhesion evaluation revealed good interaction between osteoblasts and the scaf-
folds with cellular viability superior to 80%. Proliferation profiles exhibit cell growth of
(128 ±13)%, (129 ± 17)%, (164 ± 17)% and (130 ± 15)% for CS, CS+1%HAp, CS+3%HAp
and CS+6%HAp ICC scaffolds, respectively, which is a good indication of the scaffolds
potential for bone tissue engineering applications.
6.4 Conclusions
In this work, ICC scaffolds of chitosan/hydroxyapatite were successfully produced. Hy-
droxyapatite with rodlike format and mean length and diameter of (153.7± 57.3) µm and
(12.2±6.6) µm was used as ceramic starting material. Composite solutions allowed the
production of scaffolds with CS/HAp nanorods volumetric content of ΦCS=1.00 to 0.50;
ΦHAp=0.00 to 0.50, that exhibit homogenous porous structure with good interconnec-
tivity. Compression tests and biological evaluation demonstrated that the mechanical
properties increased with HAp content while cell adhesion and proliferation was efficient
for all scaffold conditions.
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Structures with imprinted Liquid
Crystalline Architecture
Inspired by chitin based hierarchical structures observed in arthropods exoskeleton, this
work reports the capturing of chitin nanowhiskers’ chiral nematic order into a chitosan
matrix. For this purpose, highly crystalline chitin nanowhiskers (CTNW) with spindle-
like morphology and average aspect ratio of 24.9 were produced by acid hydrolysis of
chitin. CTNW were uniformly dispersed at different concentrations in aqueous suspen-
sions. The suspensions LC phase domain was determined by rheological measurements
and polarized optical microscopy (POM).
Chitosan (CS) was added to the CTNW isotropic, biphasic and anisotropic suspensions
and the solvent was evaporated to allow the formation of films (Part 1) and 3D structures
(Part 2) formation. The Films’ morphologies as well as the mechanical properties were
explored. The results evidence the existence of two different layered structures, one
formed by chitosan layers induced by the presence of chitin and another formed by chitin
nanowhiskers layers. By playing on the ratio chitin/chitosan one layered structure or the
other can be obtained allowing the tunning of materials’ mechanical properties. Based
on the films formation procedure a similar method is proposed to the production of ICC
scaffolds with imprinted liquid crystalline matrix1.
7.1 Introduction
Nature has always delighted us with its ability to evolve highly specialized biological sys-
tems based on straightforward bottom-up self-assembly processes [2, 3]. Applying only
1The work described in this chapter is based on the publication: C.F.C João, C. Echeverria, A. Velhinho,
J.C. Silva, M. H. Godinho, J. P. Borges. " Bio-inspired production of chitosan/chitin films from liquid
crystalline suspensions". Carbohydrate Polymers. Elsevier Ltd. January 2, 2017, pp 372–381. [1].
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a few basic components, the smart organization of lipids, proteins, minerals and poly-
mers across different length scales has conducted to astonishing structural and functional
materials like bones in vertebrates, exoskeletons in arthropods, nacre in mollusks and
cell walls in plants. The specific design of nanostructures and their assembly into hier-
archical larger macrostructures allows the unique simultaneous combination of features
like high strength, low weight, fracture toughness, and stimuli-responsive adaptability
that are only virtually available in natural tissues and are far more developed than those
currently achieved by man-designed materials [4, 5]. In particular, biomacromolecular
structural materials such as collagen, cellulose and chitin are capable of forming com-
plex topologies that can give rise to very interesting platforms gathering lightweight and
stiffness with the ability to control the direction, color and polarization of light [6–9].
As the second most abundant polymer in the world, chitin is a well-known biomaterial
that possesses unique properties like biodegradability, bioactivity, non-toxicity, antibac-
terial, antifungal and anti-inflammatory activity [10–12] . This polysaccharide formed
by poly-β-(1→4)-N-acetyl-D-glucosamine units is a fibrillar polymorphic semicrystalline
polymer and the basic constituent of tissue nanostructures in different species [13, 14].
The aggregation of chitin’s consecutive units leads to the formation of highly crystalline
spindle-like fibrils often denominated chitin nanocrystals or chitin nanowhiskers (CTNW)
that have aroused a growing interest in the scientific community due to their potential as
reinforcements in nanocomposites [15]. Several methods like TEMPO-mediated oxidation
[16], mechanical grinding [17, 18], ultrasonication [19] and high pressure homogeniza-
tion [20] have been successfully reported as capable of producing chitin with a diverse set
of widths and lengths at the nanoscale and suggested their use as structural or functional
reinforcements for multiple applications [21]. Among all the methods, acid hydrolysis
remains the approach capable of extract the narrow nano part of chitin - the nanowhisker

















































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 7.1: Chitin hierarchical structure within shrimp and crab shells cuticle.
From the nano to the micro levels, chitin has the ability of producing long-ranged
hierarchical structures within the organic matrix of crustaceans and insects’ exoskeleton
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(Figure 7.1). When observing shells’ cuticle under polarized optical microscopy, the ma-
trix reveals an ensemble of regular CTNW laminae, gradually rotating around the normal
direction and forming a twisted plywood system (Bouligand structure). The long range
packaging of laminae leads to the formation of solid three-dimensional patterns with
strong anisotropy that constitute the source of structural color and mechanical integrity
[24, 25]. These structures display textures similar to the domains formed in chiral ne-
matic liquid crystals, which has contributed to the idea that biosynthesis of living tissues
must involve, during one or more steps, LC states of matter [26].
Chitosan (CS), a chitin derivative obtained when sufficient acetyl groups are removed,
can be found in some fungi cell walls and although less common in nature, it is intensively
explored by men. It’s a well-known natural polymer that preserves the majority of chitin’s
properties but in opposition does not share its hydrophobicity neither its lack of swelling
capability. This polysaccharide has been largely explored mainly in bioscience fields
covering a wide variety of forms like films, 3D structures, microspheres etc. CS ability
to be dissolved in acidic aqueous media constitutes an enormous advantage for polymer
processing and chemical modification [27–29]. Moreover, since CS is a chitin derivative,
the chemical similarity between both favors their compatibility and this feature has been
highlighted in several applications [30, 31]. The CS/CTNW combination was used in
the production of films, hydrogels, fibers and scaffolds. In addition, CTNW have also
been included in multiple nanocomposites as fillers reinforcing other polymer matrices
like polycaprolactone, poly(vinyl alcohol), methacrylate and natural rubber [15]. In all
of those applications, the nanowhisker contribution in the improvement of composite
mechanical properties has been reported. However, the reason why the reinforcement ef-
fects are lower than expected is still unknown. Small aspect ratios, lower chitin content or
even whisker agglomeration has been pointed out as possible explanations [32]. Further-
more, it is clear that polymer processing methods have not accomplished the production
of materials with certain functional and structural capabilities that are only available in
Nature’s self-templated materials [6].
The exploitation of chitin’s ability to self-assemble in liquid crystalline structures is
still limited and only few works regarding gelification of CTNW suspensions [33] and
their biomineralization [34] were able to capture such organization. Polymer processing
often leads to chiral nematic order disruption and that has been a major drawback in
the production of structures with Bouligand-like architecture. Therefore, in this work
we propose a different bottom-up approach to maintain chitin’s chiral nematic structure
in a natural polymer matrix by producing chitosan/chitin films from LC suspensions of
chitin nanowhisker’s. The analysis of films’ mechanical properties revealed interesting
features allowing to establish a tunable structure-properties relationship. Based on those
results, it is also reported the transposition of films’ production method into 3D structures
fabrication, therefore allowing the production of ICC scaffolds with an imprinted liquid
crystalline matrix. Being able to mimic chitin’s native structure and to capture its liquid
crystalline order may open a new path for future application in the bioscience fields.
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7.2 Experimental Section
7.2.1 Preparation of Chitin Nanowhiskers
CTNW were produced following the method proposed by Revol et al. [35]. Briefly,
1g of chitin (C9213-1kg; Lot# SLBB8542V; CAS: 1398-61-4; Sigma-Aldrich. source:
shrimp shell) was dissolved in 10 ml of hydrochloric acid (HCL; 37%; M= 36,46 g/mol;
CAS:131020. 1212; Panreac) 3M at 110ºC during 90 minutes. After cooling to room
temperature, the solution was successively centrifuged (Heraeus, Multifuge X1R, Thermo
Scientific) for periods of 15 minutes at 11000 rpm, with the addition of Millipore water
(Millipore Elix Advantage 3 purification system) between centrifugations and elimination
of supernatant, until pH=2. At this point, the resulting supernatants were kept and
dialyzed against Millipore water until neutral pH was achieved. Final CTNW suspensions
were freeze-drying for 24 hours (Vaco 2, Zirbus).
7.2.2 Preparation of Chitin Nanowhiskers Suspensions
CTNW suspensions (CTNW content of 0.5, 0.62, 0.95, 1.27, 1.5, 1.9, 2.25, 2.55, 2.99, 3.7,
4.87 and 7.5% wt/wt) were produced from the dialysis retentates. The concentrations of
the retentates were determined by freeze-drying a known volume of dialysed solution and
measuring the mass of the freeze-dried product. CTNW suspensions were prepared either
by centrifugation (higher concentration) or dilution with water (lower concentration). The
suspensions were then sonicated at low intensity (20 to 30% of 750W) until a translucent
suspension was achieved (max. time 30 min), indicating that nanowhiskers were well
dispersed.
7.2.3 Production of Chitin Nanowhiskers/Chitosan Films
To obtain the polymeric films, 2% (v/v) acetic acid (Ac. Ac.; glacial, 99.7%, Lot#266601,
M= 60.06 g/mol; CAS: 131008-1212; Panreac) solution was added dropwise to a 1.9%
wt/wt CTNW suspension until pH=2.8 was achieved. Following the same procedures
of centrifugation/dilution, combined solutions were prepared containing 1% wt/wt chi-
tosan (CHITOPHARM S; Mw=500 kDa; DD=75%, CAS: 9012-76-4; Lot# UPBH8332PR;
Cognis) and three different CTNW content (0.75%, 1.5% and 3.0% wt/wt). Afterwards,
the solutions were placed in petri dishes and water was allowed to slowly evaporate in
an oven at 37ºC for 72h, until thin films were obtained and constant weight established.
The films were then stored in a vacuum desiccator.
7.2.4 Production of Chitin Nanowhiskers/Chitosan ICC Scaffolds
To prepare the hybrid scaffolds, the same solutions applied in the films production were
used. The solutions were poured over the CC templates (whose production was described
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in chapter 3) and then infiltrated under vacuum. When air is admitted inside the dessica-
tor, air pressure forces the viscous solutions to penetrate the voids inside the CC template.
Afterwards, the impregnated CC are cleaned with filter paper in order to remove excess
solution and are placed in an oven at 37ºC for 24h. Following drying, the templates were
cross-linked to prevent dissolution. The cross-linking of CS/CTNW was carried out with
ephichlorodrin (ECH) under alkaline conditions following a procedure based on the one
described by Zeng et al. [36] and Wei et al. [37]. CCs were immersed in solution of 0.2M
ECH (C3H5ClO, > 99%, Lot# BCBP4230V, Fluka) 1M sodium hydroxide (NaOH, pellets,
Lot#190609,EKA), and placed in a oven for 5h at 50ºC. Afterwards, CCs are again placed
in the oven and dried at 37ºC for 24h. The procedure of infiltration with CS/CTNW solu-
tions followed by cross-linking was repeated 6 times, to achieve maximum of the template
voids. Then, spheres are removed by a combination of ethanol (1h), DCM (overnight) and
ethanol (1h) baths. The final structure is dried at room temperature (for 12h) and stored.
7.2.5 Characterization
Rheological characterization of the CTNW suspensions was performed using a stress-
controlled rheometer Bohlin Gemini HR nano, with a cone-plate geometry (20 mm diam-
eter and 2º). Temperature during the test was kept at 25ºC. The evolution of viscosity
with shear rate was recorded at room temperature for a shear rate range of 0.01–1000
s − 1. All the measurements were obtained in steady state conditions.
Chitin crystallinity was analyzed by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using CuKα radiation
generated at 45 kV and 40 mA, in the range of 5°<2θ<60°, in a X’Pert PRO (PANAlytical)
X-ray diffractometer. Crystallinity index (CI) was determined following the methods





where I110 is the maximum intensity (arbitrary units) of the diffraction (110) at 2θ=
19° and Iam is the intensity of the amorphous diffraction at 2θ=15°.
Chemical characterization was conducted through Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR)
spectroscopy. FTIR spectra of powder samples from chitin and CTNW were collected
using an attenuated total reflectance (ATR) sampling accessory (Smart iTR) equipped with
a single-bounce diamond crystal on a Thermo Nicolet 6700 spectrometer. The spectra
were acquired in the 4000-650 cm−1 range with 4 cm−1 resolution and 32 scans at a
temperature of 20ºC.
CTNW suspensions of different concentration were observed by optical microscopy
(Olympus Microscope Digital Camera DP73) with and without cross polarizers, at room
temperature.
CTNW/CS films and CTNW were sputter coated with gold and morphologically char-
acterized by scanning electronic microscopy (SEM) using a Carl Zeiss AURIGA CrossBeam
Workstation instrument equipped with an Oxford X-ray Energy Dispersive Spectrometer.
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CTNW were also evaluated by TEM by placing diluted suspensions of CTNW in a Kevlar
25 mesh grid for further analysis by an Hitachi H8100 II microscope with thermionic
emission LaB6.
Mechanical properties of the CTNW/CS films were evaluated through tensile tests
with a Rheometric Scientific (Minimat Firmware 3.1) system equipped with 100 N load
cell. At least 25 samples (dimensions: 15 x 5 mm; gauge length: 8 mm) of each compo-
sition were drawn at a rate of 1 mm/min, in a dry state (45% relative humidity) at room
temperature (23 ºC) and the modulus (E) was determined as the slope of the linear portion
of the stress-strain curve. Samples thickness: CTNW – (147±21) µm ; CS – (29±9) µm;
CS+0.75%CTNW – (21±5) µm; CS+1.5%CTNW – (46±5)µm; CS+3.0%CTNW – (70±10)
µm.
7.3 Results and Discussion
7.3.1 Chitin Nanowhiskers and Suspensions
Although there are several approaches for polysaccharide fibril extraction from bulk
material, acid hydrolysis remains the most applied method. In this work, CTNW were
successfully obtained with 12% yield, after acid hydrolysis of bulk chitin with 3M HCl
for 90 min. This procedure causes chitin depolymerization through the removal of amor-
phous content (due to faster swelling and hydrolysis) and results in the extraction of
highly crystalline regions. After chemical treatment, continuous sample washing (until
pH=2 is obtained) led to spontaneous appearance of colloidal suspensions with milky
aspect. These suspensions were further neutralized and observed in SEM (Figure 7.2(a))
and TEM (Figure 7.2(b)) revealing chitin’s typical spindle-like morphology.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.2: Images of the produced chitin nanowhiskers: a) SEM; b) TEM.
In order to determine CTNW dimensions, images from SEM and TEM were processed
with the software ImageJ [39]. A minimum of 80 measurements were considered for the
determination of the nanowhiskers’ dimensions and aspect ratio distributions. CTNW
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have an average length (L), diameter (d) and aspect ratio (s) of (540 ± 250) nm, (24 ± 11)
nm and 24.9 ± 0.7, respectively, but present high polydispersity , since both L and d have a
wide range of distribution (Appendix A, Figure A.7). Acid hydrolysis causes the cleavage
of amorphous content due to its differential swelling and the extraction of crystalline
regions with spindle-like morphology (Figure 7.9(g)). This process is perceptible when
comparing chitin XRD before and after hydrolysis (Figure 7.3(a)) where the ratio between
the maximum diffraction intensity (2θ=19º) and the amorphous diffraction in the same
unit (2θ=15º) increases, accounting for the increase in crystallinity.
(a) XRD diffractogram
(b) FTIR spectra
Figure 7.3: X-Ray Diffractogram and FTIR spectra of chitin before (gray) and after (black)
acid hydrolysis.
This fact is confirmed by the determination of CI (equation 7.1) which results in
91.4% for chitin nanowhisker, a value 6.6% higher than the one calculated for bulk chitin
(CI=84.8%) (Table A.4 – Appendix A) and in accordance with values reported in the
literature [40].
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The chemical analysis of chitin products was conducted by FTIR measurements (Fig-
ure 7.3(b)). The spectra obtained revealed all majorα-chitin characteristic bands; however
chitin nanowhisker spectra also had thinner and more intense bands as a result of higher
polymer crystallinity. The analysis of FTIR spectra revealed good correspondence with
values reported in the literature by Cardenas et al. [38] and Goodrich et al.[40], with a
slight shift of the peaks to the right (lower wavenumbers). The 3600-3000 cm−1 region is
attributed to the OH and NH regions, with 3435 cm−1 corresponding to the vibration of
intramolecular hydrogen bond O(3)H. . . O(5) from the ring. The NH vibrational modes
are identified by the bands at 3255 cm−1 (intermolecular hydrogen bond C=O. . . H-N)
and 3105 cm−1 (NH groups intramolecular bonded by H).
The 2966, 2876 and 951 cm−1 bands correspond to CH3 and 2933, 1419 and 750 cm−1
to CH2 vibration. The amide I frequency can be found in the 1655 and 1620 cm−1 bands,
and the amide II in the 1556 cm−1. Amide III and amide V absorptions are attributed to
1309 cm−1 and 692 cm−1, respectively. C-O vibrations can be found at the 1153, 1117 and
1009 cm−1 bands and the vibration of the glycoside linkage C-O-C (ring) at 1153 cm−1.
Chitin´s anomeric center (C1) vibration can be associated with 895 cm−1, a typical band
that appears in chitin from shrimp.
Further chemical analysis was conducted by 13C CP/MAS NMR solid state spec-
troscopy (Appendix A, Figure A.8) and determination of the acetylation degree (DA).
The relation between the integral of CH3 signal and the average of glucopyranosic ring




(IC1 + IC2 + IC3 + IC4 + IC5 + IC6)/6
× 100 (7.2)
The results of NMR spectra analysis and DA determination reveal that CTNW did not
suffer chemical modification when comparing with bulk chitin, maintaining their DA at
76.7%.
To investigate the liquid crystalline behavior and phase transition of CTNW systems,
several CTNW suspensions (Figure 7.4(a)) were produced, comprehending concentrations
between 0.5% and 7.5% (wt/wt).
Theoretical critical concentrations for phase transition were determined in order to
understand what could happen when producing CTNW suspensions with different mass
concentrations. Based on the work of Larson et al. [42] and applying the Onsager theory
for elongated particle interaction:
U = 2cdL2 (7.3)
where U represents a dimensionless concentration, d is the rod diameter, L represents
the rod length and c the number of particles per unit volume [43].
In a first approach, the anisotropy of CTNW suspensions was calculated based on
the current method reported in literature, that considers chitin nanowhiskers simple
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(a) Photograph (b) Optical microscopy
Figure 7.4: Images obtained with cross polarizers of CTNW aqueous suspensions:a) Pho-
tograph of 3.7% (wt/wt) suspension; b) Optical microscopy image of 7.3% (wt/wt) sus-
pension exhibiting fingerprint texture (half-pitch of 2.6 µm).
arithmetic mean dimensions, which in this work are L=540 nm and d= 24 nm. How-
ever, polydispersity is known to affect the whisker electrical double-layer and the particle
hydrodynamic volume causing variations in the liquid crystalline transitions [44]. To mit-
igate the effect of polydispersity and be able to determine more accurate values where the
phase transitions take place, a second approach was applied considering the influence of
larger particles. Applying the weighted mean of length and diameter (second moment of
the distributions), the anisotropy of CTNW suspensions was calculated whereas particles
with L2= 656 nm, d2= 29 nm and s2= 30.9. It was theoretically found that for a generic
concentration C, if C ≤ 2.01% (wt/wt) the system is isotropic; for 2.01%(wt/wt) < C <
2.55% (wt/wt) both isotropic and anisotropic domains coexist; and for C ≥ 2.55% (wt/wt)
the system becomes entirely anisotropic.
The CTNW suspensions were analyzed by POM, which allowed the observation of its
birefringence. As expected, when CTNW content increases the suspension birefringence
becomes higher, with the appearance of typical cholesteric textures at higher concentra-
tions. In the system proposed in this work, we registered changes in the birefringence
and textures at certain and well-defined concentrations, signaling phase transitions and
alterations in CTNW interaction. Acidic media can positively charge the CTNW surface,
increasing the ionic strength of the suspension and influencing the particle hydrodynamic
volume resulting in the modification of the LC critical limits [44]. But since low concen-
tration acetic acid aqueous solution (2%) is used for our film production, that effect is
negligible when compared with mass concentration variation.
Bellow 1.5% (wt/wt), chitin suspensions images were completely dark indicating an
isotropic regime where the nanoparticles are randomly disposed. Between 1.5% and
2.5% (wt/wt) bright droplets stand out within the dark images (biphasic suspensions),
indicating the formation of individualized liquid crystalline domains where rod-like
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particles share the same orientation within a well-defined domain. At concentrations
above 3% (wt/wt) CTNW dispersions exhibit clear birefringence with the appearance of
cholesteric structures (fingerprints) at the concentration of 7.3% (wt/wt) (Figure 7.4(b)).
It was also observed that for concentrations above 7.5% (wt/wt) the suspensions lose their
fluidity, acquiring a gel-like appearance. This phenomenon has been reported over the
years by other authors and is based on the fact that increasing the nanoparticles volume
leads to the formation of a network whose structural preservation could depend upon
the strength of van der Walls interactions and/or the electrostatic repulsion between the
charged nanowhiskers [45].
Rheological measurements were performed for different chitin suspensions at differ-
ent concentrations in order to confirm the presence of chiral nematic phases. Figure 7.5A
shows the viscosity vs shear rate curve for the range of concentrations studied: 0.62-7.5%
(wt/wt). As CTNW concentration increases in the suspension, the system’s viscosity also
increases and a simultaneous change in the shape of the curve is observed. According
to the different shapes described for the different suspensions, we have separated the
analysis in two different ranges of concentrations: (i) 0.62 to 2.99 % (wt/wt) and (ii) 3.7
to 7.5 % (wt/wt).
Figure 7.5: Evolution of suspensions viscosity: A) with shear rate for CTNW suspensions
at different concentrations; B) with the CTNW concentrations obtained at three different
shear rates.
In the first concentration range, (i) 0.62 to 2.99 % (wt/wt), the curves exhibited two
Newtonian plateaus, respectively at low and high shear rates. At low shear rates, the
CTNW are randomly oriented; such behavior is evidenced by the presence of the ob-
served small or short Newtonian plateau. The plateau observed at high shear rate is an
indication of the orientation of the nanowhiskers in the flow direction. When the CTNW
concentration in suspension is above 3 % (wt/wt), as in the second concentration range
(ii), the Newtonian plateau observed at low shear rates evolves into a shear-thinning
regime. Furthermore, in the case of a CTNW suspension of 7.5 % (wt/wt) the typical
“three-regime” curve is evident, which is indicative of a liquid crystalline structure as
first stated by Onogi and Asada [46] and observed for cellulose nanowhiskers suspensions
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[47] and chitin suspensions [44].
From the curves shown in Figure 7.5A values of viscosity at low and intermediate
shear rate regions for each chitin suspension were extracted and represented as a func-
tion of CTNW concentration (Figure 7.5B). As observed from Figure 7.5B the evolution
of viscosity with concentration is not monotonic, showing a maximum value, which be-
comes slightly more significant for low shear viscosity vs concentration curves. This
deviation from a monotonic behavior is characteristic of a transition from an isotropic
to an anisotropic phase as already stated in the literature [44, 48–52]. The maximum
appears in the concentration range of 1.3-2.2 % (wt/wt) and indicates the co-existence of
both isotropic and anisotropic phases (biphasic region); in this region CTNW are showing
resistance to flow. This resistance, and therefore the viscosity, increases with concentra-
tion until a maximum viscosity value is achieved (between 1.5 and 1.9 % (wt/wt)). As the
concentration increases the influence of the anisotropic fraction domains also increases,
causing the viscosity to decrease due to the partial orientation of the CTNW parallel
to each other, favoring the flow [50, 53, 54]. Above a CTNW critical concentration of
2.2-2.5% (wt/wt) the system becomes liquid crystalline.
The rheological behavior of the CTNW suspensions and the evolution of viscosity
with concentration are in accordance with the results of the rheological measurements
of chitin crystallites reported by J. Li et al. [44] and also present good correlation with
the calculated theoretical concentrations where the isotropic-to-biphasic and biphasic-to-
anisotropic transitions take place.
7.3.2 Part 1: Production of Chitosan/Chitin Films from Liquid Crystalline
Suspensions
In order to investigate the production of CS/CTNW films retaining the chiral nematic
order of CTNW suspensions, 1% (wt/wt) chitosan was dissolved in three different suspen-
sions based on experimentally observed LC transitions: isotropic (0.75 wt/wt % CTNW),
biphasic (1.5 wt/wt % CTNW) and chiral nematic (3.0 wt/wt % CTNW). Solvent evap-
oration gave rise to thin films that were characterized by SEM and tensile tests. For
comparison, a 100% CTNW film (Appendix A, Figure A.9) was produced using a known
liquid crystalline suspension of 6.4 % wt/wt CTNW. The 100% CTNW film exhibits a
morphology often classified as packed sheets, as result of repeating long planes stacked
into a 3D structure. Located between each layer containing a network of individualized
nanowhiskers are voids formed by repulsion forces, which when seen in cross section
(Figure 7.6 G,H) reflect the pitch, diminished from the precursor cholesteric liquid crystal
suspension due to solvent evaporation.
The chiral nematic order of the suspensions is preserved, resulting in a geometrical
Bouligand-type organization in the solid film, very similar to the reported morphologies
in top-down approaches that use organisms exoskeletons directly as templates [7, 55].
When considering the different composite films (Figure 7.6), SEM images allow the
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identification of different levels of nanowhisker integration and stratification within the
CS matrix, which directly depends on CTNW and CS content. In CS+0.75% CTNW films,
the bright protuberance scattered across the matrix indicate the presence of CNTW inte-
grated in the CS based film and when compared with CTNW films reveal a different kind
of stratification. It is possible to perceive a compact ordered structure with several layers
of majorly CS. In this case the following scenario could be considered, the nanowhiskers
even in low proportion are able to transfer their quirality to the CS polymeric chains, obli-
gating them to dispose in a layered alignment responsible for film’s morphology. CS+1.5%
CTNW films exhibit some level of layer packing where fully merged nanowhiskers within
the CS matrix can be observed. For CS+3.0%CTNW films a layer-by-layer construction is
evidenced as a result of CTNW long sheets packing, similar to the morphology observed
in a 100% CTNW film (Appendix A, Figure A.10).
With the increase of CTNW content the CS matrix adopts the orientation induced
by the nanowhisher network, which leads to higher stratification. After a loss of fluidity
caused by solvent evaporation, chitin originates films that retain the architecture of the
liquid crystalline phase present in each of the CTNW suspensions, meaning that isotropic
suspensions lead to the formation of films with an organized architecture of chitosan
layers whereas from anisotropic suspensions films with Bouligand-like organization pro-
vided by chitin layers were obtained. Moreover CS plays a cohesive role between each
consecutive layer in the composite films, mimicking protein´s behavior in living tissues.
In this way it is possible to freeze the morphology resulting from CTNW self-assembly,
originated by the anisotropic suspensions.
Elastic properties of the films were evaluated by tensile testing. In Figure 7.7 the
results of Young’s modulus are presented. CTNW and CS volume fractions, ff and fm
respectively, where ff + fm = 1, were determined and indicated in the graphic bellow each
sample. Student t test with unequal variance was used to compare E mean between each
film class, accepting P<0.05 as statistically significant. Besides 1.5% and 3.0% CTNW
films (P>0.05) the remaining group samples are statistically different (*P<0.01).
Generally, the incorporation of CTNW in the CS matrix induces the formation of
stronger films when comparing with simple CS film. The cooperation between the filler
(nanowhisker) and the matrix (chitosan) reaches a maximum of 5.3 GPa in CS+0.75%
CTNW films. The increase between the E of CS films and that of CS+0.75%CTNW films
is surely associated with the chemical compatibility and with the interaction between
whiskers and matrix.
It would be expectable that with the augmentation of nanowhisker content the elastic
modulus should also increase, however as seen in Figure 7.7 the reverse effect takes place.
The 3.0% CTNW films show E of (2.25±0.48) GPa, a value 58% and 28% inferior to those
obtained for 0.75% and 1.5% CTNW films respectively, but approximately 2% and 64%
higher than for net CS and net CTNW films, respectively. In fact, when considering the
films produced from the biphasic and anisotropic solutions, there is a reversion in the
composite system and CNTW becomes the films matrix (E = (0.80±0.37) GPa), whereas
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Figure 7.6: SEM images of the different CS/CTNW composite films: (A,B) - CS +0.75%
CTNW; (C,D)- CS+ 1.5% CTNW; (E,F) - CS +3.0% CTNW; (G,H) - 100% CTNW.
CS becomes the reinforcing phase (E = (2.01±0.36) GPa), which explains the mechanical
properties increase. As reported in the literature, Ifuku et al. [56] have found CS films
with E=2.64 GPa and Shelma et al. [57] described CS+2.7%CTNW with E=(2.3±0.6)
GPa, results that are remarkably close to our experimental values. Jin et al. [58] have
found a similar correlation between chitin nanofibers self-assembly and the mechanical
properties of composite chitin/silk films. The Young’s modulus determined in our work
clearly confirms the nanowhiskers’ self-assembly, which is responsible for the formation
of a biocomposite layered nanostructure.
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Figure 7.7: Young’s modulus of CS/CTNW films. Horizontal bars indicate the comparison
between two different types of films. Asterisk indicates the statistical significance (P) that
arises from the Student t probability tests and establishes the difference between two
samples means. * P<0.001.
Films’ mechanical properties can be explained by the different structural organiza-
tions already observed in Figure 7.6. With the addition of CTNW, the films no longer
behave as a typical matrix/reinforcement composite but instead adopt the CTNW self-
assembly that leads to Bouligand-like structural formation (Appendix A, Figure A.11).
Within those stratified structures two effects should be consider: intra- and inter-layer
interactions. Even if the nanowhisker-matrix and nanowhisker-nanowhisker interactions
were equal in all composites, which is not clear and cannot be inferred in our results, it is
evident from the SEM images (Figure 7.6) that the increase of CTNW content leads to the
increase of inter-layer distance and the appearance of voids resulting in the decreasing of
mechanical properties.
The presence of a Bouligand-like layered structure in CS+3.0% CTNW films was also
confirmed after development of mechanical properties theoretical model based on the
combination of the classic shear-lag model [59] and the Halpin-Tsai model [60].
Considering the film as a 3D volume, the contained whiskers are not aligned in all
the structure directions and therefore one way to approach the film’s elastic behavior
is to consider it as corresponding to a stack of unidirectional composite layers, each
consisting of a chitosan matrix reinforced with a small amount of chitin whiskers (Figure
7.8). Summed together, the minute whisker volume fractions ffk in each of the layers
must be equal to the overall reinforcement volume fraction in the film, ff (Figure 7.8 C).
Similarly, for simplicity sake, the film’s thickness may be considered to be evenly divided
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Figure 7.8: Illustrative sequence of the mechanical modeling of CS/CTNW films’ Young
modulus.
between all the layers.
The calculation sequence derived from this model is detailed in appendix A, section
A.3.3. For the elastic constants of the film’s constituent materials the values Em=2.01 GPa
(from CS film) and Ef =119 GPa were considered respectively for the CS matrix and the
CTNW elastic moduli, with νm=0.35 and νf =0.29 obtained from the literature [61, 62]
for the corresponding Poisson’s ratios.
In both the CS and CTNW cases, the shear moduli were calculated from the above
values, admitting an isotropic behavior. According to experimental results, the average
whisker aspect ratio was taken to be s=30.5 and overall reinforcement volume fraction
in CS+3.0% CTNW films was ff =0.59. Since the film interior layers are not visually
accessible, the reinforcement orientation distribution (Figure 7.8 B) was determined from
SEM image of the film’s surface (Figure 7.8 A) with the aid of ImageJ software and its
OrientationJ plugin (developed in EPFL by D. Sage). This distribution was approximated
by a stack of 19 unidirectional layers of different reinforcement fraction, rotated 10º from
each other according to Figure 7.8 D (see Table A.5 -section A.3.3).
Applying the above considerations, the following elastic properties for the stacked
composite were calculated: (E1)Film = 3.57 GPa , (E2)Film = 2.70 GPa, (ν12)Film = 0.20,
(ν21)Film=0.15, (G12)Film = 1.03 GPa. The values thus obtained are in good agreement
with the experimental results obtained from the tensile strain tests. The observed differ-
ences may be explained by the particular values of elastic constants used in the calcula-
tions, that had to be chosen among a wide range reported in the literature. Nevertheless,
when comparing the experimental and the theoretical results, two assumptions can be
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formulated: 1) The model can provide useful information about the elastic behavior of a
composite stack of unidirectional composite layers; 2) The hybrid CS+3.0% CTNW film
elastic properties follow the mechanical properties of a Bouligand-like structure.
7.3.3 Part 2: Liquid Crystalline Inverted Colloidal Crystal
In order to produce inverted colloidal crystal scaffolds with imprinted LC matrix, a strat-
egy that could translate the Bouligand-like structure achieved in the CS/CTNW films
into the ICC scaffold was conceived. The CC templates were infiltrated with the same
CS/CTNW suspensions and dried to allow film formation. Once again, viscosity of the
suspensions was in evidence during impregnation and while CS and CS+0.75%CTNW
suspensions were easily infiltrated by vacuum, CS+3.0%CTNW and the CTNW (6.4 wt/wt
% chitin) suspensions took longer and the templates surfaces were harder to clean.
After one infiltration and drying, polymeric layers covered the spheres; however to en-
sure complete void volume filling, the infiltration step was repeated in order to introduce
more material and produce denser ICC walls. To prevent the recently formed layers from
dissolving during the second infiltration with the acidic suspension, a cross-linking step
was used. ECH is recognized as less efficient than other known agents like glutaraldehyde
or genipin, but was preferentially chosen over these after a previous biocompatibility
study with cross-linked CS films and osteoblasts SaOs2, where ECH exhibited less toxic-
ity. After each infiltration, the CCs were immersed in concentrated cross-linking solution
which promoted the preferencial formation of covalent bonds between chitosan/chitin
hydroxyl groups and ECH, therefore diminishing the matrices solubility in aqueous acids
while keeping some of its swelling capability, allowed by the free amino groups [63].
Although CTNW do not dissolve in aqueous acids, they can quickly disperse in aqueous
medium, so the use of a cross-linker reactive towards hydroxyl groups was intended to
stiffen the organized nanofibrilar network, decreasing the fragmentation probability.
ICC scaffolds were successfully developed applying the proposed multiple infiltration
and cross-linking process (Figure 7.9). SEM images observation allowed to conclude that
all CC templates could be infiltrated with the CS/CTWN suspensions and were able to
keep the polymeric material within the spheres voids. Despite some deterioration in the
hcp geometry, the cross-linking reaction was sufficient to endow the structures with walls
strong enough to be handled during the spheres dissolution. It is possible to observe
the presence of pores and interconnecting windows in all scaffolds. CS (Figure 7.9(a)(b))
and CS+0.75%CTNW (Figure 7.9(c)(d)) scaffolds preserved better the typical ICC design
and exhibit thick walls even though with some level of deformation. In CS+3.0%CTNW
scaffolds (Figure 7.9(e)(f)), the pore walls look thinner and perfectly follow the sphere
boundaries. In the CTNW scaffolds (Figure 7.9(g)(h)) the presence of pores can still be
perceived but the scaffold’s walls were significantly crushed during samples handling, an
indication of inferior mechanical properties.
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Figure 7.9: SEM images of ICC scaffolds with different CS/CTNW content: CS (a, b),
CS+0.75%CTNW (c, d), CS+3.0%CTNW (e, f), CTNW (g, h).
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From all scaffolds observation it is possible to conclude that some larger and smaller
spheres manifested their presence by inducing local defects that destabilize the hexagonal
architecture. As noticed before, suspensions viscosity effect hampered the CC surface
cleaning which resulted in small layers that covered the access to pore observation. The
fact that CC templates were subjected to many manipulations during the multiple in-
filtrations/drying procedures caused the detachment of spheres in the top and bottom
template surfaces and in part justify the non-homogeneous structures observed in SEM
images. Also, it can be perceived that the ICCs voids volume are not completed filled and
there is room for more material penetration.
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Figure 7.10: Biological evaluation of CS/CTNW composite films, as model for in vitro
evaluation of the LC ICC surface. Osteoblasts populations determined using as reference
the day 3 cell control day results. Asterisk indicates the statistical significance (P) that
arises from the Student t probability tests and establishes the difference between two
samples means. * P<0.002.
To understand the biological potential of the reported ICC scaffolds, an exploratory
study was carried out concerning cell culturing of osteoblasts SaOs2 in CS/CTNW films
cross-linked with ECH/NaOH. The films were used as model for in vitro evaluation of
the ICC surfaces. In Figure 7.10 the evolution of osteoblasts populations is shown after 3
days and 5 days of cell culture. Student t test with unequal variance was used to compare
cells population mean between each film class on day 5, accepting P<0.05 as statistically
significant. Besides CS / CS+0.75%CTNW and CS+3.0%CTNW / CTNW comparisons,
the remaining group samples are statistically different (*P<0.02).
The results evidence that cells were able to adhere and proliferate in the films surface.
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From day 3 to day 5 there is a positive evolution in cell population growth of 43%, 37%,
19% and 25% for CS, CS+0.75%CTNW, CS+3.0%CTNW and CTNW films, respectively.
Notwithstanding that cell population grows in all film conditions, it is also possible to
conduct a different analysis dividing the results in two sub-groups that concern materials
volume fraction. On day 5, CS and CS+0.75% CTNW films, where fm > ff , show 28
to 36% higher cell population number than CS+3.0%CTNW and CTNW, where fm < ff .
Taking notice of the indication that SaOs2 prefer surfaces dominated by CS rather than
surfaces where CTNW are the main constituent material, further studies are still needed
to assess and confirm the cellular behavior in a 3D environment like the one provided by
the ICC.
7.4 Conclusions
Transferring natural system principles into a synthetic application is a hard process requir-
ing precise organization of biomaterials from the nano to the macro level. In this work,
following a bottom-up approach, it was possible to capture the chiral nematic structure
of chitin liquid crystalline suspensions and translate it to chitosan/chitin films. For that,
highly crystalline chitin nanowhiskers with spindle-like morphology and high aspect
ratio were used as starting nanomaterials for construction of chitin’s Bouligand structure.
Rheological and morphological evaluation of chitin nanowhiskers suspensions allowed
defining liquid crystalline concentration limits where transitions between isotropic to
anisotropic regimes occur. Based on LC transition, chitosan/chitin films exhibiting hi-
erarchical architecture were successfully produced by slow evaporation of CS/CTNW
suspensions. A strong correlation between chitin chiral nematic organization and the
internal architecture of composite films is established, evidenced by the tunable mechan-
ical properties. Through an adaptation of 2D films formation procedures it was possible
to obtain 3D ICC scaffolds with imprinted Bouligand-like matrices, albeit with a still
imperfect structure. The basis for producing scaffolds with walls resembling the films
with imprinted liquid crystalline architecture was established and with further develop-
ments it is expected that homogenous ICC structures will be achieved. After that, it will
be possible to upgrade the scaffolds and introduce ceramic materials which might allow
the conception of matrices similar to bone mineralized fibrillar network. This type of
ICCs can constitute the next evolution in the construction of applications that can better
mimic tissues designed by nature.
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Conclusions and Future Perspectives
Human bone is a specialized hybrid tissue that is able to gather organic and inorganic
components in a symbiotic and harmonious relation. The natural design and engineering
path towards the formation of this evolved composite structure allows the unique combi-
nation of desirable properties like strength and toughness while remaining lightweight
that are not available from a simple sum of the constituent materials’ properties but
yet achievable with a multi-scale self-assembly mechanism involving a liquid crystalline
environment.
During its lifetime, bone is subject to a great number of threats that can affect its
performance, health and critically damage its capability to regenerate. When great vol-
umes are lost, bone is not able to replace them and is necessary to use substitutes to fully
recover or minimize damage. Current healthcare treatments focus on regaining bone
volume mainly by using bone grafts from the patient himself. However, due to limita-
tions like availability, donor site morbidity and chronic pain, there has been a strong
commitment to research and develop alternatives like synthetic bone substitutes.
In the last decade, companies have greatly invested in overcoming this problem and
came up with a huge portfolio of powders, granules, injectables and scaffolds that have
generated financial income but not fully met the demands of tissue regeneration. Products
have shown recurrent problems associated with their manufacturing technologies and for
that reason the search for an optimum solution is still ongoing.
Recently, scaffolds obtained with Inverted Colloidal Crystal technology were proposed
as capable of solving those problems and offer valuable solutions in tissue engineering.
ICCs come from the negative replication of hexagonal close packed arrangements of
monodisperse spheres and are highly organized structures with uniform pore size and im-
proved interconnectivity. Inspired by the inverse opals developed for photonics purposes,
the first ICCs scaffolds were proposed in 2004 and, from then on, different structures
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comprehending applications for hard and soft tissues have been presented. Throughout
the years, ICCs structures have been mainly applied as scaffolds for tissue regeneration.
Nevertheless, their characteristics enable studies on cell-scaffold interaction, diffusion
profiles, cell co-culture, immunotherapy models and also applications like microanalyti-
cal devices, bio-catalysts and drug or protein carriers and delivery. They have shown to ex-
cel at providing uniform cell distribution, transport of nutrients, oxygen and metabolites
diffusion, favoring also vascular ingrowth and the microenvironment for cell differentia-
tion. Those are the type of features highly valued in tissue engineering and regenerative
medicine which impart ICCs as good candidates for a new line of products in healthcare.
Taking into account the above-described superior capabilities, in the present thesis
the ICC architecture was projected to develop new bone scaffolds for tissue regeneration.
To construct the ICCs, microspheres with uniform sizes to be used as templates were first
produced. Through the development of a simple microfluidic device, PS and PCL micro-
spheres, were obtained with sizes ranging from 150 to 400 µm depending on production
parameters. PS spheres of (261 ± 11)µm were chosen to be packed into hcp templates due
to their size and smooth surface. The range of diameters selected prevents the blockage
of interpore windows by cells while the smooth surface allows better packaging and less
defects in the pores walls.
The inverse replication of the colloidal crystal template allowed the development
of a set of scaffolds with different matrix composition. Firstly, being bone a 60-70%
carbonated HAp material, ceramic porous scaffolds were successfully produced applying
a sol-gel route. The applied fabrication method allowed the simultaneous formation of
HAp/β-TCP ordered pore structure while the polymeric CC was eliminated. The ceramic
ICC exhibiting macropores sizes of 196 µm in diameter and a porosity of about 80 vol.%
allowed a favorable environment for osteoblasts attachment and proliferation, presenting
interesting results as bone ingrowth promoter.
Secondly, since bone also has an organic component, the production of scaffolds with
full polymeric composition was also explored. Chitosan, well known by its bio-properties,
was chosen as scaffold constituent material. In in-vivo conditions, this polymer is sub-
jected to degradation by hydrolysis, enzymes and macrophages. In order to understand
the influence of CS molecular weight (538, 229 and 13 kDa) in the degradation profile of
CS ICC scaffolds, the mechanical properties of three different MW CS ICCs were assessed
along four weeks of hydrolytic degradation. It was found that the molecular weight effect
competed with the amount of chitosan present in the structure regarding mechanical
properties evolution. In the end, medium MW CS ICC scaffolds conserved better their
structural integrity evidenced by higher mechanical properties and less degraded walls.
In the third embodiment, a composite matrix was developed considering bone’s hybrid
nature. Hydroxyapatite with rodlike format similar to bone nanoplatelets was synthe-
sized by treatment of commercial HAp. The nanorods with mean length and diameter
of (153.7± 57.3) nm and (12.2±6.6) nm, respectively, were suspend in chitosan solu-
tions allowing the production of scaffolds with CS/HAp nanorods volumetric content of
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φCS=1.00 to 0.50; φHAp=0.00 to 0.50. The scaffolds obtained exhibited an homogenous
porous structure that was efficient to promote good cell adhesion and proliferation and
whose mechanical properties were enhanced with the increase of ceramic content.
Bone is much more than a simple set of organic and inorganic material. It has an
hierarchical architecture depending among other things on the internal collagen fibrils
organization. Chitin, like collagen, has the ability to produce long ranged hierarchical
structures that are the base of different tissues in nature. So far, no synthetic application
has accomplished the organization of biomaterials like nature does. Therefore, the final
stage of the work proposes a bottom-up approach that allowed to come closer to that goal.
First, chitin nanowhiskers with spindle-like morphology were used as nanomaterials
for the construction of CS/CTNW films that exhibited a Bouligand-like structure. This
experiment unraveled a strong correlation between chitin chiral nematic organization
and the internal architecture of composite films and set the tone for the construction
of 3D structures whose matrices share the same design. Slow-evaporation of solvent
followed by crosslinking contributed to the formation of film layers between the template
spheres that upon repeated infiltration resulted in dense pore walls. The procedures
employed allowed the development of rudimental ICC structures whose materials respect
the imprinted liquid crystalline organization obtained in the film formation.
Structures obtained by ICC technology have an impressive homogenous design but the
procedures employed present some limitations mainly related to the production of uni-
form colloidal crystals and what happens to matrices after sphere removal. The fortuitous
appearance of spheres with very small or very large dimensions causes the occurrence of
local defects that tend to propagate at long-range distance and generate non-homogenous
structures. Moreover there has to be a recurrent concern about applying materials that
are not affected by the solvents used for sphere removal. For instance, matrices made of
hydrogels can easily capture ethanol and DCM, which softens the structure that upon
handling usually lead to destruction. This forces the use of combined strategies like
multiple infiltrations and/or cross-linking agents that can circumvent such restrictions,
however causing the introduction of more steps and more time-consuming processes.
Throughout this PhD thesis, it is possible to understand the potential associated with
the use of the ICC geometry in the production of scaffolds for tissue engineering. To
that extent, the results achieved and presented in the various chapters uncover the veil
and leave the trails for future developments that can lead to products in the orthopedics
and/or dentistry fields. The selection of materials for structures construction took into
account not only the organic/inorganic bone composition, but also their biocompatibility,
biomimetic and osteogenic characters as well as the availability and cost of materials that
could somehow holdback researchers and companies to adopt the proposed strategies. In
that sense, hydroxyapatite and chitosan have proven along the years to be good choices.
Nonetheless, ICCs’ versatility does not prevent other materials from being considered.
The work presented here is the beginning of a development process and there are
several studies, in particular in vitro and in vivo, and room for improvement before these
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scaffolds can be applied in real-life situations. In that sense further development re-
garding mechanical properties and biological stimulation can be done, considering for
example the introduction of reinforcements or cross-linking stages that lead to stiffer ma-
terials, and the inclusion of bone morphogenic proteins that can enhance the osteogenic
capability. More in-vitro assays are still needed to infer ICCs performance, followed by
in-vivo experiments that will clarify what will happen when implanted in the body.
The possibility of combining ICCs with other manufacturing methods opens a new
path. As seen earlier, the majority of synthetic bone grafts are made of ceramic porous
structures obtained by polymeric foams replication. Thus, the method of HAp ICC pro-
duction reported in this thesis shows that upon adaptation, the impregnation of CCs with
ceramic slurries originates ceramic porous structures exhibiting ICC geometry with clear
advantages over the existing solutions and without abruptly changing the methods used
by the industry. Other improvements can involve the combination of ICC method with
3D printing. If the necessity of using microspheres is eliminated, direct printing of struc-
tures with ICC geometry will make the process easier, less time consuming and cheaper.
This combination also allows the use of polymeric, composite and ceramic pastes and
especially materials that are not compatible with solvents used for sphere removal.
The last chapter considers a different strategy that is inspired by organized assemblies
of molecules widely seen in nature but surprisingly less explored in synthetic applications.
Producing hierarchical structures like the ones found in bones or shrimp shells is a hard
task that involves multiple factors. Processing technologies often cause the disruption
of chiral nematic order and in that sense the translation of such organization into a
3D structure is still very limited. The method reported is able to imprint the liquid
crystalline character into 2D structures (films) and be adapted to originate ICC scaffolds.
Producing homogenous LC ICC scaffolds is still a challenge but seems the right approach
to originate scaffolds that can mimic bone composition and organization. The inclusion
of HAp nanorods or even inducing the in-situ biomineralization of the oriented polymeric
network will certainly lead to the development of structures with unique characteristics.
Such type of scaffolds will represent the next step in bone mimicking and can open the











A.1 Microfluidic Working Regimes
The definition of the microfluidic working regime can be done with Cappilary (Ca) and
Webber (We) numbers determination which characterize the continuous and discontinu-
ous phases, respectively. In Table A.1, the values ofCa andWe for all production condition
are presented. In Figure A.1,the microfluidic system working regime is established based
Table A.1: Cappilary and Webber numbers based on the experimental data.
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Figure A.1: Cappilary number vs Webber number. Line in dark-gray defines the microflu-
idic regime transition between the jetting mode and dripping mode. Spot in ligh-gray
represents the experimental Ca and We values range determined in table A.1.
on the Ca and We experimental values and in the theoretical values founded in the litera-
ture1.
A.2 Characterization
A.2.1 Viscosity-Average Molecular Weight (Mv) Determination
The viscosity average molecular weights of chitosan were determined with the combina-
tion of cappilary viscosimetry and the classical Mark-Houwink-Sakurada (MHS) equation:
η = KMav (A.1)
where η represents the intrinsic viscosity, Mv the viscosity-average molecular weight,
and K and a are the constants for the solute-solvent system.
The MHS equation shows the direct relation between molecular weight and viscos-
ity. Since higher molecular weight polymers lead to more viscous polymer solutions,
determining the viscosity related to a polymer/solvent system can therefore indicate an
expected molecular weight. In this work, solvent system 0.2M Acetic Acid/0.1M sodium
acetate (Table A.2.1) was chosen to dissolve the different chitosan samples, determine the
solutions viscosity and therefore the CS molecular weight. With this solvent, constants K
and a can be determined by equations A.2, A.3 and A.4:
1A. S. Utada, A. Fernandez-Nieves, H. A. Stone, and D. A. Weitz. “Dripping to jetting transitions in
coflowing liquid streams”. doi: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.99.094502.
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A.2. CHARACTERIZATION
Table A.2: Viscosimetry parameters and constants of the solvent system used in this work.
Solvent pH Ionic strength Temperature Acetylation x a K × 105
µ (M) T (ºC) degree (%) (dL.g−1)










logK × 10−5 = −5.7676ea + 5.9232 (A.4)
where DA, pH and µ represent the chitosan acetylation degree, solvent acidity and
solvent ionic strength, respectively2.
In order to determine the viscosity, a Schott-Geräte AVS400 viscometer equipped
with a 0a capillary (0.53±0.01 mm) was used to measure the time that certain volume
of chitosan solution took to flow a defined distance. This experiment was conducted
5 times with different concentration solutions for each chitosan sample and all results
where compared with the time that the solvent system took to flow.
From these experiments, the relative viscosity (ηr ) and the specific viscosity (ηsp) could









where t and t0 are the solution and solvent efflux time, respectively. The reduced
viscosity (ηred) and the inherent viscosity (ηinh) were then obtained dividing ηsp and ηr









Since 5 concentrations were used for each sample, from the resolution of equations
A.7 and A.8 it is possible to plot the evolution of those viscosities with the concentration,
as represented in Figure A.2. In each of those series it is also possible to draw a tangence
2More information about constants determination and their comparison with theoretical/experimen-
tal results obtained in different solvent systems can be found in: Kasaai, M. R. "Calculation of
Mark–Houwink–Sakurada (MHS) equation viscometric constants for chitosan in any solvent–temperature
system using experimental reported viscometric constants data". doi:10.1016/j.carbpol.2006.11.006.
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Figure A.2: Example of a plot of the reduced (blue) and inherent (red) viscosity of the
chitosan sample obtained with 1:15 NaNO2 : CS ratio.
line that evidencies the viscosity/concentration proportionality. From the intersection of
both tangence lines with the yy axis, two viscosity values can be obtained, [η1] and [η2].
The final intrinsic viscosity η is considered the average value of the two intersections.
Finally, substituting η in MHS equation A.1, the viscosity-average molecular weight can
be determined3.
A.2.2 Differential Scanning Calorimetry(DSC) and Thermogravimetry (TG)
Themal behaviour of PS, PCL, PVAc and HAp were evaluated by differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) and thermogravimetry (TG). This step had the purpose of evaluating
the materials thermal behaviour to optimize the annealing temperature, sintering and
degradation steps.
Table A.3: Glass transition (Tg ), melting (Tm) and degradation (TD) temperatures of PS
and PVAc.
Polymer Tg (ºC) Tm (ºC) TD (ºC)
Polystyrene (PS) 97.2 307 - 415 470
Polyvynylacetate (PVAc) 45.4 302 - 360 >420
3More information about the cappilary viscosimetry procedures and Mv determination can be found in:
• M Rinaudo, M Milas, and P Le Dung. “Characterization of chitosan. Influence of ionic strength and
degree of acetylation on chain expansion”. doi: 10.1016/0141-8130(93)90027-j.
• Kasaai, M. R.; Arul, J.; Charlet, C. "Intrinsic viscosity-molecular weight relationship for chitosan".
doi: 10.1002/1099-0488(20001001)38:19<2591::AID-POLB110>3.0.CO;2-6 .






































Figure 4.2 - TG-DSC thermogram for polystyrene with amplification of the area corresponding to 
the 𝑻𝒈 peak. 
 
At about 307ºC the PS starts to degrade (there is a significant mass loss as seen in the figure 
above). The degradation is complete past the last endothermic peak, which corresponds to the 
degradation temperature. At this point, individual bonds between atoms start to break as the 
vibrations become more and more fierce until eventually, individual polymer molecules 
decompose into their components.  
Based on the results, the annealing of the CC template should be done between 97.2ºC and 
307ºC, knowing that higher annealing temperatures can cause a wider spread of the 
microspheres template material.  
Also, in the ICC production process, the temperature must exceed the PS degradation 
temperature in order to create a porous structure by elimination of the polymer. 
4.1.2. Effects of time and annealing temperature on CC template 
Considering that PS begins to soften after approximately 97.2oC, a range of annealing 
temperatures (110-140oC) was selected to produce cohesive CC’s with complete 
interconnectivity between adjacent microspheres.  
The upper limit of the temperature range was chosen so that microspheres were not 
excessively melted, which would inhibit the HA gel infiltration in the spaces between 
microspheres. Also, it could result in ICC’s with non-spherical porosity and excessive windows 
diameters. These facts would compromise the final product stability. 
Figure A.3: TG-DSC thermogram for polystyrene with amplification of the area corre-
sponding to the Tg peak.






















DSC/TG Std S / S




TG corr./m. range :
DSC corr./m. range :
2/2
DTA/TG crucible Pt-Rh
NITROGEN/50 / <no gas>/--- / NITROGEN/30
020/35000 mg
020/5000 µV
Instrument : NETZSCH STA 449F3 File : C:\NETZSCH\Proteus\data5\Carlos João\Microesferas_PLC.ngb-ds3






























Figure A.4: TG-DSC thermogram for ε-polycaprolactone.
During the therm l treatment of HAp gel precursor (Fig. A.6) several decomposition
reactions take place, which are evidenced by the mass losses that occur until approxi-
mately 550 ◦C. The first mass change of 52.67% is due to the loss of ethanol while all
the others can be attributed to reactions that take place between the precursors. Crystal-
lization probably begins at 472 ◦C but is accompanied by other decomposition reactions
(evidenced by a mass loss of 5.18% that occurs between 400 and 550 ◦C) and therefore
the lowest temperature chosen for sintering the samples was 600 ◦C (at this temperature
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Figure A.5: TG-DSC thermogram for polyvynylacetate with amplification of the area
cor esponding to the Tg peak.
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Figure A.6: TG-DSC thermogram of hydroxyapatite.
and above no more mass changes are observed). In the case of the polymers, TG-DSC
thermograms (Fig. A.4 and A.5) were analyzed to determine the glass transition (Tg ),
melting (Tm) and degradation (TD ) temperatures. The temperatures obtained from the
thermograms are summarized in Table A.3.
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A.2.3 Cell Cultures: Adhesion and Proliferation Essays
ICC’s biocompatibility was evaluated through cell adhesion and proliferation studies. Hu-
man osteosarcoma cells (Saos-2 cell line) were seeded directly over the material surface
at a concentration of 30k cells/cm2 using McCoy’s 5A medium (Sigma-Aldrich) sup-
plemented with 10% of fetal bovine serum (Gibco) and 1% of penicillin-streptomycin
(Gibco). Adequate cell and medium controls were also set-up. ICCs were sterilized with
ethanol and washed with PBS. 20h after seeding, cell adhesion rate was determined by
evaluating the reduction of resazurin to resorufin by metabolically active cells. Seeding
medium was substituted by new medium containing 10% of a 0.2 mg/ml resazurin solu-
tion. After 2h incubation, cell activity was evaluated by measuring the absorbance of the
medium at 570 nm and 600 nm in a microplate reader (Biotek ELx 800UV). The resazurin
assay was repeated at days 3, 6, 8 and 10. After 10 days, the cells were fixed with 3.7%
paraformaldehyde (PFA) solution, stained with DAPI (4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole)
and observed using fluorescence microscopy.
A.2.3.1 Detailed Information
1. The ICC’s were placed in a multi well plate. Four different groups were prepared:
• Medium Control wells: containing medium without cells;
• Medium Control wells: containing ICC’s and medium without cells;
• Cell Control wells: containing medium with cells;
• Test wells: containing ICC’s and medium with cells.
Cells were seeded in the last two types of wells at a concentration of 30 000 cells/cm2.
2. The multi well plate was incubated at 37◦C for 24 hours to allow the cells to adhere.
3. The ICC’s in the Test wells were transferred to empty wells.
4. The culture medium was removed from the wells and in its place was added a 10%
vol/vol solution of resazurin (0.2 mg/mL) and culture medium.
5. After incubation for 2 hours the solution contained in the wells was transferred to
a 96 well microplate.
6. The fluid absorbance was read at 570 and 600 nm in a microplate reader (Biotek
ELx 800). The reading was performed in quadruplicates.
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L= 540 ± 250 nm
d= 24 ± 11 nm
s= 24.9 ± 0.7




A.2.4.2 CTNW XRD Structural Parameters
Table A.4: Chitin and chitin nanowhiskers structural parameters obtained from X-Ray
Diffraction.
Sample Plane Position (2θ) D-spacing (Å) FWHM (2θ) CI (%)
Chitin (020) 9.37 9.42 0.95 84.8
(101) 12.82 6.89 0.71
(040)(110) 19.40 4.57 1.03
(130) 22.79 3.89 0.31
(013)) 26.40 3.37 0.40
CTNW (020) 9.44 9.36 0.87 91.4
(101) 12.71 6.95 0.63
(040)(110) 19.40 3.57 1.11
(130) 22.75 3.90 0.32
(013) 26.43 3.37 0.40











Figure A.8: NMR spectra of chitin (bulk) and chitin nanowhiskers. Carbon numbering
with correspondence with chitin’s molecular structure of Figure 7.1.
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A.3 Chitin Nanowhiskers Films
A.3.1 CTNW Films SEM Images
Figure A.9: SEM image of chitin nanowhisker film with magnification of film’s surface
and cross section.
A B
Figure A.10: SEM image of: A) CTNW film; B) CS+3.0%CTNW film.
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Figure A.11: Shematic representation of the internal organization transition of composite
films. Green - chitosan; Orange - chitin nanowhiskers.
A.3.3 CTNW Based Films Mechanical Properties Modeling
Table A.5: Elastic constants considered for the chitosan matrix and the chitin reinforce-
ments
Orientation Representative Reinforcement
range angle volume fraction
φK ffk
φ ≤-85° -90° 0.00925
-85°< φ ≤ -75° -80° 0.01564
-75°< φ ≤ -65° -70° 0.02354
-65°< φ ≤ -55° -60° 0.02948
-55°< φ ≤ -45° -50° 0.02948
-45°< φ ≤ -35° -40° 0.03444
-35°< φ ≤ -25° -30° 0.04109
-25°< φ ≤ -15° -20° 0.05231
-15°< φ ≤ -5° -10° 0.06723
-5°< φ ≤ +5° 0° 0.07315
+5°< φ ≤ +15° +10° 0.06162
+15°< φ ≤ +25° +20° 0.04839
+25°< φ ≤ +35° +30° 0.03669
+35°< φ ≤ +45° +40° 0.02611
+45°< φ ≤ +55° +50° 0.01845
+55°< φ ≤ +65° +60° 0.01371
+65°< φ ≤ +75° +70° 0.01250
+75°< φ ≤ +85° +80° 0.01295
φ > +85° +90° 0.00576
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A.3.3.1 Elastic Behavior Modelling
The classic shear-lag model4 can be used to determine the longitudinal elastic modulus






+ (1− ffk )Em
]
(A.9)
In the above equation, Ef and Em are the elastic moduli respectively of the chitin
fibres and the chitosan matrix; s is the fibres’ aspect ratio, while n is given by:
n =




with νm referring to chitosan’s Poisson ratio. For the same layer, the transverse mod-
ulus (E2)k , as well as the in-plane shear modulus (G12)k may be computed from the
Halpin-Tsai model5 :
(E2)k =




Gm(1 + ξGηGffk )
1− ηGffk
(A.12)














with Gf and Gm being the shear moduli of the chitin fibres and the chitosan matrix,
respectively. By knowing the Poisson ratios νf and νm of the constituent materials, it
is then possible to compute the values of both in-plane Poisson ratios of the composite
layer:
(ν12)k = ffkνf + (1− ffk )νm (A.15)
(ν21)k =
[




4Cox, H. L. The elasticity and strength of paper and other fibrous materials. British journal of applied
physics. IOP Publishing March 1, 1952, pp 72–79.
5Halpin, J. C.; Kardos, J. L. The Halpin-Tsai equations: A review. Polymer Engineering and Science.
Society of Plastics Engineers, Inc. May 1, 1976, pp 344–352.
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In possession of the various engineering constants, one may determine the relevant
















(C66)k = (G12)k (A.20)
The above calculations may be repeated for each layer in the stack. However, if the
resulting values are to be used in conjunction in order to predict the properties of the
stacked structure, a common referential must be used. Thus, for each layer, it becomes
necessary to transform the terms of its stiffness matrix, so as to obtain the equivalent
terms written under the common referential. If this is taken as corresponding to the
orthogonal directions of a particular layer (henceforth designated the 0-layer), and if a
generic k layer’s longitudinal axis differs from that of the 0-layer by an angle φk , the
terms of its transformed stiffness terms matrix are:
(C̄11)k = (C11)kcos
4φk + (C22)ksin





4φk + [2(C12)k + 4(C66)k]cos
2φksin
2φk (A.22)
(C̄66)k = [(C11)k+(C22)k−2((C12)k+4(C66)k)]cos2φksin2φk+(C66)k[cos4φksin4φk] (A.23)
(C̄12)k = (C̄21)k = (C12)k[cos
4φksin
4φk] + [(C11)k + (C22)k − 4(C66)k]cos2φksin2φk (A.24)
Two further terms must be considered through this transformation, which relate to
the possibility of interaction between normal and shear behaviour during off-axis loading
of the layer:
(C̄16)k = [(C11)k − (C12)k − 2(C66)k]cos3φksinφk − [(C22)k − (C12)k − 2(C66)k]sin3φkcosφk
(A.25)
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(C̄26)k = [(C11)k − (C12)k − 2(C66)k]sin3φkcosφk − [(C22)k − (C12)k − 2(C66)k]cos3φksinφk
(A.26)
The resulting behaviour of the film may then be obtained by averaging the results for






Inverting the film’s stiffness matrix [C̄ij]Film provides the terms of its compliance









(ν12)Film = −(E1)Film(S̄21)Film (A.30)
(ν21)Film = −(E2)Film(S̄12)Film (A.31)
(G12)Film =
1
(S̄66)Film
(A.32)
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